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PREFACE
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The author, Mr. Richard G. Coy, University of Dayton Research
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Miami County Public Library, project director, Mr. W. E. Pay>linski,
and former director, Mr.. J. Dennis Day; Levin, Porter, Smith, Inc.,
architects, Mr. L. G. Davis; Heapy and Associates, mechanical
engineering consultants, Mr. R. J. Pearson, Mr. G. Walls, and
Mr. R. Strawser; University of Dayton Research Institute, solar
system design consultants, Dr. J. E. Minardi, Mr. R. K. Newman,
Mr. D. H. Whitford, and Mr. G. J. Roth; Owens-Illinois, Inc.,
solar collector manufacturers, Mr. V. R. Daiga and Mr. R. E. Ford;
and Starco, Inc., general contractors, Mr. F. Ossenberq and
Mr. B. Krisher.
We want to es pecially acknowledge the financial support
provided to the project by the: Dayton Association of Plumbinq
•	 Contractor; City of Troy, Concord Township; and the Troy Foundation.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In July 1976 the Troy-Miami County Public Library was
selected as one of 34 recipients of the nonresidential solar
energy demonstration contracts awarded by the Department of
Energy (DOE). There were 308 proposals submitted in response
to Program Opportunity Notice DSE-75••2, and Troy was the only
E
	
	
library in the United States and the only facility in Ohio to
receive one of _hese contracts.
•
	
	 The city of Troy, Ohio, which is the county seat of Miami
County, is situated on the Great Miami River, 21 miles north
of Dayton, Ohio. Troy's location in Ohio, shown in Figure 1-1,
is immediately east of Interstate 75 and 15 miles north of
Interstate 70. The library building, located in the downtown
area of the eity,has a floor area of over 23,000 square feet and
houses over 115,000 books and nonprint materials. The location
of the building within the city and the library building prior
to installation of the solar system are shown in Fiqures 1-2
and 1-3, respectively.
This project was directed towards the design, development,
installation, and demonstration of a solar heating system in a
nonra sidential building. The overall program was managed by the
National 7.cronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at the
Marshall Space night Center, Alabama, and was sponsored by
DOE. The efforts discussed in this report were conducted by a
project team, whose members were: Troy-Miami County Public
Library, project director; Levin, Porter, Smith, Inc., architects;
Heapy and Associates, i;,Uchanical engineering consultants; Univer-
sity of Dayton Research Institute, solar system design consultants;
Owens-Illinois, Inc., solar collector manufacturer; and Starco,
Inc., general contractor. Major subcontractors included: Honey-
well Automation, system controls; Dayton Fabricated Steel, solar
collector mounts; and the Design Display Company, lobby display.
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Figure 1-1. Location of Troy, Ohio.
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The solar heatinq system which was interfaced with the
original Heatina, Ventil^,tin q , and Air Conditioning PIVAC)
systems consists of 3,,:64 cross square-feet of solar collector
collector modules. The collector modules were interconnected
to form six arrays with 11 modules in ^ach gray and six grays
with six modules in each array as shown in riciure 1-4. A front
view of the buildinq with all 12 arrays is shown in Pi q ure 3•-1.
Also incorporated in the system is a 5,000-Mallon insulated steel
tank for storage of water and a distribution and cr)ntr(.)l sub-
system includinq
 the required piping, pumpinci, and heat transfer
components.
Pioure 1-4. Solar Collector Arravc.
5
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In addition, this demonstration site includes a compre-
hensive instrumentation system, supplied by DOE, for monitoring
and evaluating the system's performance. This instrumentation
system is part of the National Solar Data Network and serves to
meet the data collection performance evaluation and data
dissimination goals of the National Program for Solar Heating
and Cooling. Also included at this site is an attractive lobby
display which shows, in animated schematic form, the functioning
of the solar heating system and provides real time operational
data on the performance of the system.
Installation of the solar heating system was completed in
late March 1978. However, several problems were encountered
during and subsequent to the system checkout. These problems
included conventional air binding problems that may have been
aggravated by low flow rates in the collector; improper adjustment
of air flow dampers; leaking control valves, improperly installed
valves; and failure of space thermostats. Following a detailed
analysis and after approval by DOE, the system was reconfigured in
order to ensure a more balanced flow within tle system. System
reconfiguration was completed and the system activated in late
November 1978.
System performance information during the 1978-1979 heating
season was not available because of sensor failure and inaccurate
calibration data in the instrumentation monitoring system. Visual
observations would indicate low performance of the system because
of. low tank temperature at the beginning of the heating season;
excessive cloud cover in November and December 1978; and excessive:
wet snow which stuck on the collectors in the January and February
1979 period. It is also believed that total system control prob-
lems existed during this period but were not identified.
Final system acceptance testing was conducted by Heapy
and Associates ir ► conjunction with NASA/DOE in early June 1979.
During this period NASDA/DOE replaced and recalibrated all site
6
Finstrumentation associated with the National Solar Data Network.
It is anticipated that system performance data will be avail-
able from DOE for the 1979-1980 heating season.
7
SECTION 2
SITE DESCRIPTION
The new Troy-Miami County Public Library, officially
in February 1976, is located on the four hundred block of
Street, Troy, Ohio, 4U" North Latitude and 84 ° 10' West Lor.y^..U%Ar.
The library is a one-story building with basement, having a total
fl , r area 23 , 200 square feet. Drawings of the site and building
are presented in Figures 2-1 through 2-5.
The Troy-Miami County Library Board had made energy conservation
a top priority in the design and development of the new library and
had made preliminary plans to include a solar energy component in
the total energy program for the facility. The roof on the south
and north sides of the building slopes at about 23.5 0
 downward from
the center of the building with the building oriented such that the
sloping south roof, where solar collectors would be installed, faces
about 23 0 west of south. This orientation of west of south as
stated in the reference, "Solar Collector Performance Evaluation
with the NASA-LEWIS Solar Simulator - Results for an All -Gla'ss-
Evacuated-Tubular Selectively-Coated Collector with a Diffuse
Reflector," NASA TM X-71695, April 1975, Frederick Simon, would
actually result in higher collector efficiencies.
A description of energy conservation provisions incorporated
into the building are listed below.
1. The building was oriented such that the maximum roof
area could be used for the location of solar collectors without
sacrificing efficiency.
2. A portion of the building was constructed in effect
below grade. Some of the usable areas are in a sub-level completely
enclosed for making use of the constant ground temperature. The
ground has been used to equalize the differential between indoor
and outdoor temperature in as many instances as possible, as
€	
witnessed by the fact that the Reading Areas are from 50 to 70
percent below grade along the south side of the building.
8
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3. Building insulation was used extensively. A considerable
amount of time was spent improving the original recommendations
regarding insulation.
4. Wherever possible, windows were installed in deep recesses
so as to eliminate as much of the direct heat buildup as possible
during the summer months and, insofar as possible, were located
away from seated persons to eliminate cold drafts.
5. The area of glass was held to a minimum. The ratio of-
glass to masonary wall being less than 20 percent.
6. The design also takes into account that the population
is on the interior of the building so that the comfort, particularly
in the winter, can be maintained more draft-free without sacrificing
windows located in the Stack Area.
7. Existing trees were trimmed in accordance with.sun exposure
for the various seasons by the landscaper after instructions
regarding the intended installation of solar collectors. After
careful study, the trees were trimmed to promote the maximum
exposure to solar collector and maintain maximum shading to-the
south-west during the summer months.
Building construction was initiated in late November 1974
and completed in early February 1976 prior to the award of the
solar energy demonstration contract. The majority of the required
funds for the construction of the library were raised through a
public subscription drive. The balance of the funds were raised
from the Library Service and Construction Act, the City of Troy,
and the Concord Township.
14
SECTION 3
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND INSTALLATION
The installed solar energy heating system provides an
attractive addition to the library building and is highly visible
to the public as can be seen in Figure 3-1. The completed system
is composed of three basic subsystems: the collector system con-
sisting of 3,264 gross square feet of solar collector area; the
storage system which includes a 5,000-gallon insulated steel tank;
and the distribution and control system which includes the piping,
pumping, and heat transfer components as well as the solenoid-
.	 activated valves and control logic for the efficient and safe
operation of the entire system. This solar heating system was
installed in an existing facility and is, therefore, a retrofit
system.
As indicated previously, preliminary plans were made, during
design and development of the library, to include a solar energy
component in the total energy program for the facility. This
approach minimized the amount of building modification and simpli-
fied the interfacing of the solar heating system with the existing
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system. The
existing HVAC system in the building consists of g ive single zone
air handling units, each with an electric heating coil and a
chilled water cooling coil to condition the various spaces in the
building. Chilled water is provided by a central chilled water
piping system connected to a single packaged electric air-cooled
chiller located on the roof of the building. Auxiliary heat
in the form of electric baseboard and electric unit heaters is
provided near entry ways in the bookmobile garage.
Interfacinq the solar heating system with the standard HVAC
system was accomplished by adding changeover valves to utilize the
existing chilled water piping and cooling coils in each of the
five air handling units fir solar heat transfer. A schematic of
the solar heating system which shows the interfacing to the HVAC
system and the additional pipinq, pumpinq, and major components is
presented in Figure 3-2.
15
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In this systems operation,the solar insolation (radiation)
captured by the solar collector heats water that is circulated
through the collectors. The heated water is then channeled to
the building heating loop if heat is required, to the storage tank
for later use in the building heating loop, or through the purge
(heat rejection) unit if excessive temperatures are encountered.
Although this basically explains the system operation, there are
actually several operating modes for the efficient and safe
operation of the entire system. The various operating flow paths
for z:-.mmer and winter operations (see Figure 3-2) are listed below.
Summer Operation
Collector 4 Storage -►
 Collector
Collector + Purge (Operating) - Collector
Winter Operation
Collector -► Building Iieating i Collector
Collector + Building Heating -►
 Storage 4 Collector
Storage 4 Building Heating - Storage
Collector 4 Purge (Operating, + Collector
Collector 4 Storage + Collector	 (Energy storage or
freeze protection)
Collector -* Purge (Off) - Collector (Freeze protection)
A brief description of the solar system components, equip-
ment, installation and physical locations, are diszussed in the
following paragraphs. System drawings, manuals, and vendor items
are presented in Appendices A through D.
3.1 SOLAR COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM
One-hundred-two SUNPAXTM solar collector modules with
shaped reflectors were v:.,-d on this project. These collectors
are the advanced, high-p:formance, evacuated, tubular collectors
manufactured by Owens-Illinois, Inc. Each module consists of 24
individual collector tubes with an integral manifold as shown in
Figure 3-3 and occupies 32-square-feet in the assembled configura-
tion. The effective collector area of the standard SUNP,"'M
18
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0
module is 27.4-square-feet which is used as the basis for des-
cribing the collector performance. Therefore, the effective
collection area available on this project, with 102 collector
modules, is 2,794.8-square feet. A complete description of the
'Owens-Illinois,  Inc. collector is presented in Appendix p , SUNPAKTM
Solar Collector Installation Service and Operatinq Manual.
The solar collector modules were interconnected to form
12 arrays and were mounted on 12 steel trusses which were bolted
on the south-facinq sloping roof. The steel trusses were
fabricated such as to provide a collector angle of 40° above the
horizontal. Installation details of the mounts and solar collector
modules are shown in Figure 3-4 and 3-5. Structural details are
shown in Appendix A, drawing numbers S-1, S-2, S-3, and M-2. Six
array q containing six modules per array were mounted on the south-
east sl ,_pinq roof as shown in Figure 3-5. The remaining six arrays
contained 11 modules per array and were similarly mounted on the
south-west slop ing roof.
1 iqure 3-4. Solar Collector. Tnstaliation - West Roof Area.
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3.2 STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
The capability of storing excess collected energy was
provided by incorporating a 5,000-gallon steel tank into the
total system. In an effort to minimize heat loss the storage
tank was insulated with 3-inches of polyurethane and a minimum
of 1/8-inches of fiberglass waterproof jacket. Tank cradles
were welded to the tank so the weight of the tank would be
transferred to the cradles and not to the polyurethane and fiber-
glass. The assembly was buried on top of a concrete slab to the
west of the building and south (adjacent) to the service entrance
to the bookmobile room (see Figure 2-2). Construction and
installation details of the storage facilities are shown in
Appendix A, drawing number M-4. Details of the storage tank and
insulating materials are presented in Appendix D, Vendor Items.
3.3 DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem includes all piping, pumping, and heat
transfer components as well as the required control logic for
the efficient operation of the entire system. The system
schematic presented in Figure 3-2 shows all major components of
the distribution subsystem as well as the control valves and
sensors. In should be noted that the original HVAC system
included, in addition to the piping identified in Figure 3-2,
the heat transfer components AH-1 through AH-5, the control
valves V-1 through V-5, pump CP-1, and the electric chiller.
Heat transfer component AH-1 and corresponding control valve
V-l,located in the lower level mechanical room, are shown in
Figure 3-6. Circulating pump-CP-1, also in the mechanical
room, and the electric chiller, located in the north-west corner
of the roof", are shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8, respectively.
All piping in the distribution system was installed within
the building with the exception of the short below-grade piping
to the storage tank and that piping integral to the solar collector
manifold assembly which is extremely well-insulated with expanded
22
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urethane foam. The majority of the new piping, including major
interfaces with the existing HVAC system, was installed on the south
wall of the bookmobile room located at ground level in the north-
west corner of the building as shown in Figure 3-9. Additional
piping interfaces for by-passing the existing pump CP-1 and for the
automatic filling functions were installed in the mechanical room
located at the west end of the lower level as shown in Figures
3-7 and 3-10, respectively. Piping from the bookmobile room to
the collectors was suspended beneath the ceiling of the adult
reference reading area and painted to match the internal wood
•	 beam trusses, see Figure 3-11. This piping was then routed above
the false ceiling in the stack area and then into external boxes
resting on the roof, called roof curbs which were constructed
adjacent to each collector array as shown in Figure 3-5. Each roof
curb was well-insulated and was vented to the warm air inside the
building. Piping from adjacent collector arrays was joined inside
each roof curb as shown in Figure 3-12. Details of the piping and
roof curb installation are presented in Appendix A, Drawing Numbers
M-1, M-2, M-3, and M-4.
Two additional pumps, CP-2 and CP-3 (see Figure 3-2), were
installed in parallel so that failure of one pump would permit
continued system operation at a reduced but satisfactory flow rate
of approximately 30 gpm. The existing pump CP-1 would only be used
when building heat is being supplied directly from storage or when
the chiller is operating in the normal HVAC cooling mode. The
additional pumps were installed on the south wall of the bookmobile
•	 room as shown in Figure 3-9. A close-up view of these circulating
pumps with starters, check valves, and isolating mechanical valves
is shown in Figure 3-13. A detailed description of these pumps,
starters, and valves is presented in Appendix D, Vendor Items.
The main heat transfer components, AH -1 through AH-5, were
part of the original HVAC system and were incorporated into the
overall system as shown in Figure 3-2. However, an additional
heat transfer component, "purge unit," was installed to reject
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3
Figure 3-13. Circulating Pumj - CP-2 and CP-3— Bookmobile
Room.
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excess heat which cannot be used by the system. This heat rejection
unit will be used primarily in the summer until suitable solar
energy equipment can be obtained for summer cooling. Since the
library had no use for heat in the summer, heat rejection ..is
inecessary because the collector tubes could not be drained
conveniently and because their limiting stagnation temperature of
600°F could be reached or exceeded during the summer months. This
purge unit installed on the north wall of the bookmobile building
(see Figures 3-14 and 3-15) utilizes outdoor air to cool the
system hot water if it exceeds 220 °F. Installation details of the
purge unit are presented in Appendix A, drawing number 101 and M-4.
A detailed description and specifications for the purge unit and
damper is presented in Appendix D-Vendor Items.
A pneumatic control system was provided by Honeywell Inc.,
Honeywell Automation. The system control panels containing the
system control logic with the associated timers, controllers,
relays, and switches are located on the west wall of the storage
room adjacent to th-^ bookmobile room (see Figures 3-16 and 3-17).
Fioure 3-14. Purge Unit— 3ookmobile Room.
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All system control valves are installed in the distribution piping
as shown in Figure 3-2.	 Valves V-1 through V-5 are part of the
original HVAC system and are located with the existing heat transfer
units AH-1 through AH-5 a. shown in Figure 3-6. 	 Valve V-6 which
by-passes circulating pump CP-1 is located in the mechanical room
on the lower-level of the building (see Figure 3-7). 	 Valves V-7
through V-14 are all located on the north wall of the bookmobile
room as shown in Figure 3-9.	 Valves V-15 and V-16 are located
in the space above the false ceiling in the south-west stack area
of the building.
	
All other system control sensors (temperature,
E
pressure, and flow) were installed in the distribution piping,
storage tank, and solar collector tubes with the exception of the
outside air temperature sensor which is located on the outside north
F wall of the building. Valves and sensor locations are also shown in
Appendix A, drawing M-4.	 A detailed description of the control
system with specifications is presented in Appendix C— Engineering
Data for Troy Library-Honeywell Automation.	 Specification sheets
for the system control valves is presented in Appendix D— Vendors
Items.
Other components installed in the distribution and control
system included: an 850-gallon expansion tank to provide the
required air cushion to maintain system pressures between 20
to 30 psi while the entire volume of water (approximately 6,000
gallons) varies from 70°F to 220°F; an a 4 r separator to remove
air from the system, and a by-pass chemical feeder for use
if water conditioning were required. In addition, standard
mechanical valves and water system specialties were installed as
required to complete the system considering syste*n installation,
maintenance, checkout, and operational requirements. Most of these
components are located on the south wall of the bookmobile room.
A few of the mechanical valves, relief valves, and water vents
are located in the mechanical room and in the extended roof curbs
between each collector array. Descriptions and specifications
for these various components are presented in Appendix D— Vendor
Items.
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SECTION 4
DATA COLLECTION AND LOBBY DISPLAY INSTRUMENTATION
The Troy-Miami County Public Library Solar Heating Demonstra-
tion Program was selected by the Department of Energy for the
installation of a comprehensive -i nstrumentation system in order
to meet the data collection, performance evaluation, and data
dissemination goals of the National Program for Solar Heating
and Cooling. This instrumentation system is part of the National
Solar Data Network which includes: a Site Data Acquisition
Subsystem (SDAS); a Data A.:cess Arrangement; a Central Data
Processing System (CDPS) and Host Computer; and a Technical
Information Center. The sensors, SDAS, and communication link
are located at the demonstration site. The CDPS and Host Computer
are located at Vitro Engineering Laboratory, Silver Springs, Mary-
land, where the data is retrieve.!, evaluated, analyzed, and
system evaluation reports are produced. These reports will be
made available to the demonstration site and to others through
the DOE Technical Information Center, P. O. Box 62, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37820.
In addition to the above, an attractive lobby display was
installed on the north wall of the main floor lobby. This dis-
play was designed to attract attention of the library patrons
and to explain the concept of the solar system operation. The
display shows, in an animated schematic form, the functioning of
the solar heating system and provides, in real-time, operational
data of the performance of the system.
A brief description of these instrumentation systems, as
well as their installation and physical locations, are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
4.1 DATA COLLECTIONJMONITORING SYSTEM
The data collection system requirements are described in
DOE Report, "Instrumentation Installation Guidelines," dated 1976.
This report was used to select the type, number, and location of
r'
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the required sensors. A total of 43 sensors, listed in Table 4-1,
were approved and supplied by DOE for installation in the system.
All sensors installed are independent from those installed for the
control system and for the lobby dis play. Details of the instrumen-
tation wiring and the transducer connections are presented in
Appendix A, drawing number M-2.
The majority of the 13 temperature and four flow-rate trans-
ducers, listed in Table 4-1, were installed in the distribution
system (located in the bookmobile room) at locations shown in
Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Ambient air temperature sensor T001 is
located on the west end of the building as shown in Figure 4-3.
The return air temperature sensor T006 was installed inside the
return air chamber of Air Handling Unit AH-5 located in the attic
area north of the janitor room in the south side of the building.
The total and diffuse insolation sensors (pyranometers)
were mounted on special fixtures at an angle of 40 0
 above the
horizontal which is in the same plane as the collector arrays.
These fixtures were installed above the roof line on the north
wall of the center of the building as shown in Figure 4-4. It
should be noted that the lower total insolation sensor shown in
Figure 4-4 is used only for the lobby display.
The 24 electrical power sensors (wattmeters) were installed
in two special enclosures near the existing main power panels.
The enclosure in the main floor janitor room contains all watt-
meters to measure the electrical energy used in the east half
of the building. The remaining electrical energy use is measured
by wattmeters installed in the enclosure located in the lower
level mechanical room (see Figures 4-5 and 4-6) beside the SDAS.
Detailed wiring and connection diagrams are presented in Appendix
A, drawing number M-2. Enclosure/panel specifications are
presented in Appendix D - Vendor Items.
Data collection and transmission is accomplished through
the SDAS which was installed in the lower level mechanical room.
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T 001 Ambient
T 100 Collector Inlet
T 180 Collector Outlet
T 182 Purge Outlet
T 601 Load Return Air (Bldg)
T 403 Load Inlet
T 483 Load Return
T 401 Storage Inlet
T 481 Storage Bypass
T 451 Storage Outlet
T 201 Storage Top
T 202 Storage Mid
T 203 Storage BottomW I
1800
1002
1202
0202
3200
2602
0802
2402
0402
1102
2002
2202
3002
TABLE. 4-1
LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR DATA COLLECTION/MONITORING
Identification	 On-Site Monitor.(1)
Number	 Description	 Channel Number
Temperature Sensors (Monitor reads in °F
Flow Sensors (Display reads in gpm)
W 100	 Collector
W 403
	 Load
W 401
	 Storage (Load Return)
W 402	 Storage Bypass
0361
3562
0562
3362
Insulation (Sensors Monitors reads in Btu/hr/sq.ft.)
I 001 Total 0725
I 002 Diffuse 3423
_	 Power	 (Sensors Monitor reads in kW)
EP 101 Solar Pumps CP-2 and CP -3 1344
EP 402 Load Pump CP-3 1646*
EP 103 Purge 1446*
EP 411 AH-1 Fan (Basement) 1746*
EP 421 AH-1 Heat 2847
EP 412 AH-2 Fan (Services and multi- 0946*
purpose;
EP 431 Reheat No.	 1	 (Services) 2746*
(continued next page)
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TABLE 4-1 (Concluded)
LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR DATA COLLECTION/MONITORING
Identification	 On-Site Monitor
Number	 Description	 Channel Number
Power Sensors (Monitor reads in kW)
EP 432 Reheat No. 2 (Services) 3646*
EP 433 Reheat No. 3 (Multipurpose) 3747
EP 413 AH-3 Fan (West)
EP 423 AR-3 Heat 2947
EP 414 AH-4 Fan (East) 2146*
EP 424 AH-4 Heat 2347
EP 415 AH-5 Fan (Stacks) 2547
EP 434 Reheat No. 4 (Adult Stacks) 3847
EP 435 Reheat No. 5 (Child Stacks) 3947
EP 441 EUH 1 IS Vestibule) 4047
EP 442 EUH 2 (Garage) 4247
EP 443 EUH 3 (N. Vestibule) 4347
EP 451 EC-1	 (East) 4446*
EP 452 EC-1	 (West) 4546*
EP 453 EC-2	 (Men) 4643
EP 454 EC-2	 (Women) 4743
EP 455 EC-3	 (Mobile Storage) 4843
*
If reading exceeds 12 kW, change last digit to 7.
(1)	 The on-site monitor is currently available on-site and
can be used by the system operator to obtain instantaneous
displays of all sensor outputs for system evaluation. This
device is temporary and can be removed by DOE when needed
for system checkout at other installations. Use of the
monitor is as follows.
Power on - Scan switch up into "Scan" Position— all points
should up date continuously. If scan switch is pressed
down and then positioned at its mid-position, all readings
taken should be as of the moment that the switch was pressed
down--no updating will occur until switch is returned to
"Scan" position.
Channel Number Code, XXYZ
where;
XX - Channel Number
Y - Type of Sensor
Z = Assigned Range of Sensor
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Figure 4-1. System Schematic - Data Collection/Monitoring
Sensors.
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All instrumentation wires from the various sensors were terminated
in a special prewired junction box (provided by DOE) which was
located above the SDAS. Final connections of the interface cables
and system checkout was accomplished by DOE. An on-site monitor
is currently available to allow a direct readout of the system
measurements and thereby verify that the solar system and SDAS
is performing correctly. The SDAS and an internal view of the
prewired junction box are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-7, respectively.
The four-digit identification code, XXYZ, for the various parameters
listed in Table 4-1 it for use with the on-site monitor. This
code refers to the channel number, XX, the type of sensor, Y, and
the assigned sensor range, Z.
4.2 LOBBY DISPLAY SYSTEM
The lobby display was installed in the Troy Library to
L^
serve as a public educational function which is one of the primary
objectives of this demonstration program; that is, to disseminate
to the public, information on the design, installation, and
operation of solar systems. This display, sho p-n in Figure 4-8
and 4 -9, is located on the north wall of the main floor lobby.
The left-hand portion of the display presents a three -dimensional
representation of the solar heating system showing the major com-
ponents, their location in the building, and-the interconnecting
piping. By pressing a button, visitors can see, in an animated
schematic form, the func O.oning of the solar s%stem in its three
basic modes of operation. The sight -hand portion of the display
• also contains a series of digital numeric readouts which provide
in real time, operational data on the performance of the system.
These digital readouts show cost of energy saved in dollars and
other measurements in familiar units such as °F, kilowatts. and
kilowatt-hours.
The lobby display instrumentation is independent from the
control system and the data collection /.-anitoring system. A total
of nine sensors were installed in the system, seven in the distri-
bution system as shown in Figure 4-10, one inside a collector tube
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to measure collector output temperature, and the solar insolation
sensor shown in Figure 4-4. Details of the Installation and wiring
are presented in Appendix A, drawing number 101, I-1, M-2, M-3,
and M-4.
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SECTION 5
SYSTEM OPERATION
The solar heating system operational controls have been
interfaced with the standard HVAC controls. The operation of this
combined solar heating— HVAC system is keyed to the solar collector
output temperature; the ambient air temperature; temperature within
the solar distribution system and standard air handling units; and
the building space thermostats. Operation of the combined system
is automatic and should require no action by the operator except
for adjusting or setting building space thermostats, changing from
the heating mode to the cooling mode,or in emergency conditions
such as power or component failures and system leaks or freezing.
A detailed description of the sequence of operation and the
associated wiring schematic and diagram for the combined system
is presented in Appendix C: Engineering Data for Troy Library—
Honeywell Automation. Detailed system drawings and information on
the solar collectors are presented in Appendices A and B,
respectively.
Presented in this section is general information to assist
the system operators and HVAC consultants in the operation, main-
tenance, and evaluation of the operational status of the overall
system. Also included in this section is information describing
the system operators actions for normal operating (automatic)
conditions, energency conditions, and data collection requirements
as well as system safety considerations. In addition, the system
filling/draining functions are discussed and simulated operating
conditions for summer and winter modes are presented to assist
the HVAC consultants in evaluating the system status.
5.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
_.i subsequent paragraphs numerous references are made to
various control panel switch settings, control valves and sensors,
and valve action which control the direction of flow within the
system. A discussion of these items is summarized below to assist
52
the operators in locating the various components within the system
and generate an understanding of the operation of the system con-
trol valves. Additional information on the installation and loca-
tion of the system components is presented in Section 3.
(a) Solar System Control Panels
The solar system control panels (see Figure 3-16) for
the pneumatic control systems are located on the west wall of the
storage room adjacent to the bookmobile room. The main control
panel contains five toggle switches and two warning lights, indi-
cated below, in addition to an internal audible alarm which signals
a collector leak or low temperature (equal to or less than 38°F).
Toggle Switch Function
V-15 Open/V-15 Closed
V-16 Open/V-16 Closed
Collector Filled/Collector Drained
Solar Heat/off/Electric Chilling
T-1 Main/T-1 Backup
Warning Light Function
Collector Leak Light
Collector Low Temperature Light
(b) Building Space Thermostats
The demand for heating or cooling is controlled by
the building space thermostats. The location of these thermostats
within the building is indicated in Table 5-1. Also indicated in
Table 5-1 is the type and location of the electric heating devices
controlled and the main circuit breaker panel designation. '_:}.e
main power panel locations which contain these circuit breakers
are shown in Appendix A: Drawings M-1 and M-3.
(c) System -:omponents/Piping/Control Valves/Sensors
The majority of the solar system piping, control
valves, and control sin:._rs are installed in the bookmobile room
as shown in Figure 5-1. A schematic of the system, prepared to
W'.
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emphasize the piping arrangement in the bookmobile room, is
presented in Figure 5-2. This schematic which &lso includes the
general piping arrangement to all other control valves and system
components can be used by the operator to locate those components,
valves, and sensors which are referenced in subsequent paragraphs.
(d) System Control Valves/Pneumatic Controller
The system control valves identified in Figure 5-2 are
either single--seated valves (normally open or normally closed) or
three-way valves used to divert and control the direction of flow
within the system. Actuation of these control valves is accomplished
through the use of pneumatic controllers. In this system two con-
figurations of pneumatic controllers are used and have been identi-
fied as Configuration A and Configuration B as shown in Figure 5-3
in the unactivated (power off) position.
In the power off position for Configuration A (see Fig-
ure 5-3) the lower collar on the controller spring is fixed to the
control valve stem. When Configuration A is activated (power on)
the controller spring is compressed upward which pulls the valve
stem up. The action can be visually observed and is shown in
Figure 5-4.
In the power off position for Configuration B (see Fig-
ure 5-3) the upper collar on the controller spring is fixed to the
control valve stem. When Configuration B is activated (power on)
the controller spring is compressed downward which pushes the valve
stem down. This valve action can also be visually observed and
is depicted in the drawing presented in Figure 5-5 which shows both
the power on and power off positions of the Configuration B
controller.
A complete listing of all system control valves by
controller configuration, valve type, and direction of flow, with
the controller in the power on and power off conditions, is
presented in Table 5-2. Thus, with this information and the
schematic in Figure 5-2 it is possible to determine, visually,
the control valve status and direction of flow within the entire
system for all operating conditions.
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Finure 5-3. Control valve Cnni-roller Conficuration — Power
"Off" Condition.
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4
4
Fiqure 5-4. Control Valve Controller, Conf.ic7urat.
Power OnOn Condition.
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POWER OFF	 POWER ON
CONDITION	 CONDITION
Figure 5-5. Drawing of Control Valve Controller, Configuration "B".
TABLE 5-2
LISTING OF SYSTEM CONTROI. VALVES BY
CONFIGURATION AND DIRECTION OF FLOW
Control
Valve
Number
ontro	 er
Con-
figuration
Valve
Type
Direction
Power Off
of Flow
Power On
1 h 3-Way B-AB A-AB
2 B 3-Way B-AR A-AB
3 B 3-Way B-AB A-AB
4 B 3-Way B-AB A-AB
S B 3-Way B-AB A-,kB
6 B Single Seated Open Closed
7 B 3-Way B-Ail A-AB
8 B Single Seated Open Closet]
9 A 3-Way A-AB B-AB
10 A 3-Way AB-A AN -I
11 B 3-Way B-AB A-AB
12 B 3-way B-AB A-AB
13 A 3-Way A-AB B-AB
14 A Single Seated Closed Open
15 B Single Seated Open Closed
16 B Single Seated Open Closed
60
5.2 NOAXAL OPERATING (AUTOMATIC) CONDITIONS
Operation of the combined system, as indicated previously,
is automatic. The operato:f actions described below will normally
be limited to adjusting or setting the building space thermostats,
changing the operation of the system from the heating mode to the
cooling mode, and performing certain functions under emergency
conditions such as power or component failures and system leaks
or freezing. In addition, minor adjustments are required in the
data collection system to assist the Departme;,t of Energy in
meeting the data collection, performance evaluation, and dissimina-
tion caoals of the National Program for Solar Heating and Coolinq.
	
5.2.1
	 Building Space Thermostat Settings
Operation of the combined system requires that the
total system controls be properly adjusted and maintained in order
to optimize the use of the solar system. During the heating and
cooli.g season the system operator should set the control thermo-
stats for all electric heating devices (see Table 3-1) to operate
at a temperature lower than those designated as AH-1, AH-3,
AH-4, ERH-3, and ER11-4. Properly set thermostats will optimize
the use of solar heat in the heating season and prevent the activa-
tion of electric reheat units during the cooling season.
In addition to the above the system operator could
turn off some of the noncritical electric heatina devices in
moderate weather to ensure the use of the solar system to heat
the building.
	
5.2.2	 System Mode Chanqe
Changing the mode of operation from cooling to
heating and from heating to cooling must be accomplished in sequen-
tial steps in order to prevent damage tc the solar system and the
existing electric chiller. The system operator actions required
for changing the mode of operation of the system are discussed
below.
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a. Solar Heating to Electric Chilling Mode
When the system is operating in the Solar Heat-
ing Mode, the Solar System Control Panel Toggle Switches are set
as follows:
• V-15 Open
• V-16 Open
• Solar Heat
• Collector Filled
• T-1 Main
The following steps must be accomplishea by the
system operator to change the mode of operation to electric chilling.
The system operator should contact the HVAC serviceman to resolve
any problem that might occur during this changeover process.
	
Step	 Action Required
(1) Move the system mode slector toggle switch on the
Solar Control Panel to "Electric Chilling."
NOTE: Make certain that the chiller power is "on"
for 72 hours before positioning switch for Electric
Chilling to prevent damage to the chiller.
(2) Open the mechanical valve adjacent to V-7 to allow
chiller bypass flow until water in the chilled system
is below 90°F. This mechanical valve can be left
open until cr.anging the system back to solar heating.
(3) Check position of control valves V-7, V-8, and V-9.
Valve V-7 should be positioned for flow from port
A to AB (power on) only if the air handier system
water temperature at T-3 is below 90°F. The system
water temperature can be checked visually on the dial
gauge located in the return line from AH-1. Valve V-8
should be closed (power on) and valve V-9 should be
positioned for flow from port B to AB (power on).
NOTE: Circulating pump CP-1 should be "On" at all
occupied times when in this mode and will circulate
water through the building loop by-passing the elec-
tric chiller until the water temperature at T-3 is
below 90°F.
(4) Check with pressure gauge for flow in the Solar
Collector 'loop. ( In the event that f 1 ow shot,1 d he
restricted in the solar system, open the center cabinet
of the Solar Control system in the bookmobile storage
room and position the pneumatic toggle switch SP-3
to open V-14 to give short loop flow through the
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	Step
	 Action Required
collectors until the problem causing interrupted
flow can be corrected. Return toggle switch to
original position after problem is corrected.)
(5) Rotate the lever on the Mechanical Valve, next to
port A of control valve V-9, 90 1 from the positic*:
shown in Figure 5-6 (perpendicular to the systein
piping) .
NOTE: This action is performed as a preventive
measure. If valve V-9 does not seat properly, which
apparently is common, solar water will leak into the
chiller system through the original piping from the
automatic fill valve (not shown in Figure 5-2) which
completes the flow path. Thus, the chiller will cool
the solar system water.
(6) If chiller fails to operate after V-7 positions for
flow A to AB and the water is between 90°F and 50°F,
check power to the chiller, ensure that the chiller
control panel switch is "on" and ensure that the
flow switch is indicating flow if there is flow
through the chiller. If the chiller still fails to
operate, call the HVAC serviceman.
b. Electric Chilling to Solar Heating Mode
When the system is operating in the Electric
Chilling Mode, the Solar System Control Panel Toggle switches
are set as follows:
• V-15 Open
a V-16 Open
• Electric Chilling
• Collector Filled
• T-1 Main
The following steps must be accomplished by the
system operator to change the mode of operation to solar heat.
The system operators should contact the JIVAC serviceman to resolve
any problems that might occur during this changeover process.
	
step	 Action
(1) Rotate the lever on the
port A of control valve,
of this valve should be
as shown in Fiytlre 5-b.
(2) Manual Gate Valve locate
be opened.
Required
Mechanical Valve, next to
V-9 90°. The final position
parallel to the system ninin-
W directly above V-8 should
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Mechanical ' 7 a? ve Next to
Port A at Valve %-9
Figure 5-6. Manual Butterfly valve.
ORI Gr.v`AL I- AAA , i
Uk. rvvi^ ^"•""
C4
with little or no insolation, during a major power interruption
or failure of both solar circulating pumps.
Steps	 Action Required
(1) Open the makeup water bypass (mechanical fill)
valve full open.
(2) Place the handle on the main drain valve and open
it only far enough to ensure full flow through the
col a ors. Proper flow can be determined by
placing a pressure gauge in the "PT" plug immediately
adjacent to the expansion tank in the supply lire to
the collectors. Adjust flow through the drain valve
to maintain approximately 20 lb on the gauge.
WARNING: Do not open this valve fully, as the
collectors may become air-hound.
(3) If collector arrays are exposed to sunshine it may
be desirable to shade them with an opaque material
such as thin black polyethylene sheets.
(4) After pump operation is re-established, close the
main drain valve, remove the handle, and close the
makeup water bypass (mechanical fill) valve.
(5) Collector operation should be closely watched for
a period after operating the system under the
"Emergency Function" since much air will be introduced
into the system with the introduction of city water
and air can cause restricted flow and boiling of
the collectors.
A system leak detection device has been incorporated
into the system and is located on the building side of the automatic
fill valve. If a leak occurs, the device will activate the collector
leak light located on the Solar Control Panel as well as the audible
alarm within the panel. If this condition occurs, the following
action should be initiated by the system operator.
Step Action Required
(1) Visually inspect and locate the damaged or leaking
collector array.
(2) Shade the affected array with an opaque material if
exposed to the sunshine, as well as the array located
on the opposite side of the roof curb (the entire
row) .
(3) Isolate the entire row from the system by closing the
supply and return valves in the roof curb.
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	Step	 Action Required
(4) Complete repair when water has cooled.
(5) Open the vent valve and water supply valve in the
roof curb.
(6) Open the makeup water bypass (mechanical fill) valve
full open.
(7) When water is flowing freely, with no air bubbles,
from the vent drain line at the roof curb, close
the mechanical fill valve.
(8) Then close the vent valve and open the water return,
valve in the roof curb.
	
( g )	 Remove cover if used.
	
(10)	 Collector operation should be closely watched for a
period after operating the system under the "Fmergency
Function" since much air will be introduced into
the system with the introduction of city water and
air can cause restricted flow and boiling of the
collectors.
5.2.4
	 Data Collection and Lobby Display
The basic operation of the data collection/monitoring
system is automatic. The Site Data Acquisition System automatically
scans the sensor inputs at preselected time intervals and stores
the raw data on a cassette tape. Data is then transferred, through
a commercial telephone network, each day or on demand to the Central
Data Processing System and Host Computer for processing, analysis,
and documentation.
In order to evaluate the diffuse insolation data, it
will be necessary for the on-site operators to reset the shadow
band (see Figure 4-4) along the polar axis in accordance with the
changing solar declination. Generally, the shadow cast on the
radiometer should be checked daily (no less than twice a week) when
the sun is unobscured by clouds. This is easily accomplished by
loosening the two wing nuts clamping the side bars and resetting
the band to maintain the shadow on the radiometer. These adjust-
ments should be made at noon, and records indicating the date of
adjustment, time of day, and declination angle indicated on the
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side bars must be kept. The DOE. representative should have
access to these records for system documentation.
The lobby display is a self-contained unit with
instrumentation that is independent from the control system and
data collection/monitoring system. The system is operated by
library patrons and delivers to them the concept of solar heating.
5.3 SAFETY CONSIDERATION
System safety was a prime consideration in the design and
installation of the solar heating system in the Troy-Miami County
Public Library. All work was performed in accordance with the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and all other state and
local laws, ordnances, rules, and regulations relating to the work
and in accordance with the "Specifications for Solar Heating
Demonstration Project, Troy-Miami County Public Library," prepared
by Levin, Porter, Smith, Inc., and Heapy and Associates.
There are, in addition, specific safety considerations
regarding the operation and maintenance of the collector system
which should be followed by all assigned operating personnel.
These safety considerations are documented in Appendix B — SUNPAKTM
Solar Collector Installation, Service, and Operating Manual. Some
of these safety considerations are repeated below because of their
importance.
a. Extreme caution should be exercised when performing
maintenance on the collector. Accidental breakage of a tube in
a system operating under pressure at temperatures above 140°F could
result in serious burns to personnel. Tubes should not be removed
from an array during periods of bright sunlight if there is a
possibility that the module being serviced could be air locked.
This could lead to the release of pressurized steam, even though
the inlet and outlet headers may be at atmospheric pressure.
b. Care should be exercised in handling partially filled
tubes which have reached elevated stagnation temperatures in
the unfilled portion of the tube. Pouring water from the tube
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could cause flashing of the water as it contacts the high tempera-
ture region of the tube and in some cases this may result in break-
age of the tube.
c. Personnel handlino the evacuated collector tubes should
wear gloves and safety glasses. This is standard procedure for
any routine glass handling work. Failure of a tube due to rough
handling results in an implosion and does not generate a serious
problem due to flying glass.
d. Persons servicing the collector array should wear nonslip
sole shoes. Care should be exercised because of the sloping roof,
23° above the horizontal, where the collector arrays are located.
	
5.4
	 SYSTEM FILLING/DRAINING
These critical functions should not be performed routinely and
should, therefore, be accomplished by or under the direction of an
HVAC consultant or his representative. This approach is recommended
because the solar system is more complex than a conventional system
and because of: the potential for operator injury due high tempera-
tures within the collector tubes (600 0F); possible damage to the
collector tubes due to thermal shock; and possible system damage
due to air entrapment or low flow conditions. Detailed information
concerning the operation of the solar collector system and safety
considerations are presented in Appendix B — SUNPAK TM
 Solar Collector
Installation, Service and Operating Manual, which should be read
by all personnel assigned to operate and maintain the collector
system.
WARNING: Improper procedures in draining the system
could result in severe steam burns received by she
system operator.
	
5.5	 SIMULATED OPERATING CONDITIONS
During the early phases of system operation the HVAC con-
sultant may be required to adjust both the standard HVAC and solar
system controls for proper sequencing in order to optimize the
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use of the combined system. To assist the HVAC consultant in these
efforts, as well as for trouble shooting and evaluating the system
operational status, ten simulated operating conditions were developed
which functionally demonstrate actual operatinq conditions that
may be encountered.
Three of the simulated operating conditions were developed
for the summer (cooling) mode and the remaining seven conditions
for the winter (heating) mode. The system functions demonstrated
white operating under these simulated conditions are identified in
Table 5-3. Presented in Table 5-4, for each condition listed in
Table 5-3, is the corresponding simulated system, control tempera-
tures, valve and equipment status,	 system control panel switch
settings.
The system operational ranges for each of the ten simulated
operating conditions, along with diagnostic comments, are presented
in the following paragraphs. It should be noted that these operating
conditions can be demonstrated by simulating the various system
control and building temperatures and setting building thermostats
as indicated in Table 5-4.
5.5.1 Summer Mode —Condition 1 — Solar Heat
to Storage and Building Cooling
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
80°F < T-1	 220°F
T-3 < 90°F
T-5 > (T-6 + 5°F)
Building Temperature > (:IVAC pneumatic thermostat
setting + 3°F)
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TABLE 5-4
SIMULATED SOLAR SYSTEM OPERATING CONDITIONS
ORIGINAX PAGE IS
')FPOOR C11!A1,T'ry
Wo
i
TH_ULATED MERATIONS MIDITION NUMnr.R
Summer M;w ti wi—nuor Moda
^T r—
System Control Temperatures, OF
T-I Collector Outlet 195 220 160 170 190 79 220 125 GS 38
T-2 Ambient Air 90 90 75 •0 60 60 SO 65 35 30
T-3 Chiller Inlet SO s0 75 165 159 128 198 123 76 76
T-6 Building Load Inlet or Storage 193 193 138 169 179 78 20S 126 73 39
Inlet
T-s Building Load Return or storage 192 192 134 166 157 125 Its 123 73 .39
Inlet +^
T-6 storage Tank 100 199 100 150 150 150 190 100 76 75
Valor Status
V-1 through V-S N N N M M N N S-AS B-AB S-AB
V-4 C C C 0 O C 0 O 0 0
V-7 A-AS A-AS A-AS B-AB B-AS B-AS B-AS B-AB B-AS S-AB''
V-8 C C C 0 O O 0 C C C
V-9 B-AN B-AB B-AB A-AS A-AS A-AB A-AS n-AS S-AB B-AS
V-10 AB-A AB-A AB -A AB-2 AB-A AB-B All-A, AS-A AB-B AB-2
V-11 A-AS S-AB A-AS B-AS A-AS *-AN S-AS A-AS B-AB B-AB
V-12 %-AS A-AD s-AB A-AS S-AB B-AB B-AB B-AB B-AS B-AR
V-13 A-AS A-AB A-AB A-A8 .%-AB *-All B-AS S-AS B-AB A-AS
V-14 C 0 C C C C C C 0 C
V-1S O O O O O O O 0 O 0
V-16 O O 0 O O O 0 0 0 0
E-guipment status
Circulating Pump CP-1 On OA on Off Off On Off Off Off Off
Circulating Pump CP-2 * * On On On On On Off On on •On/ OeOff
Circulating Pump CP-3 * * On On On On On Off On On *OR/ anOff
Purge Unit Off On Off Off Off Off On Off Off Off
Electric Chiller On On Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off
Air Handling units AR-1 through On On Off On On On On Off On On
AH-5
Building
RVAC Electric Thermostat Settings, S9 S9 s9 S9 59 S9 S0 S9 s8 S9
or
HVAC Pneumatic Thermostat Settings, . 75 75 75 65 6S 65 65 65 65 65
.r
Solar Pneumatic Thermostat Settings, 78 78 78 69 48 68 69 68 66 68
•r
Building Temperature Reading, OF 92 82 79 66 66 6; 66 70 63 63
Solar Control Panel Switch Settings/T8 eators
V-1S	 Open/Closed 0 O O O O O O 0 0 0
V-16	 Open/Closed O 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
Solar lleat/Off/Elect.Chilling E.C. E.C. E.C. S.N. S.S. S.H. S.R. S.S. S.H. S.S.
Collector* Filled/Drained r P r r r r P r, r F
T-1 Main/Backup M N N N N N N M R N
Collector Leak Light Off Off Off off Off Off Off Off Off Off
Collector teak/Low Temperature Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off On
Alarm (Internal)
I
Collector Low Temporature Light Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off On I
Notes,	 a.	 see Table 5.2 for sratem functions demonstrated.
b.	 sae rigure 5-1 for :ocstiona at major system control COagenents.
c.	 N- Modulating Volrea ^- Nain) C - Clcmed# 0 - Open# B.C. - Slectric ChillL oo
S.R. - Solar Beat# B.B.	 wleetr	 Neat  e- rilleS.
d.	 Notations A-B, AB-A, etc. rotor to direction of flow through the three-way control Valwom.
•	 lumps run for 10 minutes out of every four hours.
••	 CP -2	 and CP-3 are stopped by photocells during periods of low insolation, except
for frees• protection operation, indicated by •.
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Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 < 80°F, CP-2 and CP-3 will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 90°F. CP-2 and CP-3 are also stopped by photo-
cells during periods of low insoluation. If T-1 > 220°F the purge
unit will start and continue operation until T-1'< 190°F.
b. If T-3 > 90°F, the electric chiller will stop to
prevent damage to the chiller and will restart when T-3 < 90°F.
c. If T-5 < (T-6 + 5°F) valve 11-12 will index for
flow from port A to AB thereby bypassing the storage tank.
d. If the building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting +3 0 F), the electric chiller will stop,
AH-1 through AH-5 circulating fans will stop, and modulating
valves V-1 through V-5 will index for flow from port AB to B.
5.5.2	 Summer Mode - Condition 2- Heat Purged
and Building Cooling
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
T-1 > 220°F
T-3 < 90°F
T-5 < (T-6 + 5°F)
Building temperature > (HVAC pneumatic thermostat
setting +3°F)
Diaano ntin Connnnts
a. If T-1 < 190°F the purge fan will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 220°F.
b. If T-3 > 90°F, the electric chiller will stop to
prevent damage to the chiller and will restart when T-3 < 90°F.
c. If T-5 > (T-6 + 5°F) valve V-12 will index for
flow from port B to AB for flow through the storage tank.
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d. If the building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting +3 6F), the electric chiller will stop, AH-1
through AH-5 circulating fans will stop, and modulating valves
V-1 through V-5 will index for flow from port AB to B.
	
5.5.3	 Summer Mode - Condition 3 - Solar Heat to Storage
This condition will be maintained under the follow-
ing system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
80 0 F< T-1 < 220°F
T-3 < 90°F
T-5 > (T-6 + 5°F)
Building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic thermostat
setting +3°F)
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 < 80 °F, CP-2 and CP-3 will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 90°F. CP-2 and CP-3 are also stopped by photo-
cells during periods of low insolation. If T-1 > 220°F, the purge
unit will start and continue operation until T-1 < 190°F.
b. If T-3 > 90 °F, the chiller will stop to prevent
damage and restart when T-3 < 90 °F.
C. If T-5 <(T-6 + 5 0 F), valve V-12 will index for
flow from port A to AB thereby bypassing the storage tank.
d. If the building temperature > (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting +3 0F), the electric chiller will start,
AH-1 through AH-5 circulating fan will start, and valves V-1
through V-5 will modulate flow through the air handlers until
the desired building temperatures are achieved.
	
5.5.4	 Winter Mode - Condition 4 - Solar Heat to Building
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, snd
thermostat settings.
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80°F < T-1 < 220°F
T-5 < (T-6 + 5°F)
Building temperature < (solar pneumatic thermostat
setting -2°F).
Diagnostic Comment.
a. If T-1 < 80°F, CP-2 and CP-3 will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 90°F. CP-2 and CP-3 are also stopped by photo-
cells during periods of low insolation. If T-1 > 220°F the purge
unit will start and continue operation until T-1 < 190°F.
b. If T-5 > (T-6 + 5 0 F), valve V-12 will index for
flow from port B to AB for flow through the storage tank.
c. If the building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F) the electric heat will be energized.
When the electric heat is energized in AH-1, 3, and 4, valves
V-1, 3, and 4 will be indexed for flow from port AB to B since
the electric coil is first in the air stream and should not be
used to warm up the solar heated water.
d. If the building temperature > (solar pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F) the circulating fans AH-1 through AH-5
will stop and valves V-1 through V-5 will index for flow from
port AB to B.
5.5.5 Winter Mode - Condition 5 - Solar Feat to
Bui. ing and Storage
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating kanges
BO°F < T-1 a 220°F
T-5 > (T-6 +5°F)
Building Temperature < (solar pneumatic thermostat
setting -2°F)
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4.
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 < 80°F, CP-2 and CP-3 will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 90°F. CP-2 and CP-3 are also stopped by photo-
cells during periods of low insolation. If T-1 > 220 0F the purge
unit will start and continue operation until T-1 < 190°F.
b. If T-5 < (T-6 + 5 0F), valve V-12 will index for
flow from port A to AB thereby bypassing the storage tank.
c. If the building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting -2 0F), the electric heat will be energized.
When the electric heat is energized in AH-1, 3, and 4, valves
V-1, 3, and 4 will be indexed for flow from port AB to B since
the electric coil is first in the air stream and should not be
used to warm up the solar heated water.
d. If the building temperature > (solar pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F), the circulating fans AH-1 through AH-5
will stop and valves V-1 through V-5 will index for flow from
port AR to B.
5.5.6 Winter Mode - Condition 6 - Building Heat from
Storage
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
T-1 < 80°F
T-4 > 75°F
Building Temperature < (solar pneumatic thermostat
setting -20F).
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 > 120 0 F, CP-1 will stop, CP-2 and CP-3
will start, and valve V-13 will index for flow from port A to A.B.
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b. If T-4 < 75 0F, CP-1 will stop, Valve V-8 will close,
and valve V-9 will index for flow from port I3 to AA. In this
condition, conventional electric heat will be used to satisfy tht-
heating load.
C. If the building temperature < (IIVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F), the electric heat will be energized.
When the electric heat is energized
	 AH-1, 3, and 4, valves
V-1, 3, and 4, will be indexed for flow from port AB to B since
the electric coil is first in the air stream and should not be
used to warm up the solar heated water.
d. If the buildi,: ,7 temperature > (solar pneumatic
thermostat setting -2 0 F), the circulating fans AH-1 through AH-5
will stop and valves V-1 through V-5 will index for flow from
port AB to B.
5.5.7	 Winter Mode - Condition 7 - Solar Heat
F6- uildingand Storage and Heat Purged
This condition will be maintained under the followi.nra
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
T-1 > 220 0r
T-5 > (T-6 + 5°F)
Buildinq temperature	 (solar pneumatic settin,a
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1
	
190'F, the pur(Te fan will stop and will
restart when T-1 , 2200P.
b. If T-5-(T-6 + 5°F), valve V-12 will index for
flow from port A to AP. thereby bypassing the storaqe tank.
C. If the building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
the. ,,ostat setting -2°F), the electric hea t will be energized.
When the electric- heat is energized in AH-1, 3, and 4, valves
V-1, 3, and 4 will be i-ndexed for flow from Port AFB to R ..ince
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the electric coil is first in the air stream and should not be
used to warm up the solar heated water.
d. If the building temperature > (solar pneumatic
thermostat setting -2 0F), the circulating fans AH-1 through
AH-5 will stop and valves V-1 through V-5 will index for flow
from port AB to B.
5.5.8
	 Winter Mode - Condition 8 - Solar Heat to Storage
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
80°F < T-1 < 220°F
T-5 > (T-6 + 5°F)
Buildinq Temperature < (solar pneumatic thermostat
setting -2°F).
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 < 80°F, CP-2 and CP-3 will stop and will
restart when T-1 > 90'F. If T-1 > 220°F the purge unit will
start and continue operation until T-1 < 190°F.
b. If T-5 < (T-6 + 5 0F), valve V-12 will index for
flow from port A to AB thereby bypassing the storage tank.
e. If the buildinq temperature < (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F), the electric heat will be energizes'..
When the electric heat is energized in AH-1, :3, and 4, valves
V-1, 3, and 4 will be indexe3 for flow from port AB to B since
the electric coil is first in the air stream and should not be
used to warm up the solar heated water.
d. If the building temperature < (solar pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F) , the circulating fans AH-1 thr.,)ug.i
A11-5 will start.
f +
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	5.5.9	 Winter Mode - Condition 9 - Electric Heat
to Building and Freeze Protection
This condition will be maintained under the following
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
40°F < T-1 < 70°F and T--2 < 40°F
T-4 < 75°F
Building temperature < (HVAC pneumatic thermostat
setting -2°F).
Diagnostic Comments
a. If T-1 < 40°F, winter mode, condition 10 is activated.
b. If 50 °F < T-1 < 90°F, or if photocells indicate low
insolation, circulating pumps CP-2 and CP-3 will stop, valve V-13
will be indexed for flow from port A to AB, and valve V-14 will
close.
C. If T-4 > 75°F, valve V-8 will open, valve V-9 will
be indexed for flow from port A to AB, and Cr-1 will start.
d. If the buildinq temperature > (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting - 2 °F), the electric heating coils will be
turned off and the circulating fans A11-1 through AH-5 will stop.
	
5.5.10
	
Winter Mode - Condition 10 -• Electric Heat to
Build.inq, Freeze Protection, and Low Collector
Temperature
This condition will ho maintained under the followinq
system control temperature ranges, building temperatures, and
thermostat settings.
System Operating Ranges
T-7. < 39°F and T-2 < 40°F
T-4 < 75°F
Building Temperature < (HVAC pneumatic thermostat
settinq -2°P).
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Diagnostic Comments
a. If 40°F T-1 < 70°F, winter mode - condition 9
is activated.
b. If 50°F < r'-1 < 90°F, or if photocells indicate low
insolation, circulating pumps CP-2 and CP-3 will stop, valve V-13
will be indexed for flow from port A to AB, and valve V-14 will close.
C. If T-4 > 75°F, valve V-8 will open, valve V-9
will be indexed for flow from port A to AB, and CP-1 will start.
d. If the building temperature > (HVAC pneumatic
thermostat setting -2°F), the electric heating coils will be
turned off and the circulating fans AH-1 through AH-5 will stop.
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SECTION 6
ACCEPTANCE TESTING AND PERFORMANCE
6.1 ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Initial filling and testing of the solar heating system
was completed in late March 1978. However, as mentioned earlier,
several problems were encountered during and subsequent to the
system checkout. These problems were resolved and the system
reactivated in late November 1978. The acceptance test plan and
acceptance test work sheets used by the HVAC contractor are
presented in Table 6-1 and 6-2, respectively. Final acceptance
testing was completed satisfactorily, requiring no corrective
action.
During evaluation and repair of the data collection/monitoring
system, in December 1979, several significant problems were dis-
covered in the solar control system and basic HVAC control systems
which were affecting the overall system performance. These prob-
lems involved leaking pneumatic controls, improper temperature
differential settings in the solar system, and improper thermostat
settings on the HVAC electric heating devices. These problems
are being corrected and controls are being adjusted to optimize
the use o.: the solar heating system.
6.2 PERFORMANCE
In order to estimate the performance of a solar heating
system one must first compute the heating load requirement of the
structure as accurately as possible. The heating loads on a
monthly basis were hand calculated for the proposal using published
average monthly temperature for Columbus, Ohio. The building data
and assumptions used are shown in Table 6.3. During the preliminary
design phase of the project, the NBSLD I loads program in
1 Kusuda, T., "NBSLD, the Computer Program for Heating and Cc-)ling
Loads in Buildings," National Bureau of Standards, July 1976.
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conjunction with a weather data tape for Dayton, Ohio, were used
to calculate the loads on an hourly basis. Two different heating
seasons were run with the NBSLD program. The first season selected
was 1961-1962 because the heating degree days was nearest to the
historic average for the area. After further study it was
determined that 1961 and 1962 had the least solar insolation for
the months of December, January, February, and March of the ten
years on the weather tape. Therefore, 1958 and 1959 was selected
since it had only a few more degree days, but the greatest solar
insolation for the four winter months. The monthly load require-
ments from the hand calculations and the two NBSLD runs are shown
in Table 6.4.
The next step n estimating the solar system performance is
that of matching the polar energy collected with the building load
and accounting for losses in the system. In order to accomplish
this, one must have , good estimates of the incident solar energy.
In the proposal phase, these estimates of incident solar energy,
on a monthly basis, were obtained from the Climatic Atlas  of the
United States. In the preliminary design phase, the hourly solar
r
	
	 insulation was computed by the NBSLD program using the Cloud Cover
Modifier (CCM) technique. Table 6.5 shows the solar insolation
on a horizontal surface from the Climatic Atlas and for the two
hr-ating seasons using NBSLD. The first question one might ask
about this data is why are the results of NBSLD almost always
lower than the Climatic Atlas data? If we are to assume that the
Climatic Atlas data is valid, the answer to this question lies in
the method of computation of the solar insolation in the NBSLD
code. Study of the computer code indicated that no big problem
exists in the computation of the clear day insolation. Therefore,
the problem probable lies in the computation of the cloud cover
factors. A change in the code has since been made to bring the
F
	
	
NBSLD computation of solar insolation more closely in agreement
with the Climatic Atlas data.
"Climatic Atlas of the United States," U.S. Department of Commerce,
Environmental Science Services Administration, Environmental Date
Services, June 1968.
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Estimation of the fraction of the heating load carried by
the solar system was accomplished through the use of the F-chart3
technique for the proposal phase. During the preliminary design
phase, TRNSYS 4
 was used extensively to provide data on the effect
of varying storage size, number of collectors, and control system
techniques. These TRNSYS studies showed that decreasing the
storage size from 10,000 to 5,000 gallons would only decrease the
solar fraction by about 2.5 percent. By using the designed control
system which supplies heated water directly from the collectors
to the building load as opposed to a system which would deliver
heated water to the storage tank and thence from the tank to the
load, an increase in system performance of about 2.5 percent was
realized. The use of the shaped reflectors on the collector as
opposed to the diffuse background reflector was also found to
yield an increase in system performance of about 11 percent. The
40° tilt of the collectors was chosen with the idea of future
incorporation of solar cooling as part of the total system.
The final performance estimate using the F-chart technique
and the Climatic Atlas data indicates that the solar system will
supply 72 percent of the heating needs. This value is for 102
collectors with shaped reflectors and a 5,000-gallon storage tank.
The data collection, processing, and analysis for monitoring
the operation of the total system and for evaluating the system's
performance is being accomplished by the Department of Energy as
part of the National Solar Data Program. A "Monthly Performance
Report" will be prepared by DOE and distributed to each demonstra-
tion site participating in the program. The monthly reports will
include a system description, performance evaluation, problem
status, and detailed report forms listing daily measurements of
individual subsystems and of environmental and isolation sensors.
3Beckman, W. A., Klein, S. A., and Duffie, J. A., "Solar Heating
Design by the F-Chart Mathod, John Wiley & Sons, 1977.
4 "TRNSYS A Transient Simulation Program," Solar Energy Laboratory,
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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As of this date, very little data has been made available
because of problems with the data collection/monitoring system
associated with the National Solar Data Network. However, the
data we have received, while not representative of the solar system
performance capability, does report the current conditions, and
more importantly, the data has helped to identify potential problem
areas in the total system. It was this data which helped to
identify the total system control problems discussed above in
Paragraph 6.1. These monthly reports should be an invaluable
source of information for the Solar/HVAC consultant and system
operators in maintaining the total system to optiiiize the use of
the solar system to heat the building and for demonstrating the
use of solar energy in nonresidential buildings.
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TABLE 6-1
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
Acceptance tests will be 'performed before the heating system
is put into operation to verify that the system meets performance
requirements. The tests will demonstrate that the system operates
in conformance with the design specifications.
a. ITEMS TO BE TESTED
The items to be tested will include all parts of the operating
and control :systems. Specifically, the plumbing system, the pumps,
the control transducers, the control actuators, and the system
safety and warning components will be tested.
b. TEST OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the test program are to determine and to
demonstrate that the system is functionally operable, that it meets
the design specifications, and that it is safe for use.
c. TEST REQUIREMENTS
Test requirement to be met are as follows:
1. All plumbing system components, including piping and
fittings, solar collectors, storage tanks, and heat exchangers,
shall be tested in the system to at least 150 percent of design
working pressures. Leaks, if any, shall be made tight, and
retests performed until no discernible leaks are found.
2. Flow rates shall be determined ttroughout the system
under all modes of operation to determine that pumps are delivering
design fluid flows and that obstructions are not present in the
system.
3. All control and operational components shall be exercised.
This shall be accomplished by inducing transducer signals or
detector actuations. Functional operability to the design specifica-
tions shall be shown in each of the system's operational modes.
(continued next page)
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TABLE 6-1 (Concluded)
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
d. TEST PROCEDURES
The following test procedures will be performed=
1. Pressure tests will be performed on all segments of the
fluid system after installation is completed to demonstrate the
integrity and safety of the system. Pressure relief valves will
he replaced with plugs as necessary and each segment of the system
will be pressurized to 150 percent of its design working pressure.
The lack of necessity for makeup of the pressurizing fluid for ten
minutes at this pressure shall demonstrate integrity of the fluid
system. System pressure relief valves then shall be reinstalled
and the system shall be pressurized to show ac"uation of the relief
valves at specification pressure set points.
2. The operation of the system in each of its three operating
modes, i.e., collector heat to storage, collector heat to the building,
or storage heat to the building, shall be induced by falsifying the
appropriate transducer or thermostat signals. Flow rates and
pressures shall be measured in appropriate segments of the system
to verify design operation of the pumps and control valves. Satis-
factory operation in the design modes shall be sufficient to-verify
adequacy of the control and operational systems and to demonstrate
a lack of blo&age to fluid flows. This test may be performed
by monitoring actual operation of the system in each of its operating
modes if the system is completed during the solar heating season.
3. Operation of the overheat and freeze protection systems
shall be verified by falsify i ng the signal from the solar collector
outlet water temperature transducer to the appropriate controller
off and on set pni.nt signal levels. Operation of the components
of the system to design specifications shall be demonstrated by
satisfactory operation of the systems in this mode of operation.
Satisfactory completion of these procedures shall be deemed
sufficient to demonstrate the adequacy of the system to meet its
performance requirements.
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TABLE 6-2
ACCEPTANCE TEST WORK SHEETS
To facilitate the testing of the control sequence of this sytem
at this time of year, it will require the owner's assistance. It
is requested that both solar pumps be turned on manually, that
Valve V-14 be manually opened to bypass the solar storage tank
and the purge unit be placed in manual operation. These conditions
should be established at approximately 5:00 p.m. on June 4, 1979.
These procedures will drop the temperate:e in the solar collector
loop to a low enough temperature to enable the control system to
be sequenced without endangering the collectors through stagnation
with high temperature water in them.
Since the chiller is in service, it is imperative that solar heated
water be prevented from entering the chilled water system.
1. CONTROL SEQUENCE CHECK
The following check will be performed by artifically simulating
various temperatures in the collectors through the pneumatic line
from Sensor TP-1 to the various P.E.'s.
A. Solar heating - Electric chilling selector switch (close
manual valves to isolate solar and chilled water).
1. Check Position of Valves V-7, V-81
and V-9 in Each Mode
2. Check Operation of CP-1 and
V-6
B. Collectors Filled/Drain Selector
1. Check position V-13
C. Freeze Protection Mode
1. Simulate 38° (with outside air simulated below 380)
a. Alarm
b. Light
(continued next page)
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4.
TABLE 6-2
ACCEPTANCE TEST WORK SHEETS (Concluded)
Collector Arrays - West Top
- West Middle
- West Bottom
- East Top
Press In Press Out
Temp In
_
Temp Out
Press In Press Out
Temp In Temp Out
Presb In Press Out
Temp In Temp Out
Press In Press Out
Temp In Temp Out
- East Middle	 Press In
	
Press Out
	
Temp In
	
Temp Out
	
- East Bottom Press In
	
Press Out
	
Temp In
	
Temp Out
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TABLE 6-2
ACCEPTANCE TEST WORK SHEETS (Continued)
2. Simulate 40 0
 (with outside air sim^ilated below 400)
a. Check timer operation (minimum
timing)
b. Pumps CP-2 and CP-3 run
c. Valve V-14 position
d. Return to normal at 559
D. Normal Collection Sequence
1. Simulate 90°
a. Pumps CP-2 and 3 start.
2. Simulate water in tank warmer than in piping
a. Winter
b. Summer
3. Simulate water in piping warmer
than in tank.
E. High Temperature Protection (simulate 220°)
1. Purge unit runs
2. CHECK EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
Pump CP-1-
	
Volt A/B
	 B/C A/C
Amps
Press In Press Out
Pumps Running Singly Pumps Running Together
Pump CP-2	 Volt A/B—B/C—A/C— Volt A/$ B/C	 A/C__
Amps A B	 C_ Amps A .+ B	 C _^
Press Press Press Press
In out In Out
Pump CP-3	 Volt A/B—B;'C`A/C— Volt A/B B/C__A/C
Amps A B	 C Amps A B	 C
c= ress Press Press
—_
Press
In Out In Out
(continued next page!
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TABLE 6.3
DATA USED FOR LOAD CALCULATIONS
Ground Floor Area
	 15,989 ft 
Lower Level Area	 6,647 ft 
Total Floor Area	 22,636 ft2
Total Volume Used	 335,165 ft 
Daytima Building Temperature
	
750
Nighttime Building Temperature	 690
1. Floors and Below Grade Wall
Well Water Temperature	 550
Edge Loss Coefficient	 0.32 Bturht/ft/°F
Edge Length
	
470 ft
Below Grade Wall and Floor Area
	
21,401 ft 
Below Grade Wall and Floor U 	 0.1 Btu-hr/ft/°F
Heat Loss/Gain'	 36,380 + 150 AT
2. Walls
Glass Wall
Side Area U Area U
South East 484 ft 0.69 1,136 ft 0.091
North West 484 0.69 1,136 0.091
North East 162 0.69 1,278 0.091
130 1.13
South West 252 0.69 1,188 0.091
275 1.13
Entries 1,224 0.091
Heat Loss/Gain 1,954 AT
3. Roof s
Location
Glass
Area	 U
Roof
Area U
All Flat ----	 ---- 7,726 0.042
Sloping North 130	 1.20 4,800 0.047
Slopinq South 275	 1.20 4,222 0.047
Heat Loss/Gain 1,235 AT
(continued next page,)
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TABLE 6.3 (Concluded)
DATA USED FOR LOAD CALCULATIONS
4. Air Changes
Q = N x 6,000 AT where N = Number of Air Changes per Hour
Use N = 0.25
Heat Loss/Gain 1,500 AT
5. Lights
Lights = 47,900 watts = 163,400 Btu-hr
Use 80%
Heat Gain During Day	 130,000 Btu-hr
6. People
Assume 100 people on the average
Sensible Load	 245 Btu-hr/person
Latent Load	 150 btu-hr/person
Sensible
Latent
Heat Gain During Day 	 25,500 Btu-hr
15,000 Etu-hr
7. Motors
Air handling Units and Water Circulation
Elevation 20 hp	 Assume Average of 5 hp
Solar. Circulation Pump
Total
Heat Gain 113,000 Btu-hr - Daytime Use
37.5 hp
2 hp
44.5 hp daytime use
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TABLE 6.4
BUILDING HEATING LOADS: (1) AVERAGE YEAR (HAND CALCULATION),
(2) 1961-62 (NBSLD), AND (3) 1958-59 (NBSLD)
AVERAGE YEAR NBSLD M62 NBSLD	 -
January 94.7 x 10	 Btu 90.42 x 10	 Btu 93.24 x 10	 Btu
Febraury 77.8 71.34 68.72
March 65.9 64.57 63.25
April 40.6 37.62 35.55
May 29.2 9.37 13.05
June -- -- --
July -- -- --
August -- -- --
September 22.0 6.11 11.89
October 40.0 29.25 30.39
November 62.8 50.28 50.97
December 78.8 78.46 94 .84
461.9 x 10 6 Btu511.8 x 10 6 Btu 437.42 x 10 6 Btu
TABLE 6.5
HORIZONTAL SOLAR RADIATION FOR THE VARIOUS "YEARS"
Climatic Atlas 61-62 NBSLD 58--59 NBSLD
January 472 423 428 Btu/Day/Ft2
February 737 484 598
March 1,095 786 965
April 1,442 1,461 1,248
May
----
1,737
----
1,654
----
1,429
----
September 1,556 1,494 1,163
October 1,054 812 1,037
November 649 494 484
December 476 313 401
9,218	 1 7,920	 17,753
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SECTION 7
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED/LESSONS LEARNED
This srction includes a discussion of the major problems
encountered and a listing of the lessons learned which may be
beneficial to other contractors in the design, fabrication,
installation and operation of solar heating systems in nonresidential
buildings.
7.1 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
1. Draining/Boiling
Since the collector selected for this project can only
be drained by partial disassembly of each module, and since high
stagnation temperatures (in excess of 600°F) can be achieved, the
purge system must be utilized throughout the summer months because
draining is too time-consuming. This purge system requires auxiliary
energy for the purge fan and the solar circulating pumps which is
essentially wasted energy, which is estimated to be approximately
five percent of the winter energy saved. The manufacturer's original
scheme for draining the system involved opening the relief valves and
boiling the water from the collectors in a stagnant condition. How-
ever, since tube failures cased by percolating water during boil
off had occurred at other installations, this method was deemed un-
acceptable and was abandoned. At this time, the most promising
correction to this problem appears to be the installation of a solar-
powered cooling system or use of other devices which would utilize
energy collected during summer months.
2. Pressure/Expansion
Since the collector selected needs no antifreeze for
freeze protection, no heat exchanger is installed between the
storage system and the collector system. Therefore, the entire
volume of water (approximately 6,200 gallons) is contained within
one system. Although individual components of the collector
selected are tested to 350 psi, the assembly is rated at a maximum
of 30 psi. Considering the minimum pressure needed to fill the
system, and the minimum pressure required at the collector outlet
•
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to avoid boiling, the resultant allowable pressure fluctuation from
a 70 0 system to a 220 0 system is approximately 10 psi. Using a
conventional expansion tank sizing technique with the above parameters
results in an extremely large expansion tank for such a system.
Location of the pump and the specific point of connection of the
expansion tank to the system becomes extremely crucial under such
conditions It has been found that utilizing a diaphragm type
expansion tank results in a significant size reduction under these
conditions. An additional size reduction can be accomplished by
applying controlled compressed air to a diaphragm type expansion
tank.
3. Flow Rates
To optimize system performance, it appears desirable to
supply solar heated water directly from the solar collectors to
heating units whenever possible. However, it is customarily
difficult to reduce the flow ;-ates inherent to a typical heating
system to the flow rates often established for a collector system.
Obviously, this task becomes easier as the size of the collector
array is increased. Extremely careful sizing of all system
components is required to match collector and heating system flow
rates.
4. System Checkout Problems
a. The system was filled toward the end of the heating
season in March of 1978. Although the solar system is complex
when compared to conventional heating systems, we cannot diF•egard
the ordinary problems associated with them. Some conventional air
binding problems were encountered on filling of the-system that
were aggravated because of the low flow rates associated with the
model of the solar collectors then being u3ed. Additional air bleeds
were added to solve the problems caused by the low flow velocities.
b. A second problem encountered shortly after start up
was associated with the purge unit located in the bookmobile garage.
The damper linkage had not been properly adjusted on installation
to affect air tight closure of the dampers. Natural convection of
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air through the unit at night caused the coil, to freeze. Proper
adjustment of the dampers and the installation of a strip heater
prevented a recurrence of the problem. However, on future projects
the best grade of insulated dampers should be used to ensure against
freezing in purge units using water.
c. Although the system had been dry run before it was
filled, problems were encountered after filling since some valves
were installed backwards. In future projects "false" signals will
w	
be sent to the control system and the actual position of the valves
will be checked to ensure that they move in the right direction.
d. It was found that valve V-9 was faulty and leaked
when the solar system was set up for summer operation. Although
Valve V-8 was closed and was in good condition, another flow path
was available to close the flow loop. The auto fill valve is
connected to the solar system near the expansion tank but it also
connects to the chiller system at an expansion tank that was
originally installed in the cooling loop. (The connection and
original expansion tank are not shown on Figure 5-1.) Thus, hot
solar water leaked into the chiller and back through Valve V-9 into
storage; i.e., the chiller was cooling the water in storage. The
manual valve near Valve V-9 was closed by the piping contractors
representative to solve the immediate problem by isolating the
solar system from the chilled water system.
Shortly thereafter, another problem, unrelated to
the solar system, occurred when a space thermostat failed and
over cooled the space during the spring of the year. To "solve"
.	 this problem, a different representative from the piping contractor
switched the system to the winter mode to stop operation of the
chiller since the weather was still mild. This caused Valve V-8
to open and Valve V-9 to position for flow from port A to AB.
However, flow in the collector loop was blocked which resulted in
boiling in the collectors because the manual valve near Valve V-9
was still closed. In order to stop the boiling, and being unaware
of the closed manual valve, tubes were manually removed from the
collectors since the 7ollectors could not be drained. In order to
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prevent a recurrence of this type of problem, a detailed maintenance
log will be kept. This incident caused a reevaluation of the flow
in the collector loops. It was determined that replacing the large
feeder tubes actually supplied in the collector with smaller ones
upon which the design was based would ensure a more balanced flow;
so the change was made.
e. The solar heating system installed in the library
f
	
	 building is a retrofit system which was interfaced with the existing
standard HVAC system. The HVAC system includes independent
electric heating devices controlled by separate thermostats as
well as combined solar and electric heating in one unit controlled
by different thermostats. It was found that a number of the
independent electric heating devices were energizing before, rather
E
	
	 than after, the solar heating devices; and thus solar heat was not
being used in the building as much as possible. This solar heat,
which could have been used, was either stored, wasted by circulation
through the collector loop, or purged if excessive temperatures
were achieved. To solve this problem, the combined Solar -HVAC
system controls are currently being evaluated anrt adjusted to ensure
the proper sequencing of all of the heating/cooling demand thermostats.
7.2 LESSONS LEARNED
1. To obtain realistic bids from Plumbing and Mechanical
contractors, a bidders conference was held to demonstrate that solar
systems are not so unusual that they should include a "fear factor"
in their bids. At this meeting the contractor was shown how the
collectors were assembled and obtained "hands on" experience from
which he could make his cost estimates. On subsequent programs
we have held meetings of this type, and educational lectures were
given by the collector manufacturer and the HVAC engineer. This
procedure seems to aid in obtaining reasonable construction bids.
2. The use of roof curbs to keep all piping on the interior
of the building is a good technique for preventing freezing and
heat losses in the collector loop. Any heat "losses" from the
pipe go into the heated space inside the building and therefore are
not lost.
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3. The use of diaphragm type expansion tanks with controlled
compressed air can significantly reduce the required size of the
expansion tank.
4. A design which allows for the use of low solar water
temperature with booster heat gave up to 4 percent improvement
in the heat delivered by the solar system.
5. The use of collectors with internal headers reduces
on-site construction costs and manifold heat losses and appears to
be cost effective.
6. The use of the best quality air dampers with insulated
dampers is recommended for use with heat exchangers where freezing
can occur.
7. It is recommended that system control valves be pretested
to ensure proper functioning before installation. Leaking valves
can seriously degrade system performance while improper operation
can block intended flow paths and damage the system.
8. Glass breakage during installation of OI SUNPAKTM
collectors system contains 2,448 collector tubes and 2,448 feeder
tubes. During installation, glass breakage was limited to only
seven collector tubes and approximately twelve feeder tubes.
9. System damage due to vandalism has nct been a problem,
even though the sytem is highly visible, being located on the
relatively low sloping roof, facing a main street in the city.
10. Dry running the control system with false signals to
•	 simulate all operating modes and a visual check of all components
and valves to see that they move in the right direction is essential,
yet it is not a standard construction industry practice. Care
must be exercised to assure that this procedure is adopted.
11. System leaks during filling were minimal. Only six
connections out of more than 2,900 mechanical slip-type connectionF
required minor adjustments to correct the conditions.
12. Low flow velocities in collector loops may require more
careful attention to air bleeding on filling.
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13. The combined solar-HVAC system controls must be
evaluated and adjusted for proper sequencing in order to optimize
the use of the solar heating system.
14. Those persons familiar with the operation and maintenance
of the entire system should be the only ones permitted to make
system control changes or change thermostat settings.
15. The use of a detailed service log is recommended from
the start of the debug phase as well as during normal operation.
16. System protection against freezing has not been a
problem since filled in March 1978 even though the winter of 1978-
1979 was very severe. To our knowledge, the low temperature
collector freeze protection mode has never been activated during
system operation.
17. High performance evacuated tube-type solar collectors
(nondrainable version) appear to be effective. However, consideration
should be given to the use of the new drainable version of these
collectors such as those currently being built by Owens-Illinois,
Inc. and others.
18. Because of high stagnation temperatures that can be
achieved in evacuated tube-type collectors, it is possible to
shade the collector, if exposed to sunlight during system filling,
draining, or repair. This is easily accomplished by using a light
weight opaque material such as thin black polyethylene sheets.
This approach was used successfully on another program to cool
the system and complete the filling sequence in bright sunlight.
r
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APPENDIX B
SUNPAKTM SOLAR COLLECTOR
INSTALLATION, SERVICE, AND OPERATING MANUAL
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SUNPAKTM
 SOLAR COLLECTOR
INSTALLATION, SERVICE AND OPERATING MANUAL
SOLAR ENERGY( PRODUCTS GROUP
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FOREWORD
This manual is intended to serve both as a guide to installation
procedures and as a means of understanding the basis of solar -collector
operation and maintenance.
Those persons charged with understanding and operating the collector
system should read and understand the entire manual.
Those persons concerned only with installation of hardware will find
essentially all the necessary information in Section 2, Installation
Procedure, and in the accompanying Figures and Drawings.
Each specific SUNPAKTM
 application will be somewhat unique as a
result of small differences in circumstances of installation and use. The
manual is. valid for the majority of these circumstances. The manufacturer
should be contacted for recommendations if the customer feels his
installation may be atypical in any way.
I.S.O.M. - FEBRUARY 1918
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1.0 Ge;:eral Description
1.1 Physical Dimensions
The standard SUNPAKTM
 module consists of 24 individual
collector tubes manifolded together as shown in Figure 5.1.
A nominal gross area of 4'x 8' is occupied by the assembled
module. The effective collection area of the standard SUNPAKTM
module is 27.4 square feet. It is the latter area (21.4 ft r)
that is used as the basis for describing collector performance
and in quoting collector array prices.
A typical module weighs about 110 pounds (dry) and will
contain about 9 gallons of fluid (water preferred) wh;n filled.
The resulting collector load is approximately 4 lb/ft dry and
7 lb/ft2 water filled.
1.2 Materials and Parts
The glass components are made with Owens-Illinois KG-33
'KIMAX ) borosilicate glass to provide strength, optical clarity,
and thermal shock resistance. The fluid passageways inside the
manifold are copper. All internal copper connections are hard
soldered. High temperature silicone rubber "0"-rings and grommets
are used for seals. The copper cup assemblies and internal headers
are encased in a molded urethane foam which serves as an insu'atinn,
support structure. The urethane foam is sheathed in a rigid shell
of fiberglass reinforced polyester resin. The materials have been
chosen to resist damage to the collector by stagnation temperatures
which may rise as high as 6500 F in an unfilled collector exposed to
the sun.
A complete parts list appears in Table 1.
1.3 Fluid Flow
1.3.1 Collector Fluid Type
Water is the preferred heat transfer fluid due to its
low cost and ?ood thermal performance. The low loss property
of the SUNPAK M collector makes use of water practical even in
cold climates. The use of other fluids such as glycol solu-
tions is also possible, but rarely necessary. Questions
regarding fluid selection should be reviewed with the manu-
facturer in light of the specific application.
1.3.2 Fluid Flow Path
The SUNPAKTM manifold is designed to deliver water in
a serpentine series flow pattern to its 24 tubes. This is
accomplished with the use of the standard 8 mm O.D. or
optional 11 mm O.D. feeder tubes w!.ich channel water to and
from the closed end of each collector tube. Figures 5.2A,
5.28, and 5.2C illustrate the flow pattern. In a multi-module
collector array, the individual modules are interconnected in
parallel flow arrangement.
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1.3.3 Collector Fill Flow Rates
Fluid flow rate during filling must be above a certain
minimum value in order to prevent two phase flow in the
feeder tubes and the resulting possibility of air entrapment.
For the 8 mm standard feeder tubes, a minimum fill rate of
0.3 gpm/module is recommended with the optimum rate being
0.4-0.5 gpm/module. The 11 mm optional feeder tubes require
a minimum fill rate of 0.6 gpm/module with 0.7-0.8 gpm/module
being optimum. See Section 3.1 for details.
1.3.4 Collector Operating Flow Rates
Efficiency of energy transfer to the collector fluid will
be affected by fluid flow rate. For the 8 mm standard feeder
tubes, a minimum operating flow rate of 0.25 gpm/module is
recommended and a flow rate of 0.3 gpm/module is considered
to be near optimum. The 11 mm optional feeder tubes require
a minimum operating flow rate of about 0.5 gpm/module with
0.6 ;pm/module being optimum.
1.4 Installation Overview
1.4.1 General Description
The collector has been designed to allow easy installation.
Heavy lifting equipment is not necessary as long as there is
sufficient access to allow components to be carried to the
mounting surface. Each component can be easily lifted by one
man. After manifolds and brackets are mounted, collector tubes
are simply inserted into their "0"-ring seals at the manifolds.
Plastic end caps with adjusting screws are used at the closed
ends of the tubes to hold them in place against hydraulic
pressure in the operating system (see Figure 5.7). If a tube
replacement is necessary, the plastic end cap is removed by
loosening the adjusting screw and giving a quick twist. The
tube can then be removed from its seal and a new one inserted.
1.4.2 Installation Manpower
The installation procedure is quite simple and requires
a minimum of tools (see Table II) Although specific systems
differ somewhat, a typical 100 fO array, not including
SUNPAKTM
 reflectors (see Section 1.4.6), could be installed
with about one man-day of effort. Inclusion of the reflector
elements in the installation of 	 nerl system would increase
the installation time for the 100 ft array to about two
man-days of effort. Provision of proper tools, carpenters'
aprons for carrying small parts, and efficient layout of the
parts inventories to avoid long carrying distances will all
serve to minimize installation time. A five-min crew seems
to be optimum with three men on the collector hardwa • e installa-
tion and two helpers to maintain an uninterrupted flow of parts.
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1.4.3 Collector Manifold Arrangementr
The manifold is designed with internal nominal
1-inch I.D. copper header pipes. Adjacent manifolds are
coupled by a specially designed mechanical coupling included
with the factory-supplied hardware. Additional couplings are
available for connection of external piping to the manifold
inlets and outlets. As many as 15 manifolds can be joined
in a single row by interconnecting the internal headers.
Longer arrays can be fabricated, but careful attention to
flow arrangement and header pressure drops is necessary to
assure balanced flow distribution to individual modules.
Best flow distribution will result when the inlet and outlet
of a given row of modules are at opposite ends of the array.
Header pipe thermal expansion is taken up by the mechanical
header couplings.
1.4.4 Mounting Surface
The collector is designed to mount on a tilted support
surface provided by the customer. This can be a sloping roof
or a sawtooth structure on a flat roof. The plane in which manifold
and end brackets are mounted should not deviate from flatness by more
than 1/4" along any 4' length. More pronounced irregularities,
especially along the length of a manifold, will require the use of
shims to provide a fla t
_ surface to assure proper tube and manifold
alignment.
When the collector is mounted on a watertight surface, a
commonly employed technique to minimize roof penetrations is
the mounting of horizontal members on the roof exterior to which
the collector brackets can be attached. The horizontal members
may be treated 2" x 6" lumber or galvanized metal channels which
are blocked up to allow water drainage. Roof penetrations at
the blocking should be flashed or caulked for watertightness.
1.4.5 Diffuse Reflector Surface
Collector modules can be mounted over one of two types of
background reflectors; a flat diffuse reflector, or a shaped
(cylindrical) non-imag ing specular reflector. For best results
with the diffuse reflector, the surface should have a non-glossy,
reflective nature such as flat white paint. A surface which tends
to be self-cleaning with rain water would be most desirable.
Several diffuse reflector materials have been tested for
reflectance. Those showing satisfactory reflectance included
white vertical aluminum siding , white aluminum shingles, and
white roof paint applied over asphalt rolled roofing. White
exterior paint over plywood gives satisfactory reflectance for up
to a year which might be acceptable for a small test stand, but
this approach does not offer a long-life background needed for a
permanent installation.
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1.4.6 SUNPAKTM
 Shaped Specular Reflector
The SUNPAKTM
 Shaped Specular Reflector (SSR) is shipped
ready-for-mounting by the customer using the spring tube
clips and interlocking tabs on the reflector elements (see
Drawing ED-1). This mounting system assures proper reflector
alignment and structural integrity to withstand wind and snow
loading.
1.4.1 Mounting Surface Tilt Angle
The angle of tilt of the support surface depends upon
several factors which influence the matching of collector
output with load requirements over the duration of the operat-
ing year. In general, a winter heating load is best satisfied
with a south-facing array tilted at an angle of the latitude
plus 10-20 degrees. A constant annual load such as domestic
hot water would use a tilt approximately equal to the latitude.
A load which peaks in the summertime would use a tilt equal to
the latitude minus 10-20 degrees. Collector output is not very
sensitive to deviations of a few degrees from the optumum tilt
angle.
1.4.8 Special Considerations for low Tilt Angle
Generally, the collector will be mounted at a tilt ranging
from 30 to 10 degrees from horizontal. Tilt angles of less
than 30 degrees will require special consideration of air
clearing during collector filling. Information can be obtained
from the manufacturer.
1.4.9 Mounting Surface Structural Integrity
The SUNPAKTM
 collector module and shaped reflector
attachment are designed to withstand wind, snow, and ice loadings
normally encountered in service. It is the responsibility of
the customer to insure that the mounting surface to which the
collector is attached has the required structural integrity to
support the filled collector array under -normally anticipated
conditions. It should be noted that at recomnen^cd collector
operating pressures of 30 psi or less, hydraulic pressure in the
tubes will yield a resultant force at each mounting bracket
attached to the surface. Maximum forces on the mounting surface are
on the order of 30 lb. (downward) at each end bracket and 40 lb.
(upward) at each center bracket. In long collector array designs,
careful attention should be paid to the deflection characteristics
of the supportstructure under wind loading. Further information
can be obtained from the manufacturer.
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2.0 Installation Procedure
2.1 Installation Sequence and layout
2.1.1 Sequence
The general sequence of collector instailation is as
follows:
a. chalkline layout of mounting surface reference
lines;
b. layout and mount manifold center brackets;
c. square and mount manifolds and mechanical header
couplings;
d. square and mount tube end supports;
e. tighten support tie rods between manifolds and
end supports;
f. install feeder and collector tubes;
g. connect external piping and leak check;
h. install manifold connector covers;
i. secure manifold connector covers and end caps.
The det ils of tech insjaljtlon wilbe
 somewhat
different.	 he manu acturer s ff	 ice personnel have
accumulated a good deal of experience and can be relied upon
to prepare local installation crews and provide time-saving
hints. The customer should not hesitate to call upon this
experience either in the field or by phone or mail to the
manufacturer's office directed to the responsible Project
Manager.
2.1.2 Layout (Figures 5.1 and 5.4 and Drawings ED-1 and ED-2)
A single module will occupy a space of 4 feet wide and
8 feet tall. Provision should be made for minimum length runs
of external piping at the end of an array of modules and for
the manifold end caps which project about six inches beyond
the ends of the array. Provision should also be made for
removal of tubes during servicing which will require a minimum
of 3" of clearance at the ends of the 8' module dimension.
If the total array consists of several parallel rows of modules,
then access must be provided between rows for servicing any
point in the array.
A chalkline is first made to fix the centerline of the
manifolds. Two additional chalklines are then laid out
parallel to the first and lying 46' +1/8 11 , -0" above and
below the manifold centerline. These lines mark the centerlines
of the tube end support mounting spacer holes. A perpendicular
chalkline is made at the starting end of the array to mark the
end of the first module. Additional perpendicular lines may
be made at 4' intervals down the row to mark the space occupied
by each module. Intervals should be measured along a stationary
steel tape to avoid accumulated measurement error.
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2.2 Manifold
	
Fias. 5.4. 5.5
Manifolds are mounted with 3 center brackets per module which are
fastened to the mounting surface on the manifold centerline chalkline.
The first bracket of the first module is located 8" inboard from the
first perpendicular reference chalkline marking the end of the first
module. Remaining center brackets in the row are secured at 16" intervals.
The 16" tolerance is approximately equal to t 1/16" and should be done with
a stationary steel tape to prevent accumulated measurement error. The
center brackets are fastened to the mounting surface with appropriate
customer-supp lied fasteners.
2.3 Squaring and Mounti ng Manifolds Part SK-5155,
Figs.
	
, and Drawing
Field experience has shown that careful alignment of the manifolds
at this point can result in optimum alignment of all components in the
array. It should be noted that manifolds must be positioned on the
center brackets with the"T" marking on the bottom mounting brackets
facing.the upsiope side of the mounting surface. The manifold nameplate
should be on the downslope side of the surface.
At this point both the first and last manifold of each raw of
modules should be dowered onto the center brackets and made hand tight
using the threaded end of the support rod (SK-2851) and the locknut/washer
assembly. Use of two washers in this assembly may help to avoid deforma-
tion of the brackets due to inadvertent over tightening. Both manifolds
should be made perfectly square and level in all directions using a
steel square, stezi scale, and level. Support rods are then tightened
to hold manifolds firmly.
Mounting of the intermediate manifolds is made easier by temporarily
locating a taut steel wire (use a turnbuckle) about 1" above the two end
manifolds and extending the full length of the collector array between
these manifolds. After making sure that this wire is perfectly straight
and level, all intermediate manifolds should have the same relationship
to the wire as the two end manifolds already mounted.
The remaining manifolds can now be lowered into place one at a time
being sure to attach the floating mechanical coupling (SK-3047) at each
header connection. When manifolds are properly aligned and secured by
the support rods, a gap of 1/8" should exist between ends of adjoining
header pipes. This gap and the coupling are used to take up thermal
expansion of the headers. No soldering is necessary within the array.
Mechanical couplings can be tightened at this time.
2.4 Tube End Supports, Part SK-2848, Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and
Drawings ED-1 an
The aluminum tuDe end supports are now mounted using
mounting spacers (SK-2880). The horizontal chalklines at
serve as the centerlines for the mounting holes of the "2"
the "I" shaped
46" ♦ 1/8, -0
brackets. The
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first pair of brackets will be located opposite one another at a point
2" inboard from the first perpendicular reference chalkline marking
the end of the first module. The second pair of brackets will be
located 46" inboard from the first pair. Intermediate brackets will be
mounted at 48" intervals. Brackets for the last module in a row will
again have a 46" separation as did those for the first module. A
stationary steel tape should be used to lay out these mounting holes
since accumulated measurement error will result in collector tubes not
being perpendicular to the manifolds. This could lead to sealing
problems.
If not already one, the tube end supports and "1" mounting
spacers should be fastened together. Working at the first module of
the row, these assemblies should be placed onto the support rods and
held in position at the mounting holes to check the squareness of the
support rods to the manifolds and the end supports. If square, the
rubber pads (SK-2875) can be placed beneath the feet of the mounting
spacers and the spacer/end support assemblies can be mounted for all
modules in the row. A spot check of the squareness of the support rods
in the row is advisable.
ORIG^P^AL
The butt Joints between successive tube end support channels are
PA('p !^
PQOR made with a simple clamp arrangement using the clips (SK-2870) and abolt (SK-5318) and nut (SK-5316).
	 Since no clips are used on the first
and last brackets of a row (no butt Joints at these locations), a small
shim sparer (SK-2189) is provided to maintain constant collector tube
height.
	 The shim is inserted between the tube end support and mounting
spacer.	 Larger shims under the feet of the "2" mounting spacers may be
needed if the mounting surface is very irregular. 	 Wherever penetra-
tions are made directly into a roof structure, care should be taken to
XjMnr gopij g© maintain the integrity of the roof.
G1 39dd #7VNI-)M,
The nuts holding the threaded support rods to the tube end support
channels may now be made tight enough to adjust the distance between
the inner face of the support channel and the flat side of the manifold
to equal 41-1/2" - 41-5/811.
Manifold connector covers (SK-5419) should be fastened into place
with the special fasteners (SK-5407).
L.5 Feeder Tube (SK-4920) and Collector Tube (SK-3092) Install
..SAFETY GLASSES AND GLOVES SHOULD BE WORN!!
The feeder tubes form a continuous fluid channel when the flared
ends are snapped into place in the manifold grommets (SK-4921).
Installation procedures are identical for the standard 8 mm feeder tubes
and the optional 11 mm feeder tubes. Care should be exercised in
properly sealing the tubes in the grommets. Do not use any petroleum-based
lubricants on the silicone rubber parts. If Bonk-lubrication is required
during installation, only a common soap solution in water or ethylene
glycol should be used. Silicone rubber can become brittle and crack in
a short time after contact with petroleum compounds.
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Before act_uaill inserting the feeder tubes, a check should be made
of ever collector tube o ep n n9—
 _n eve_ry^mawold -in'^^ie array to be
cer a n t	 ga r	 endsears, an'"^ r3 ngs are in place and
passageways are clear. It should also be confirmed that the protective
carbon material is present on the non-flared ends of the feeder tubes.
This assures that the collector tubes will not be damaged when slipped over
the feeder tubes.
Do not walk on installed manifolds or tube end _supporrtss at an time.
Suppor^i ng Dra` Tc ceps wereno^des^gned^o wifisfan^suc^i Toaaing ana
improper collector tube and manifold alignment may result.
Ideally, sufficient access should exist between rows of modules
to allow the feeder tubes and collector tubes to be installed separately
as in Figure 5.7. If this is the case, all feeder tubes can be installed
at this time. If insufficient access exists to insert the tubes from
the ends of the tube end supports, then feeder and collector tubes must
be installed together. Basically this involves placing the feeder tube
into the collector tube and lowering both into the space between the
manifold and tube end supports. The closed end of the collector tube
is extended through the tube end support and the feeder tube is
withdrawn slightly from the open end of the collector tube to allow
seating of the flared end :!.to the grommet.
Proper tube and manifold alignment will be assured if the following
sequence of tube insertion is observed. This sequence is valid regard-
less of which method is used to place the feeder and collector tubes.
Tubes 1 and 2 of the first manifold in the row of modules should be
inserted and the support cup assemblies (SK-3048) put in place and made
finger tight fixing the space between the flat side of the manifold and
We-
 end support channels at 41-1/2" - 41-5/8". (See Figure 5.2C for
details of tube numbering sequence.) Nuts on the support rod outboard
ends may have to be loosened. Tubes number 23 and 24 of the first
module should then be installed in the same manner followed by the four
tubes at the center of the manifold. By "playing" the adjusting screws
of the support cups agAinst the support rod nuts, the proper 41-1/2" -
41-5/8" dimension can be fixed and the nuts on the support rods given a
final tightening. At no time should support cup adjusiing screws be
more than f i nger ti gFit7. 
Remaining tubes in the first module can now be installed. Tubes
for other modules in the row should be installed in the sane sequence.
It should be noted here that the optional shaped specular reflector
element (SK-2988) should be installed as each tube is installed. Spring
clips (SK-2987) and the interlocking reflector tabs are much easier
to work with at this point.
2.6 External Piping To and From the Solar Collector
The piping connections to the collector may be made at either end of
a bank. The top header i.e., the pipe located furthest from the mount-
ing surface, is the outlet header. The bottom pipe is the inlet header.
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The connecting piping to each row of manifolds should be properly
supported to prevent undue stress on the collector system. Expansion
of external piping from the collector O.oO d be considered in t ►lis
area. The headers within the collector manifold are compensated for
expansion by the mechanical coupling. Support to the manifolds is not
designed to cover the stresses that may be introduced by the connecting
piping.
External piping may be joined to the manifold header pipes by a
soldered connection, but extreme caution should be exercised to prevent
damage to any of the soldered connections inside the manifold or the
manifold insulation. An electrical resistance soldering tool is
recommended, but a torch can be , used if heat shields are employed to
protect manifold insulation. A solder of 95% tin and 5% antimony is
recommended.
A preferred alternative is the connection of external piping using
the positive restraint coupling (SK-4233) as shown in Drawing ED-2.
This avoids all soldering and can also be used in conjunction with the
termination adaptor (SK-5319) for header pipe termination.
Vent valves near the inlet and outlet connections are recommended
for several purposes. These parts can be used as air vents when the
system is filled or drained. These valves may be manual or automatic
depending on desired operation conditions. In an emergency no flow
condition, the steam may be vented through these valves to protect the
system from undue thermal and pressure conditions.
The maximum recommended operating pressure of the solar collector
row is 30 psig. The recommended design is to provide for a pressure
relief valve of 30 psig or less in the outlet header line to vent the
collector in an emergency condition. It is absolutely essential that
no type of shutoff valve be located between the collector ono the relief
valve. Such a o:lve could be accidentally closed and eliminate over-
pressure protection. The inlet of the collector should be maintained
below 30 psig and can be accomplished with a r-essure regulator in the
system. Each pressure relief valve should be vented properly to
insure that steam and water are diverted safely. A pressure relief
valve should be provided to each row of manifolds. For multi-manifolded
rows, each row which can be isolated from the system must have a
safety relief valve.
2.7 Leak Detection
The collector row should be checked for leaks at the coupling
between modules and at the connecting piping. Next, the "0"--ring seal
area should be checked for leakage. Leak testing can be with either air
or water. Water is the preferred method and can be used by pressuriza-
tion of the system not to exceed 30 psig. In some systems or situations,
it may be desirable to use air to check for leaks. In these cases,
pressurization with low pressure air (-5 psi) and a soap solution is a
convenient way to find leaks before a system is water filled. The
collector should not be pressurized over 10 pt;i with air due to the
potential hazard of flying glass if a tube would be broken. Note that
air testing is not recommended during a bright,clear day. Evenings or
nights are suggested to reduce pressure-volume changes of air as it is
heated in a closed system.
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2.e End Cap Attachment, Part SK-5153, Drawing ED-2
After leak testing, the insulating end caps can be cut as
necessary to make provision for the connecting piping. The caps
should fit as closely as possible to the piping to minimize heat
losses. The caps are held in place by the special fasteners
(SK-5407) which permit access to this location for system servicing.
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2.9 SUNPAKTM
 Test Module Package - Special Note
Purchasers of the two-module test array package will also
receive this Installation and operation Manual,and should become
thoroughly familiar with all information presented even though the
test array is of small size. All installation procedures and modes of
operation are identical for large arrays and the small test array.
Some time might be saved, however, by taking note of the following
facts about the test array:
a. Depending on the nature of the mounting surface and
physical access, the entire array could be assembled
in the shop and carried to the final location.
b. Wherever assembly is done, use of reference chalklines is
still recommended, but the use of a taut steel wire is not
necessary in aligning the two manifolds (sie Section 2.3).
c. Since both manifolds are the "ends" of a row, the spacing
between the mounting holes of the "Z" shaped mounting
spacers will be 46" for both modules (see Section 2.4).
d. If more convenient, external piping connections for the
inlet and outlet header pipes may be at the same end of the
two module array. Any flow maldistribution should be
negligible for such a short array (see Section 1.4.3).
e. The mounting surface need not necessarily be constructed for
long term durability. Exterior gradeplywood with a suitable
finish is acceptable (see Section 1.4.5).
f. Since many test modules may be run without energy storage
facilities and without sophisticated control logic, it may
be advisable to make special provisions to drain the solar
loop when necessary due to severely cold weather. This must be
accomplished manually in the test module array by removing
the first inlet tube of each module (tube #1) and all the
even numbered tube in the module (see Figure 5.2C for tube
numbering sequence .
g. During periods of high insolation and no collector fluid
flow, the possibility of collector boilout can be easily
avoided by temporarily shading the test module with a suitable
opaque cover. The collector modules need not be drained if
this step is taken.
h. The structural integrity of the mounting surface is equally
important for test modules and large sized arrays. Even
though the test installation may be temporary, the mounting
surface must be sound (see Sections 1.4.4-1.4.9).
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1.0 Recommended Operating Procedures
3.1 Fillip
The int.-nal parts of the SUNPAK TM solar collector will
approach temperatures in excess of 6000 F while standing in
bright sunlight. While the SUNPAK TM collector has been con-
structed with low expansion glass, filling the collector during
midday portions of a bright day are not recommended. Filling
a collector in a bright sun could cause damage due to thermal
shock. Introduction of a fluid into a hot tube could also
result in the initial slug of fluid leaving the collector to
be a mixture of hot water and steam. The outlet from the
collector on initial fill should be properly vented. The
recommended procedure to avoid steam generation and potential
thermal shock of the equipment is to fill in the early morning
so that a high stagnation temperature is not reached. Filling
should not be attempted after 9:00 A.M., and is best carried
out less than one hour after sunrise.
The invidivual modules of a collector array are connected in
a parallel fluid flow pattern. The fluid flow rate during
filling must be sufficient to cause all modules in the array to
fill uniformly and to prevent two-phase flow in the feeder tubes
which could lead to air entrapment. Air entrapment can cause one
or more modules to cease flowing if the back pressure of the air
lock is greater than the pressure drop offered by neighboring
modules. Air locks may also be encountered when a partially
filled array is refilled or whenever air is introduced into a
filled array such as when the piping is drained for repairs. The
piping system should be designed to minimize the introduction of
air into the array during normal operation.
Air entrapment during collector filling can be avoided
through the use of the following flow rate guidelines. For the
standard 8 mm feeder tubes, a minimum fill rate of 0.3 gpm/module
is recommended with optimum fill rates lying in the 0.4-0.5
gpm/module range. For the optional 11 mm feeder tubes, a mini-
mum fill rate of 0.6 gpm/module should be used with 0.7-0.8
gpm/module being optimum.
IMPORTANT
The boiling out of a collector as a means of emptying the
collector for shut-down is not recommended. Under extreme in-
solation conditions, the co7ector could be damaged by thermal
shock.
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3.2 berating Flow Rates
The operating flow rates recommended for the SUNPAKTM
collector module are a compromise between desired fluid tem-
perature gain, energy requirements of the load, adequate
flow distribution in the collector array, and fluid pumping
costs. For most applications, the standard 8 mm O.D. feeder
tubes provide adequate energy delivery with good fluid distri-
bution and acceptable pressure drops across the array. Some
load requirements, however, have demanded higher fluid flow
rates. Larger feeder tubes of 11 mm O.D. have been added
as an option to give higher flow rates at pressure drops across
the array which are comparable to the smaller, standard feeder
tubes at lower flow rates.
Figure 5.3 shows the pressure drop across a module as a
function of fluid flow rate for both 8 mm and 11 mm feeder
tubes. The flow characteristics of the collector are such
that a pressure drop of 5 psi or more across the array will
assure that distribution of flow to all modules in the array is
uniform. As flow ;ztes rise above the minimum needed for good
fluid distribution : c:Dllector residence time is shortened and
fluid temperature gain 7s reduced. It has bw found that the
optimum compromise flow rates for the SUNPAK collector are
0.3 gpm/module for 8 mm feeder tubes and 0.6 gpm/module for
11 mm feeder tubes.
3.3 Freeze Protection
The very low loss coefficient of the SUNPAKTM collector
affords it excellent freeze protection. The collector will gain
enough energy on even the cloudiest days to prevent freezing of
the collector modules during daylight hours or through a below
freezing night. Piping to and from the collector modules is,
however, more vulnerable to freezing, especially under ae-flow
conditions. The length of such external piping runs should be
minimized. It is recommended that all piping systems external to
the collector be properly insulated to avoid the problem of
freezing a line to the collector resulting in isolation of that
element.
Temperature monitoring of the collector fluid is suggested
and heat may be added at night to keep the solar loop from
freezing. Where below freezing temperatures are particularly
severe or prolonged, exposed piping to and from the array should
be electrically traced and insulated. Under conditions of no
fluid flow, it may be advisable to charge a sustained pulse of
fluid to the array at about 4-hour intervals. This pulse can be
drawn from storage and should be of sufficient duration to
totally displace all fluid contained in the tubes, manifolds and
system piping (each module contains about 9 gallons of fluidj.
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The collector's tubular design tends to shed snow easily.
Experience in Toledo has shown that even a nine-inch snow
storm did not cover the array. However, if an array should become
completely snow-covered such that no insolation could reach the
collector, there could be a danger of freezing the array. To
prevent this, the entire volume of water in the exposed solar
loop should be exchanged with warm water at least once a day.
IMPORTANT
3.4 Maintenance and Safety
Extreme caution should be exercised when performing main-
tenance on the collector. Accidental breakage of a tube in a
system operating under pressure at temperatures above 140 0 F
could result in serious burns to personnel. Tubes should not
be removed from an array during periods of bright sunlight if
there is a possibility that the module being serviced could be
air locked. This could lead to the release of pressurized
steam, even though the inlet and outlet headers may be at at-
mospheric pressure.
Care should be exercised in handling partially filled
tubes which may have reached elevated stagnation temperatures
in the unfilled portion of the tube. Pouring water from the
tube could cause flashing of the water as it contacts the
high temperature region of the tube and in some cases this may
result in breakage of the tube.
Personnel handling the evacuated collector tubes should
wear gloves and safety glasses. This is standard procedure for
any routine glass handling work. Failure of a tube due to
rough handling results in an implosion and does not generate
a serious problem due to flying glass.
The collector support structure should be designed to
prevent harm to people or property from falling glass or hot
heat transfer fluid in the event of failure of a glass tube or
other collector part. If corrosive or toxic heat transfer
fluids are used, provision should be made to conduct these fluids
to a safe area in the event of collector failure. Safety relief
valves protecting the collector against pressures greater than
30 prig should be vented to a safe area.
The collector tubes tend to be self cleaning in normal
rainfall. However, if extended dry periods or other abnormal con-
ditions cause an excessive covering of dirt on the collector,
occasional hosing off is recommended. If performance is being
measured with the aid of a pyranometer, the cover of the pyranometer
should be kept clean at all times.
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Under conditions of no fluid flow, high levels of insola-
tion on a filled collector can rapidly lead to a boilout condition
in the collector. The system should not be shut down for mainten-
ance during bright sunlight hours unless absolutely necessary. If
such a daylight shutdown is unavoidable, that portion of the
system requiring service should be isolated from the remainder of
the system and shut down. That portion of the system must then
be drained down or adequately shaded from insolation. It is better
to schedule no-flow types of maintenance for night hours or periods
of low insolation when no draining or shading is needed.
Recommended spare parts should include 2% extra collector and
feeder tubes. Required quantities of other expendable parts
(gaskets, seals, etc.) will vary with the installation and can be
recommended once the system characteristics are defined.
3.5 Monitoring Performance
Performance of the SUNPAK TM
 collector can be monitored by
comparing the useful energy being gained by the collector to the
insolation entering the plane of the collector. Consideration
must be given to the residence time of the collector when deter-
mining heat gained. For example, a module operating with a 0.3
gpm flow rate will have a 30 minute residence time. To calculate
the heat being gained, one would determine a AT by subtracting
an inlet temperature from the outlet temperature which occurs 30
minutes later. This residence time would, of course, be different
for other flow rates. Residence time can be estimated assuming
plug flow and a 9 gal/module fluid capacity.
3.6 Technical Assistance
If additional information is desired, please contact the
responsible manufacturer's Project Manager at the following address:
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.
Solar Energy Products Group
SUNPAKTM Program
P. 0. Box 1035
Toledo, Oh 43666
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4.1	 TABLE I
SUNPAKTM PARTS LIST
Number
Required Part
Per Module Number Part Identification
1 SK-5155-2 Standard Manifold (8 mm Feeder Tubes)
1 SK-5155-1 Optional Manifold ( 11 mm Feeder Tubes)
12 SK-4921-2 Standard Grommets (8 mm Feeder Tubes)
12 SK-4921-1 Optional Grommets (11 mm Feeder Tubes)
24 SK-4920-2 Standard Feeder Tubes (8 mm)
24 SK-4920-1 Optional Feeder Tubes (11 mm)
6 SK-2851 Support Rods
3 SK-2852 Manifold Center Brackets
2 SK-2848 Tube End Supports
4 SK-2870 Clips
2-4 SK-2875 Mounting Pads
,^ 	 30gpOd
2-4 SK-2880 Mounting Spacers	 711J
0-2 SK-21P9 Shim Spacers
24 SK-3048 Support Cup Assemblies
24 SK-3092 Collector Tube Assemblies
2 SK-3047 Floating Tube Couplers
As Required SK-4253 Positive Restraint Tube Couplers
As Required SK-5319 Termination Adaptors
2 Per Junction SK-5419 Manifold Connector Covers
4 Per Junction SK-5407 Manifold Connector Cover Fasteners
1 Per End SK-5153 End Caps
2 Per End SK-5407 End Cap Fasteners
24 SK-2988 Optional Shaped Specular Reflectors
-- 
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4.2 TABLE II
SUGGESTED INSTALLATION TOOL LIST
1. "Holster"-type tool pouch
2. Carpenter's apron for small parts
3. 1/4" ratchet socket drive
E 1
	
4. 1/4" x 6" drive extension
5. 5/16" deep well socket (1/4" drive)
6. 5/16" nut driver
B-21
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C-Z
HILL OF MATERIAL
SOLAR SYSTEM. DEVICES
ICEY QTY. 0.S. N. R. DESCRIPTION
VP-6
THM 11 SEE VALVE SCHEDULE SEE VALVE SCHEDULE
VP-16
TF-1 1 LP914A1052 DA SENSOR 400-2400
1 315046E WELL
T-2 1 LP914A1011 DA SENSOR 400-1600
1 311085-00107 SHIELD
T-3 2 LP914AI045 DA SENSOR 400-1600
i
T-4 2 315046D WELL
T-5 2 C773A1006 SENSOR
T-6 2 121371A WELL
FS-1 1 MAMFS43 FLOW SW
P-1 1 PP97AI076 PRESSURE CONTROLLER 10# - 300#
A-1 1 FAR3430C ALARM BELL
1 FAR3004A GONG
C-3
HILL OF MATERIAL
SOLAR H':J1T SYSTEM
PANEL DEVICES
KEY
gry. O.S. N.R. DESCRIPTION
PE-1
THRU 12 15750097-001 PRECISION P.E. SW. SPDT
PE-12
TD-1 1 803842EAKXA T.D.R. 2-60 MIN. DELAY ON DROP OUT
TD-2 1 803842AADXA T.D.R. 2.5-50 SEC. DELAY ON PULL IN
TD-3 1 803842AAHXA T.D.R. 3-30 MIN. DELAY ON PULL IN
TD-4 1 804132EAA T.D.R. .2-5 HR. DELAY ON PULL IN
R-1
* THRU 17 R4222D100S RELAY DPDT 120V COIL
R-11
6
R-14 , R-15, R-16
EP-1
2,6, 7-9
10 THRU 9 RP417B1007 E.P. RELAY 3 PORT
	
120V COIL
14
*PE-1 .3, 14
6 3 P65BB1012 P.E. RELAY S.P.D.T.
15
C-1 1 R7412AI004 DIFFERENTIAL TEMP. CONTROLLER
C 263 2 RP90BA1021 SINGLE INPUT CONTROLLER
RP-162 2 RP471A1002 PNEU. RELAY 3 PORT
PL-lit 2 165364DAA PILOT LIGHT RED 120V
S-1 1 30017296-2 SWITCH, TOO=
9-2 1 12TS115-1 TOGGLE SW. D.P.D.T. NAINTATDAD 3 POS.
S-5 1 11TS115-3 TOGGLE SW. S.P.D.T. MAINTAINED 2 POS.
*SP-16243 3 802550 TOGGLE SW, PNEW. 3 WAY 2 POSITION
XD-1 1 SC-2306W/77 TYPE `J' T.C. INPUT. 3#-154 OUTPUT
Oa
 - 2400 	 SPAN
MFG. BY R.I.S.
* 2 K1121 PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL MFD. BY
INTERMATIC, INC.
*CHANGES TO ORIGINAL JOB
C-4
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
ALARM AND SYSTEM PROTECTION SEQUENCE
IF OUTDOOR AIR TEMPERATURE FALLS BELOW 40 0F. AND V-13 IS BYPASSING THE
COLLECTORS, VALVE V-14 WILL OPEN AND PUMPS CP-2 AND CP-3 WILL RUN FOR
10 MINUTES OUT OF EVERY 4 HOURS ONLY IF COLLECTOR DISCHARGE TEMP-
ERATURE IS ABOVE 400r. SHOULD THE COLLECTOR DISCBARGE TEMPERATURE
FALL TO 400F, V-13 WILL SHIFT TO ALLOW COLLECTOR FLOW, PUMPS CF-2
AND CP-3 WILL RUN, FLOW WILL BE DIVERTED THROUGH THE STORAGE TANK,
VALVE V-8 WILL CLOSE AND VALVE V-9 WITZ BYPASS THE BUILDING
HEATING SYSTEM. THIS SEQUENCE WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL
COLLECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE RISES TO 700F, AT WHICH TIME
THE SYSTEM WILL RETURN TO NORMAL OPERATING SEQUENCE.
IF COLLECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE RISES TO 2200F, THE
PURGE UNIT 0. A. AND EXHAUST DAMPERS WILL OPEN AND THE
FAN WILL START.
FS-1, UPON SENSING FLAW IN THE AUTO FILL LINE, OR P-1,
UPON SENSING A SYSTEM PRESSURE OF 11N, WILL SOUND AN
ALARM AND LIGHT THE COLLECTOR LEAK PILOT LIGHT.
IF COLLECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE FALLS TO 38 0F, AN ALARM
WILL BE SOUNDED AND THE COLLECTOR LAW TEMPERATURE PILOT LIGHT WILL
BE LIGHTED.
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT NO SILENCE SWITCH HAS BEEN PROVIDED
FOR THE ALARM, AS THE TAKING OF PROMPT CORRECTIVE
ACTION IS CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL UNDER BOTH ALARM
CONDITIONS. WHEN THE FAULT HAS BEEN CORRECTED THE
ALARM SYSTEM WILL RESET ITSELF.
C-5
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
NORMAL OPERATING SEQUENCE
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF OPERATION WILL PREVAIL WITH THE SOLAR
HEAT/OFF/ELECTRIC CHILLING SWITCH IN THE SOLAR HEAT POSITION AND
THE FILLED/DRAINED SWITCH IN THE FILLED POSITION.
WHEN COLLECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE RISES TO 120 0
 AS SENSED BY
T-1, VALVE V-13 WILL ALLOW FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTORS, PUMPS CP-2
AND CP-3 WILL RUN, CF-1 WILL STOP, VALVE V-6 WILL BE OPEN, V-7 WILL 31-
P,SS THE CHILLER, V-8 WILL BE OPEN AND V-9 WILL ALLOW FLOW THROUGH
THE BUILDING HEATING SYSTEM.
WHEN V-13 SHIFTS TO ALLOW FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTORS A 20 MIN.
TIMING PERIOD WILL BE INITIATED. AT THE END OF THIS PERIOD IF
THE DISCH.kRGE TEMPERATURE HAS FALLEN BELOW 800F, V-13 WILL
BYPASS THE COLLECTORS, PUMPS CP-2 AND CP-3 WILL STOP AND CP-1
WILL START.
ANYTIME V-13 IS BYPASSING THE COLLECTORS, V-12 WILL ALLOW FLOW
THROUGH THE STORAGE TANK, FLOW BEING IN THE BOTTOM AND OUT THE
TOP OF THE TANK. IF V-13 IS ALLOWING COLLECTOR FLAW AND TANK
RETURN WATER TEMPERATURE IS 5o
 OR MORE ABOVE THE TANK TEMPERATURE,
V-12 WILL ALLOW FLOW THROUGH THE TANK, FLOW BEING IN THE TOP AND
OUT THE BOTTOM. IF TANK RETURN WATER TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN
20F ABOVE TANK TEMPERATURE THE TANK WILL BE BYPASSED.
IF AT ANY TIME SUPPLY WATER TEMPERATURE Ta THE BUILDING HEATING
SYSTEM DROPS TO 750? AS SENSED BY T-4 VALVE V-8 WILL CLOSE AND
VALVE V-9 WILL BYPASS THE BUILDING HEATING SYSTEM.
WITH THE SOLAR BEAT/OFF/ELEC. CHILLING SWITCH IN THE ELECT.
CHILLING POSITION, VALVE V-6 WILL BE CLOSED, V-7 WILL BYPASS
THE CHILLER UNTIL CHILLER RETURN TEMPERATURE FALLS BELOW 90°F,
V-8 WILL BE CLOSED, V-9 WILL BYPASS THE BUILDING COOLING SYSTEM,
AND PUMP CP-1 WILL RUN CONTINUOUSLY.
WITH THE SOLAR HEAT/OFF/ELECT. CHILLING SWITCH IN THE OFF
POSITION, ALL PUMPS WILL STOP.
WITH THE FILLED/DRAINED SWITCH IN THE DRAINED POSITION, V-13
WILL BYPASS THE COLLECTORS.
VALVES V-15 AND V-16 ARE MANUALLY CONTROLLED BY SWITCHES
MOUNTED ON THE TC PANEL.
PNEUMATIC TOCr.LE SWITCH SP-3 CAN OVERRIDE THE CONTROL OF V-14 AND OPEN THE
VALVE MANUALLY.
THE CONTROL OF CP-1 IS DE-ENERGIZED AT NIGHT THROUGH THE PE RELAY PE-14,
PILOTED FROM THE DAY-KITE AIR `WIN.
TWO PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. WIRED IN PARALLED FOR BACK-UP OPERATION, IS
WIRED THROUGH RELAY R-16 TO ENERGIZE PUMP CP-1 DURING DAYLIGHT HOURS RE-
GARDLESS OF TL,KPERATURE.
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BILL OF MATERIAL
AH-1
FIELD MOUNTED DEVICES
CODE OTY. PART NO.
D-1, D-2 2 D641A
HL-1 1 LA419DIO75
'_L-1 ? L480G1002
LP-1, LP-5 2 LP914A1003
LP-2, LP-4 2 LP914A1144
LP-3 1 LP914A1060
315046B
MP-1, MP-2 2 MP909B1007
TP-1, TP-2 7 TP970A1004
TP-3
7 14002132-101
7 14001608-001
7 14001615-002
VP-1 1 VALVE SCHEDULE
* 7 RP670A1001
* 7 RP972A1006
DEVICES MOUNTED IN ELECT. HT. PANEL
PE-1, PE-2	 2	 P65BA1005
PANEL MOUNTED DEVICES
DESCRIPTION
DAMPER
cIRESTAT
FREE?€STAT
SENSOR (-40	 163)
SENSOR (25	 125)
SENSOR (-40	 160)
WELL (!")
DAMPER MOTOR
THERMOSTAT
COVER
RING
FITTING
SWITCHING RELAY
REVERSING RELAY
P. E. SWITCH
C-1, C-3 2 RP90861029 RESET CONTROLLER
C-2, C-4 2 RP908A1062 LIMIT CONTROLLER
G-1, G-3 2 804071A 3#" GAGE	 (-40	 160)
G-2, G-4 2 804071AP 31" GAGE	 (25	 125)
*PE-3 1 P643A1007 P.E. SWITCH
RP-10 1 RP471A1002 PNEUMATIC RELAY
RP-5 1 RP972A1O06 REVERSING RELAY
RP-1; 1 RP971A1015 RATIO RELAY
*RP-2,8 2 RP670A1019 SWITCHING RELAY	 DAY-141TE
*RP-3,4,7,9 4 RP670A1001 SWITCHING RELAY
*RP-12 2 RP670B1009 SWITCHING RELAY
*Changes to original job
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SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
AH-1 UNIT OPERATION
When the system is. indexed to solar heating (air pressure on line 5 from the solar
panel) the outside air damper is closed, the return air damper is open and the
control of the three-way valve is controlled by the space thermostat. The complete
sequence is determined whether solar water of adequate temperature is available or
not. If adequate temperature is available, according to the reset schedule,-i.e.,
70' F. outside air temperature, 70' F. water temperature being supplied to the coil,
0' F. outside air temperature, 90' F. water temperature being supplied to the coil,
then the space thermostat operates through reversing relay RP5 and Solar Heat -
Electric Chiller Selector Switch (SH-EC) RP-4 and Selector Relays RP-7, RP-3, and
RP-12 to operate the three-way valve, opening port A to AB.for flow through the coil
for heating. The electric reheat is locked out.
If water temperature supplied to the coil is less than the above reset schedule then
the space thermostat operates through relays RP-5, RP-4, RP-7, RP-3 and RP-12 to
cycle the electric reheat to maintain space temperature. The three-way valve is
positioned to the by-pass position (B-AB) to prevent carrying the heat away through
flowing water.
The space thermostat also is piped through another SH-EC selector relay RP-9 to cycle
the fan during the day at one temperature and cycle the fan at mite at a lowered
site temperature. With the system indexed to "Electric Chiller" at the Main Solar
Panel, air pressure on 5 is bled off and all selector relays pass on 6-7. With the
space temperature below the set point of the master space thermostat the outside air
damper running closed. The three-way valve on the chilled water coil remains in the
by-pass position. When the space temperature exceeds the thermostat setting (8#
branch pressure) the outside air and return air damper modulates to maintain 6J'
mixed air temperature until Lhe outside air temperature exceeds 68' F. At 68' F.
outside air temperature the outside air damper is closed, the return air damper
opens. The mixed air temperature will be over 60' F. so the three-way valve on the
chilled water coil will be in the full flow position.
Space temperature at the Master Space Thermostat is maintained during the DAY by the
space thermostat cycling the fan. During the NITE mode the fan does not run.
Zone temperature is maintained by the zone thermostat operating a pneumatic damper
motor to modulate the discharge dampers of the mixing box. The action of the
thermostat is reversed depending upon the temperature of the air leaving the unit,
i.e., heating or cooling.
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BILL OF MATERIAL
AH-3 d 4 CONTROL
FIELD MOUNTED DEVICES
CODE OTY.
D-1, 0-2' 4
HL-1 2
LL-1 2
LP-1, LP-5 4
LP-2, LP-4 4
LP-3 2
2
MP-1, MP-2 4
TP-1, TP-2 3
3
3
3
V-1 2
C-1, C-3 4
C-2, C-4 2
G-1,	 G-3 4
G-2, G-4 4
*PE-3 2
RP-10 2
RP-5 2
RP-11 2
* nos
-2, 8 4
*RP-3,4,7,9 8
*RP- 12 2
PART NO.
D641 A
LA419D1075
L48OG1002
LP914A1003
LP914A1144
LP914A1060
315046B
MP909C1054
TP970A1004
14002132-101
14001608-001
14001615-002
VALVE SCHEDULE
RP90881029
RP908A1062
804071A
804071AP
P643A1007
RP471A1002
RP972A1006
RP971A1015
RP670A1019
RP670AI001
RP670SIO09
DESCRIPTION'
DAMPER
FIRESTAT
FREEZESTAT
SENSOR (-40 160)
SENSOR. (25 125)
SENSOR. (40 160)
WELL Q")
DAf4PER MOTOR
THERMOSTAT
COVER
RING
FITTING
P.E. SWITCH
RESET CONTROLLER
LIMIT CONTROLLER
33" GAGE (-40 160)
3j" GAGE (25	 125)
P.E. SWITCH
PNEUMATIC RELAY
REVERSING RELAY
RATIO RELAY
SWITCHING RELAY DAY-NITE
SWITCHING RELAY
SWITCHING RELAY
DEVICES MOUNTED IN ELEC. HT . PANEL
PE-1, PE-2	 4	 P658A1005
PANEL MOUNTED DEVICES
*Changes to original job
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SEQUENCE OF QPERATION
AH3 b 4 UNIT'VENTILATORS
When the system is indexed to solar heating (air pressure on line 5 from the solar
panel) the outside air damper is closed, the return air damper is open and the
control of the three-way valve is controlled by the space thermostat. The complete
sequence is determined whether solar water of adequate temperature is available or
not. If adequate temperature is available, according to the reset schedule, i.e.,
70' F. outside air temperature, 10' F. water temperature being supplied to the coil,
0' F. outside air temperature, 90' F. water temperature being supplied to the coil,
then the space thermostat operates through reversing relay RP5 and Solar Heat -
Electric Chiller Selector Switch (SH--EC) RP-4 and Selector Relays RP-7, RP-3, and
RP-12 to operate the three-way valve, opening port A to AB for flow .through the coil
for heating. The electric reheat is locked out.
If water temperature supplied to the coil is less than the above reset schedule then
the space thermostat operates through relays RP-5, RP-4, RP-7, RP-3 and RP-12 to
cycle the electric reheat to maintain space temperature. The three-way valve is
positioned to the by-pass position (B-AB) to prevent carrying the heat away through
flowing water.
The space thermostat also is piped through another SH-EC selector relay RP-9 to cycle
the fan during the day at one temperature and cycle the fan at mite at a lowered
nice temperature. With the system indexed to "Electric Chiller" at the Main Solar
Panel, air pressure on 5 is bled off and all selector relays pass on 6-7. With the
space temperature below the set point of the master space thermostat the outside air
damper running closed. The three-way valve on the chilled water coil remains in the
by-pass position. When the space temperature exceeds the thermostat setting (80
branch pressure) the outside air and return air damper modulates to maintain 60'
mixed air temperature until the outside air temperature exceeds 68' F. At 68' F.
outside air temperature the outside air damper is closed, the return air damper
opens. The mixed air temperature will be over 60' F. so the three-way valve on the
chilled water coil will be in the full flow position.
Space temperature at the Master Space Thermostat is maintained during the DAY by the
space thermostat cycling the fan. During the KITE mode the fan does not run.
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CODE QTY. PART NO.
PE-1 THRU 17 P658A1005
PE-7
RP-1 2 RP411A1005
TP-1-T:'-3 6 TP970AI004
6 14002132-101
6 14001608-001
6 14001615-002
VP-1 2 VALVE SCHEDULE
RP-4,RP-7 4 RP471A1002
RP-5 2 RP972A1006
RP-6 2 RP971A1015
DESCRIPTION
P.E. SWITCH
AIR MOTION RELAY
THERMOSTAT
COVER
RING
FITTING
PNEUMATIC RELAY
REVERSING RELAY
RATIO RELAY
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
AH-2 & 5 CONTROL
WHEN THE FAN IS RUNNING, THE MASTER THERMOSTAT WILL CYCLE
THE THREE STAGES OF ELECTRIC REHEAT THROUGH PE SWITCHES
TO MAINTAIN SPACE TEMPERATURE. THE MASTER THERMOSTAT
WILL ALSO MODULATE THE CHILLED WATER VALVE FOR COOLING.
THE ADDITIONAL SPACE THERMOSTATS WILL CYCLE THEIR RESPECTIVE
ELECTRIC REHEATS THROUGH PE SWITCHES.
UPON RECEIVING A SIGNAL FROM THE SOLAR PANEL, THE ACTION OF
.VP-1 WILL BE REVERSED. VP-1 WILL THEN BE SEQUENCED TO
MAINTAIN REQUIRED DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE.
BILL OF MATERIAL
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_Sequence of Operation
Propeller and Fan Control
to a call for heat. the electric space
thermostat wit: cvcle the heaters as
required to maintain space temperature.
Convection (Fin "rube) Control
TheDav-Nice Thermostat will control
the P.E.	 Switch which will	 cycle
the heaters to maintain the space
temperature.
I'E- 1 	 2 P658A1005	 PE Relay
'1-1	 3 T4051D1007 Thermostat
TP- 1	 2 TP971AI003 Day-Hite Thermast:
2 14002132-101 Cover
2 14001603-001 Rinn
2 14001615-002 Fitting
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APPENDIX
VENDOR ITEMS
D-1
LIST OF ITEMS INCLUDED
Water Storage Tank
Expansion Tank
By-Pass Chemical Feeder
Air Separator
Circulating Pumps
Purqe Unit
Purge Unit Control Dampers
Single Seated Valves
Single Seated, Normally Open, Pneumatic Valve Assemblies
Single Seated, Normally Closed, Pneumatic Valve Assemblies
Three-Way Mixing and Diverting Valves
Three-Wav Pneumatic Valve Assemblies
Pneumatic Valve Assemblies, Three-Way Mixinq or Diverting
Tank Fittings
Relief Valves
Water Vent Valves
Swing Check Valves
Gate Valves
Combination Starters
Circuit Breaker Panel
NEMA Enclosures
Differential Pressuretrol Controllers
Solar Temperature Control
Watt Transducers
Insulation Material
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DARBORN	 EQUIPMENT BULLET'N B0770
chemical feeding equipment
T A R O, INC.
I
r	 r"
MODEL HV AND AV
BY-PASS CHEMICAL FEEDERS
APPROVED BY
H-A M Y n' /`,5'f70-IATES
FOR GENCRAL LAY,'. UT 
..1. 1.0 '- OUIPMENT CAPACITY
ADVANTAGES:	 CONTNACTU.i L.
	 L EL kE_P_	 ]LI *Olt CORR[CT
FITTING.
• Easy to install
• Safe and easy to use ^ Y - -	 tom-^ -- -4!.._----
• Economical	 DATE
Dearborn offers two sizes of by-pass feeders for
introducing powdered or liquid water treatment
chemicals. The feeders are of steal construction
and suitable for working pressures up to 300 psi.
The Type HV (2 gallon) and AV (5 gallon) feeders
each have a 3'/2" fill opening. The closure requires
just a %" turn by hand to open or close the feeder
for a perfect seal. The closure actually tightens
with pressure. The greater the p ressure the tighter
the seal. The floating seal is positively self-aligning;
cal,•iot cock or distort. The cover is removable
in its entirety, including gasket. No loose parts
to assemble. "0" ring seals can be replaced quickly
in the field. Safety feature will not allow removal
of cap with pressure on the feeder. Pressure must
be released 'o open.
INSTALLATION
Dearborn By Pass Feeders may be installed in any
of the following manners:
• Between the suction and discharge of a pump.
• On horizontal or vertical piping using a valve
or orific;: to create flow through the feeder.
• Direct to system piping or pump suction
using water from a source at higher pressure.
NGTE: Feeders are furnished without valves and
fittings. See reverse side for valve and fitting
requirements and typical drawings for each of the
above installations.
DEAR©01 1 N CHEMICAL (u s ) c me me O CORPORATION	 I ''.'RE! • 1 :.•
D-5
TYPE OF CAPACITY MAXIMUM SIZE OF SHIPPING
FEEDER IN WORKING VALVES AND A 8 WEIGHT
GALLONS
--2 - -
5
PRESSURE
_	
300 P.S.I.
300 P.S.I.
FITTINGS
3/4" —
3/4"
7 - -
101/4	 1
18-3/4
201/2
Hy 23 lbs.
39 lbs.VV
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3 1!1" DIA OPINING	 1	 I
	TOP CONSTRUCTION WITH	 A•,D
3 1'2 OPINING FOR	 9
BRIQUETTE TREATMENT
SCREEN
CONTROL VAIVf ADJUST
TO PREVENT EXCISSIVE
CIRCUTATION THROUGH
FEEDER	 4_;z
IG 3/4 IPT K VAI VF Rl1SH;Nr/LnRE VAIVER DRAIN	 GL()RF OR GAII VAIVE
PUMP DISCHARGE
PUMP SUCTION
	 11	
f,9.1
NOTE CONTROL VAIVE NOT RIQIIIRID
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BELL s GOSSETT ITT
Fluid Handling Division
The Rolairtrol Air Separator
Model No. RL-2-1/2
Less Straines
Capacity: 90 GPM
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THRUSH Products, WEvo.14
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TY
MODSI NO-
SUCTION AND
DISCHARGE
MOTCR
N. P.
SHIPPINI
MT. LIS.
A G , r ,
1% TV-1 Ith 1 108 20N" 8" 2%" 13^i" 43'4" 5" 3"
1 1h rV - 3/ 1112 3/ 86 1711" 8" 2 1h" 9h" 431" 5" 3"
1 V2 TV- rh I t/2" 34 /6 1bV'4" 8" 254" q" 431" 5" 3"
TV Series Thrush Pumps are singie-
sucticn, close-coupled, closed Im-
peller, designed for efficient, quiet
operation in heating and air con-
ditioning systems. Extra quiet motor,
shell molding and coring of impeller
and pu^-^ .utulie assure quiet, vibra-
tici-free service. Center line suction
and discharge divides pump weight
evenly. fv: f, u dation, floor space or
vibration dampeners are required.
Pipe and fittings are saved with
these line-supported Thrush Pumps.
Complete rotating unit may be re-
moved for inspection or mainten-
ance without breaking flanged pippe
connections, A diffuser. section, de-
signed as a part of the Pump casing,
allows the discharge connection to
be the same size as the suction ccn-
nectipn. TV Series Thrush Pumps are
built to time-tested principles by the
oldest manufacturer of line-mounted
Centrifugal Pumps and Circulators.
^ M K\P m,,,at s, r ^+oNti ►O^^
10 Hv^ r„ ,sw^ on en wC
d"I^^ 11^^ N v.^ n ^w^!
11 c_" %.r — b.. w -
AS A 1 T /rr ^/^ k^s ti^
nw Mwrn/ i
TV SERIES, LINE-MOUNTED THRUSH PUMPS
THRUSH Products, 0%:.
 6k,"P. d Box 228	 Peru, Indiana 4aa7p
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MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
.— . 6	 . ...	 ,.
HORIZONTAL,
VERTICAL AND
VERTICAL INVERTED
TORRIVENTS*
SIZES NO. T7, T9, T17, T21, T24, T25,
T31 AND T31 V
UNIT CASING — Constructed of high grade steel
reinforced and braced with steel angle framework.
Removahle panels provide access to all Internal parts.
Sectiorialued construction consisting of kin section and
Cull section
uN1 r INSULATION — (Ortlon;Il) — Panels
in s ulated with one of the follnwing
I" blanket fiber }class. 1/8" srr,ned undercoat or 1/2"
blanket fihcr glass
CENTRIFUGAL I ANS — Double width, double
inlet, forward curved, mulls-hl fde t y re ShAt operated
hclow its first critical speed Hearings grc;lsc luhncalcd
Hr;Inngs have 200.(XX) !lour ,lvrragr Illc I .In housing
dlc-formed and ;III light I ,Ins dknmmk,ilk h.1l;mccd
,Ind run tested allcr Ino,Ill.,tlon In mm I,.Isutg
COILS — Continuums copper r l alc Im I,I tilgnl;:- I lo 'D
aluminum fins ,Ind corner I uhc • IN pc I III rullars drawn
and belled. fins handed to Iuhes h^ mechanical
expansion No soldering r1r Ilrnfng used In honding
process. Coll% removahlC through ALLCSS p,olcls
UNIT AND ACCI SSORY FINISH — Casing and
all accessories• except coil, chemicall y cleaned.
rhusrh;Itin• d. and c(imed with haked on mantel
1 II 11 R NNI) MIXING HOXI S— A lter .Ind
comhln.11ll,n Wwr-mislnp hexes: designed to hold Il,ss or
high ^clm- ils, inch permanent or I\rc
Idler ,, I I:11 Miter hoxcs with access doors on both sides.
.III olhcrs +Ith large, single .icc-o, d,)or. Mixing box
d.milicr hl.ldcs .1rc the h.lrallcl lure, set for merging of
.III strc;un nl.ufc the hox Blades lucked to slotted runts
%%hlkh rot.IlC In n y lon hushings.
Dlti( 11\R(II I I I I NlA1S — Straight - ;hru disch.lrgc
plenums imern,llk Insulted %kith neoprene faced I
flhel r1,1ss. As shcrlfled. plenum pi-mi l.d ^%ilh I 	 Ilu.l
coll.If. dl.rh,lrgc gllllc \kilh .uln1.I.1I'IL honn,nl.Il
11111%i1s. Illsall.IIgc pllllC %sllh adlus1.11 1 1r hotri/ uml,ll .md
vcII1..11 I+,Inds of n1sn1.11e(I sound h.Illlcs
I NCI NNI) 10 l' NSti DANIP1 RS — Oprayed hl.ldc
I\rc I'-1rcr% I "ckcd to slotted damper rods I`.Imper
rods rol.11c III rwo-rrool f111un htahings.
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Mounting Dlmenslens-Mixing
Box or Combination Filter-Mixing
Box With Inlet on Bottom, Floor
Mounting, or Inlet Top, Calling
Mounting. Sao General Note 5.
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A Mounting Dimensions-Mixing
-,e	 42	 Box or Combination Filter-Mixing
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General Note S.
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TABLE 11 -- APPROXIMATE OPERATING WTS. (1.5S.)
•	 UNIT MODEL NUM Bt R
7 8 7 . , IS	 I	 12	 14 17 at 24 13 31 35 .1 l N1
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1111
TORRIVENT
CASINO ONLY 1!! 11! 2!f 710 .M 3160 '11143 490 f19 LOO 7t5 900 970 172! 7110 2.w	 78501 ROW LARGE 113 .7 391 491 329 48f 159 679 )30 6S2 1030 was Us! 1153 IsH 1017 Ilan2 ROW LARGE I3S 3!2 417 It! 613 S)7 467 779 143 ,tJ 1208 UI 1597 2x10 I96a 1160	 41r6]
ACCESSORIES
FLAT FILTER BOX
THROWAWAY 28
J@ 2
49 54 6a 73 76 92 111 170 t20 1J3 170 110 210 111LOW VELOCI T Y PERMANENT 33 47 3 H 67	 I 64 91 97 117 LS 655 135 UJ 222 27. 284 Ora
HIGH VELOCITY PERMANENT SI 43 69 I9 91 106 120 131 136 193 207 707 2S7 304 316 till 562
MEDIUM FILTER SOX
-
THROWAWAY 76 101 131 122 117 171 171 • 229 247 103 974 324 373 770 41. S20 345 659 775
LOW VELOCITY PERMANENT 94 117 IM 162 191 1,3 204 260 1H 344 17) 771 413 ISf 9.6 631 N5 905 97d
HIGH VELOCITY PERMANENT 94 141 161 190 227 231 248 312 267 629 456 4% 913 597 706 799 .1S 1065 1275
HIGH CAPACITY SOX
THROWAWAY 111 1,44 I:1 170 180 192 219 260 271 310 798 196 42S .10 S35 190 660LOW VELOCITY PERMANENT 120 1{1 11. 194 206 127 261 J03 324 393 466 4a9 511 974 640 777 865HIGH VIEL OC ITY PERMANENT 136 196 217 ISO 257 271 317 360 3N 489 376 574 446 712 672 910 11,60
R.)L_ FILTER	 __-	 --- 40 114 142 Is$ 197 204 219 250 190 363 430 475 500 750 670 1021
COMB FILT-MIX BOX
THROWAWAY 119 U6 200 2A 239 204 T00 )15 ISO 6m 4WI 49n ain 710 x111 nn1 '111 I lln 1151LOW VELOCITY KRMANENT 122 184 217 286 275 110 124 141 393 441 140 540 AM 7M1 -14 14A'^ Ir11.
. /III:H VELOCITY PERMANENT 134 208 241 I96 Its 1N 146 147 454 111 1.71 421 I" WIA 11111 111.1 1111 1741; 2,16
DELUXE COMM FILTER MIX BOX
THROWAWAY 113 240 261 352 949 376 607 474 901 3M 604 604 712 186LOW VELOCITY PERMANENT 100 254 260 370 393 400 431 SO4 51• 477 4^1. N4 7N 1054HIGH VELOCITY PERMANENT 212 280 3.2 402 129 436 477 5% 600 707 7N 739 8'18 1192
MIXING BOX	 _	 -_ _- 81 118 112 180 173 142 298 270 319 340 300 380 437 • 19 623 790 969 1010 11"
EXTERNAL FACE AND BYPASS -. 40 f8 79 94 100 112 ISa 141 170 210 241 292 417 497 470 118 123 1070 1265
INTERNAL FACE ANO BYPASS 30 !3 74 77 92 100 109 113 114 184 111 223 327 334 343 441 535
FACE DAMPERS „ !! 64 61 101 106 111 113 142 225 232 232 267 312 370 446 547
STRAIGHT THRU DISCHARGE PLENUM
--___-
SO 4, 99 100 110 110 130 190 170 180 200 200 300 400 400
- ---
W AL.L INTAKE BOX 1
S rEEL 90 110 110 I!0 220 240 270 730 310 490 600 400 729 X00 930 1140 1450ALUMINUM 60 30 SO 73 109 170 115 11 11! 253 380 380 460
SIs
601 741 940
61 NERAL NOTES
.1. Drives. coil and d.lmper rods ma% be lurnlshcd either
Discharge plenums are not available for units with right or Ich	 hand .IS spcclfI:d on the order.
90 degree rolatcd fans or "X" units. 4. D.unper dnvc r11ds are 7/ 111" dronctcr H lth .1	 I /Z•.
2.	 ( onnectlon	 sides	 for	 coils and damper rods and adapter
motor drive positions are determined by facing front 5. For ceiling suspension accessory mounting legs must
of unit.	 The arrangement drawings shown above be bolted to tops of accessories similar to bolting
indicate right side of unit. shown on Page 4. Legs will project above Torrivent
unit	 1/4". No other change In leg dimensions.
TABLE 12 - WATER AND STEAM COILS
i),/
C OIL TYPE
HEADER
HEIGHT YUPPLY
CONNI r TION
111	 I I IHN
'.ill"
IIIIA,N	 It	 vl NI
W	 WATER 10	 24	 30	 33 2'. N P 2'.	 N	 1 	 1
n	 DNAINABLE 10	 24	 30	 33 2-.	 N ..	 1 2'•	 N V I N	 I'	 1	 11'81	 1
nn	 ORAINARLE IB	 24	 30	 33 2'.	 N Y 1 2'.	 N 1 • 	1	 I N P	 r	 I/ 11 I
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Type CD35-OBC
Variations 1-2-5
D-17
These single-seated, two-way,
straight through valves provide propor-
tional control of steam, liquids, air, or
other nun-cumbu^tihle gases to HVAC
systems requiting tight shut-off. They
are available in bmrne bodies with
screwed NPT end connections or cast
uor bodies µith flanged end connec-
tions.
Features
Honeywell
	 Single Seated
Valves
FM00, NUMBER V5011AI
General
ihrcct or reverse acting
• Stainless steel stem with removable
compi,sition disc and self-adjusting,
sprin t; loaded Teflon packing.
• Brunie, brass, or stainless steel
plugs provide equal percentage or
Imear flow iharacterlstics.
• Iligh pressure models available
(V501IDor E).
• Stainless steel, metal-to-metal seat-
ing available in smaller valve sizes.
• Suitable for pneumatic (1/2 to 6
in.) or electric (1/2 to 4 in.) actua-
tion with proper linkage.
• Repack and rebuild kits avadahl-
fur field servicing.
Specifications	 V5011C: Direct act:ng single-seated
valve. Linea r flog, characteristics for
modulating low or intermediate oressure
slum. Screwed end connections only,
112 to 3 in. Metal-to-metal ►eating (111MODELS	 to 1 1/2ir.valves).
V5011A: Direct acting (stem down to
close) single-seated valve Equal percent-
age flow Screwed (1/1 to 3 in.) or	 V50110: Some as V5011A except 250
Hanged 12 111 to E in.) end connections. 	 psi (1715 kPe) body pressure rating.
125 and 150 psi (860 and 1035 kPa)	 FlarVW enu connections only, 2 112 to
body pressure rating.	 6 in.
V50115: Samt as V5011A except 	 V501IE: Same as V5011B except 250
reverse acting (stem down to open). 	 psi 11725 kPe) body pressure rating, 4 !o
Flanged Pnd connections only, 4 to 6 in.	 6 in.
Kcti. 10-76	
la- H^ •,W, 77-5315
K.I .L.
1)-1 8
CLOSE OFF RATINGS Disc	 Ho;der:	 Screwed	 Bodies	 Brass. ACCESSORIES
Flanged Bodies	 Cast Iv	 ,.
Refer to Figs. 1A through 1G and Table Packing Conversion Kits (for converting
1 Plug	 Screwed Bodies	 Contoured. For to high pressure applications):
Cv's of 4.0 and below	 Stainless Steel. 14001920001	 - Rubber	 "V' • Ring for
For	 Cv's	 above	 4 0	 Brass	 Flanged 112 to 1	 1;4 in. valves-
Bod:es
	
V Ported,	 skirt	 guided bronze 14002920002
	
Teflon "V" Reny for
for all sites. 1	 112 to 3 in	 valves
VALVE RATINGS
Seat:	 (Replaceable, screwed into body)
Refer to Table 2. Screwed Bodes
	
Brass. Flanged Bodies
Bronze. WHEN SPECIFYING, INDICATE
CONTROL AGEi.TC AND DISCS 	 I. Model Number
DIMENSIONS	 2. Accessories
Refer to Figs. 8, 9 and 10 and Tables 	 3. Actuator (Refer to Valve/OperatorRefer to Table 3.
	 5 and 6.
	
Selection Table 1)
END	 CONNECTIONS, 	 PLUGS,	 SIZES.
AND CAPACITIES tCv's)
Refer to Table 4. Repack and Rebuild Kits
SERVICEUNE Pip* Size Stem Disc
Kit No. (Inches) CV Sue Sze
STEM TRAVEL
14002694001 1/2.3/4, 1 4.0 or less 1/4 in. 111 in
14002695-001 3/4, 1, 1 1/4 6.3 or 10.0 1/4 in. 3/4 in112 to 3 in	 valves: 3/4 in. (19 min).
14003109401 1 1/4 16 .0 1/4 in. 1	 in4, 5, and 6 in. valves: 1 . 112 in	 (38 mm).
14003110001 1-1/2,1, 2 112 15.0 3/8 m 1	 1 '4 in
14003111001 2 ,2 1 /2, 3 40.0 318 in. 1 l it m
14003194 001 111, 3 /4, 1, 13/4 1/4 in
TRIM MATE141ALS -- -- — —
14003295 001 1 1/2, 2, 2 111, 3
_	 _ -_--
3/8 in
-' 1 dUU379li 0(11 4, 5, 6 1 /2 uiPackinq	 Teflon Cone. for 125 psi (860
kPa)
	
flanyed
	
and
	 150
	
psi	 11035	 kPa) NOTE
	 No arts are available for	 1 1/2, 1, and 2 112 in. valves having a Cv of less
screwed	 valves,	 all	 sires.	 Teflon	 "V" than 2! 0
Ring for 150 psi (1125 kPa) valves, 1 1/2
to d in. site
Disc. Removable composition
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,\USE 4-11 PSI (30-75 kPa) RANGE FOR DETERMINING
CLOSF OFF OF VALVES USED WITH MP953A.
QI DUE TO DIFFERENCES IN VALVE BODY
CONSTRUCTION, SCRF_WED AND FLANGED
PATTERNS HAVE DIFFERE 6: T CLOSE OFF
RATINGS THIS APPLIES TO VAL`. i . IN THE 2 112
AND IN SIZES. SEE .AANO '8.
101	 0	 '0	 I	 ro	 I	 so101	 0	 1	 N	 11.0 N
	 11061
1 twl	 11011
	 U t7A
US" 8 13 PSI (55-90 kPa) RANGE FOR DETERMINING 	
`	 v1	 w,N1s m ;.al
CLOSE OFF OF VALVES USED WITH MP9538. 	 At	 ••-.►•
FIG. 1 CLOSE OFF PRESSURES AT VARIOUS CONTROL AIR PRESSURES FOR V5011A E SINGLE SEATED VALVES AND MP953
PNEUMATIC OPEf1ATORS
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TA6lE 1- CLOSE OFF RATINGS FOR V5011A E
WITH ELECTRIC ACFUA1nRS
CI.nc O1( Pressurr H.:Inui^
list (kPa)
ultnkage Seal 011 forces
Model Number	 160 lb	 8016	 Cv
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TABLE 2—VALVE RATINGSa
Screwed, cast-bronze
150 psi at 250F max. steam 0035 kPa at 121 C)
150 psi at 250F max. water (1725 kPa at 121 C)Body Flanged, cast-iron
125 and 250 psi at 250E max.
(860 and 1725 kPa at 121C)
Proportional, 25 psi (170 kPa)Water 2 Position, 50 ps (345 kPa)
—'
Maximum Pressure Composition --
Differential for discs Steam Proportional, 35 psi (240 kPa)
Normal Life (A, 8 8,
of Trim C only ► [2-Position, 70 psi (480 kPa)
Metal-to- Steam 100 psi (69C kPa) 
metal scats only
Maximum Pressure
Differential for 20 psi (140 kPa)Quiet-Water
Service
Maximum Pressure
Differential for Refer to Fig. 1
Close off
Teflon-Cone Waterb 150 psi oar. at 250F max. (1035 kPa atPacking (V5011A 111 C);40F min (40
and C) Steam 100 psi max. at 337F max. (680 kPa at
169 Hal
Teflon-"V" Ring
Packing (V5011 0 & WaterbE and 14002920-
002 Kit) 250 p;i max. at 250E max (1725 kPa at
1110: OF min (4)Rubber-"V" Ring
Packing (14002920- Water
001 Kit)
a For high fluid temperatures, the valve and/or piping should be insulated to pre-
vent ambient temperatures from exceeding ratings at the actuator location.
b Maximum-temperature differential in alternate hot-cold water use, 140F.
77-5315
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EQUAL
CONTOURED
PLUG_ /
LINEAR
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MODIFIED
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TABLE 3- RECOMMENDED CONTROL AGENTS
AND DISCS AVAILABLE
Model
Body
Pattern—
Recommended
Control
Agents
Discs Available
(Composition
except as noted)
V5011A & D Screwed
Water 35 to 20OF
_Water 115 to 275F
Flanged Water 35 to 275F
V5011 B Flanged Water 35 to 275F
V5011C Screwed
Steam 115 to 275 F
Steam 275 to 425E
Steam Metal t o metal seatsa
1x5011 D Flanged Water 35 to 275F
V5011 E Flanged Water 35 to 275F
a Composition disc available in all valve sires. Metal-to metal seats available
in 1/2 through 1-1r'2 in sizes only.
NOTE	 35 to 20OF = 2 to 93C
35 to 275F = 1 to 135C
115 to 275F = 46 to 135C
275 to 425F = 135 to 216C
TABLE 4-PLUG CHARACTERISTICS, END CONNECTIONS,
SIZES, AND CAPACITY IN D EXES (Cv's) AVAILABLE
Model No Body Capacity
and Plug End Size Index
Characteristics Connections On.) (C v)
112 0 4, 0.63, 1.0,
1.6. 2.5. 4.0
V5011 A Equal 3/4 6.3
Percentage & 1 10.0
V5011C Modified Screwed 1 1/4 16
Linear ;1/2 to 1 1/2 1 1!2 25
in. valves only) 2 40
2 1/2 63
3 100
V531 1A & D Equal 2.1/2 63
Percentage Flanged 3 100
4 160 
V5011 A, B. D & E Flanged
1	
5 250 
Equal Percentage 6 360
FIG. 3-V5011A & C SCREWED 112 TO 3
IN. BRONZE BODY VALVE -
150 PSI (1035 kPa). PACKING
FIG. 1-V5011 AVERAGE FLOW CHARACTERISTIC
	
SHOWN
77.5315
D-23
T/-3315-1
i
FIG.4—ACCESSORY 250 PSI (1725 kPa)
PACKING FOR 1!2 TO 1 114 IN.
SCREWED BRONZE BODY
VAL`iES
FIG.5-250 PSI (1725 kPa) PACKING
FOR 1 . 1!2 TO 3 IN. SCREWED
BRONZE VALVE BODIES
FIG. 6—FLANGED, CAST IRON, DIRECT
ACTING, 125 PSI (1035 kPa)
VALVE BODY Z 112 THRU 6 IN.
(THE 250 PSI 11725 kPal
VALVES HAVE RAISED FACE
RING)
FIG.7-FLANGE0,
	 CAST IRON,
REVERSE	 ACTING, 125	 PSI
(1035	 kPal	 VALVE BODY	 4
THRU 6 IN. (THE 250 PSI	 11725
kPal
	
VALVES	 HAVE RAISED
FACE RING)
1
I
I	
H
{
^-D
	
E-•I
FIG.8—V5011A & C SCREWED, DIRECT ACTING BODY DIMENSIONS (REFER TO
TABLES 5 AND E)
77.5315
D-24
TT-5315-m
FIG.9-V5011A & D FLANGED BODY DIMENSIONS (REFER TO TABLES 5 AND 6)
f' '1
ii	 a
-	
J
^-- -	 --	 D --- 
111111
o--'0
L o _:	 o
ll
U-3
nesro.
0
H
Q 2-1/2 AND 3 IN FLANGED VALVES HAVE FOUR BOLT HOLES, THE 6 IN
FLANGED VALVE HAS 12 BOLT HOLES
FIG. 10-V501 1B & E FLANGED BODY DIMENSIONS (REFER TO TABLES 5 AND 6)
77-5315
77-5315
TABLE 5—V5011A-E DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
REFERENCED IN FIGURES 8,11, 111 10
Body Style Valve No. of
& Figure Size I J Flange
Reference (in.) Am B C 0 E F G H (Travel) (Die.) Bolt Holes
1/2 3.1/2 1 . 1/4 1 .3/4 1 112 1-7/8 1-13/16 15/8 3 3/4 1 3/8
3/4 I 1 . 1/4 1-3/4 1-1/2 2 1-13/16 1-5/8 3
V501 IA & C 1 1-3/8 1 .5/8 1.1/8 2-1/4 1-15/16 1-3/4 3
Screwed, 1-1/4 1.9/16 1-1/2 2.1/2 2-1/2 2 .9/16 1-15/16 3-1116
Direct Body 1-1/2 1-11/16 1 3/8 17'8 2 7/8 3 .9/16 211/16 3-1/16
(Fig. B) 2 1-15/16 2 2 1/d 2 7/8 3 .5/16 2-5/16 3-15/16
2-1/2 23/16 2-3/8 3 3!4 3-3/4 1 .3/16 3 1/16 4-9/16
3 3-1/2 2 .5/8 23/8 47/16 4-7/16 4-15/16 35/8 5 14 1 3/8
2-1/2 3 i/2 4 13/16 4 9-1/2 7 2.1/2 3/4 5.1/2 3/4 1 .318 4V5011A 3 3-1/2 53/8 4-5/8 11 71/2 3 S/4 6 3/4 1 .3/8 4
Flanged,
4 5.1/4 7-9/16 5-3/16 13 9 4 3/4 7.1/2 1.1/2 1-7/8 8Direct Body 5 I 7 6 1/8 15 10 5 7/8 8.1/2 I I 8(Fig. 9) 6 5-1/4 8 7-1/16 161/2 11 6 7/8 9-1/2 1.1/2 1-7/8 8
V5011B 4 63/4 4-11/16 81/16 13 9 4 3/4 7-1/2 1-1/1 17;8 8Flanged, 5 I 5-5/8 71/! 15 10 5 7/8 B -112 I I 8Reverse Body 6 6-3/4 6 .9/16 E-1/1 16-1/2 it 6 7/8 9.1/2 1-1/2 1 . 71E 8(Fig. 10)
2.1/2 3-1/2 413/16 3-3/4 111/2 71/2 21/2 718 5-7/E 3/4 1 . 3/8 4V531 In
3 3-1/2 5 3/8 4 1/4 12 -111 8 1/4 3 6-5/8 314 1 -3/8 4
5.1/4 7 .9/16 5 141/1 10 4 7 7/8 1 1/2 1 . 7/8 8ct Body( F ig, 9) 5 I 7 51/2 163/4 11 5 9-1/4 I I 8
F ^q ' 6 51/4 8 61/4 18-5/8 121/2 6 7/E 10 .5/8 1.1/2 1-718 12
V5011 E 4 6.3/4 43/4 7 5/16 14-1/2 10 4 7/8 7 7/8 1.112 1 7/8 8Flanged, 5 I 5 .3/4 63/4 163/4 11 5 I 91/4 I I 8 Reverse Body 6 6.3/4 6 . 11/16 7 7/8 185/8 121/2 6 7/8 10-5/E 1-1/2 1 7/8 12(Fig. 10' —
1—
e 0ii.»neien "A" is with Valve closed (stem down for V5011A, C, & 0, stem up for V50110 & E)
l	
__
11—'2fi
rr-6315.0
NORMALLY OPEN NORMALLY CLOSED
IN
TABLE 6— V5011A-E DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
REFERENCED IN FIGURES 8, 9, & 10
Body Style Valve No. of
& Figure Size I J Flange
Reference (In.) Aa B C D E F G H (Trawl) (Die.) Bolt Holes
1/2 89 32 44 38 48 46 41 iii 19 35
3/4 32 44 38 51 46 41 76
V5011A & C 1 35 41 54 57 49 44 76
Screwed, 1.1/4 40 38 63 63 65 49 77
Direct Body 1-1/2 43 35 73 73 90 68 77
(Fiq.81 2 48 51 73 73 84 58 100
2 . 1/2 55 60 95 99 182 77 116
3 89 1	 67 60 113 113 125 92 127 19 35
2.1/2 89 122 102 241 178 63 19 140 19 35 4V5011A 1 89 J	 136 117 279 190 76 19 152 19 1	 35 4Flanged, 4 133 .92 132 330 229 102 19 190 38 48 8Direct Body 5 I 178 155 381 254 127 22 215 I 1 8(Fig. 91 6 133 203 179 419 279 152 22 241 38 48 8
V50110 4 171 119 205 330 229 102 19 190 38 48 8Flanged, 5 I 143 190 381 123, 127 22 215 I 1 8Reverse Body 6 171 167 216 419 279 152 22 241 38 48 8(Fig. 10)
2-1/2 89 122 95 292 178 63 22 149 19 35 4V5011D 3 B9 136 108 317 209 76 168 19 35 4Flanged, 4 133 192 127 361 254 102 200 38 48 8Direct Body 5 I 178 140 425 279 127 235 I I 8(Fig. 91 6 133 203 159 473 318 152 22 270 38 48 12
V5011 4 171 120 186 368 254 102 22 200 38 48 6Flanged,
1	 Body 56 171
I	 146
17G
171
200
425
473
279
3i8
127
152
I
22
235
270 38
I
48
8
12(Fig. 10 I
a 0imension "A" is with Valve closed (stem down for V5011 A, C. & 0, stem up for V5011 B & E)
Typical Operation
In a normally open application an
increase in temperature at the sensor
or controller moves the valve stem
toward the closed position. In a nor-
mally closed apphca;ion a decrease in
temperature moves the valve stem
toward the open position.
FIG. 11—TYPICAL OPERATION
77.5315
D-27
'^ E r n dmphr lmkdye,
11011E moo
061RA11124
OG18AI032
Letter	 Use Motn
0esrg, moo Sondn to
11;11 lb sea r oil force,
81) lb se.il off force.
160 lb u v al all force
r 1	 Linkage
wth	 Similar t0:
Mh44A OW11A1024
MIMt. 0111011 1000
MG34h OGIBA1032
M84SA 0618AI032
M84'.I OGIRA1032
M 1 144A 0618AIO24
M'1441. - 0601EIDI10
M'l14A OGIRA1032
M'14',A 0618A1032
M 1 14 1 ,1 OGIRA1032
U 10441 0618A1024
1A M4 1161 RA 1032
E
F
G
I
J
K
t
M
M
U
P
TABLE 1-VALVE/@PEIIATON SELECTION
% Elwtric Actuation
2 Positron
Ii» ^ ' ' ►nrumr<Ut
Of Floetrn4
Non Spring
2-Position
Spring
Proportionel
Non Spring
Proportional
Spring Elavronit
Val" (Inched Cv Operator Return Return Return
J or l
Return
M or N
Actuston
0 or PV5011A 1/2 NPT .63, 1.0, 1.6, A1,C1 A2,C2 81,01 E or G H or I
2.5, 4 0
3/4 63
1 10
1 1/4 16
1	 112 25
2 40 A1,C1
2 1/2 63
3	 NPT 100 A2,C2 81,01 E or G Hot I Jo. L M or N_ 0 or P
2 1/2 Fig. 63 E or G H or I 0 or PA2,C2 B1,D1 J nr L M or N
3 100 A2,C2 01.01 ForG HmI JorL MorN 0orP
4 160 A3,C3 F K
5
6	 Flg.
250
360
I
A3.C3
—	 A3,C3
F
F
-	 F -- ' -
K
K
--	 KV50118 4	 Fig. 160
5	 I 250 I F K
6	 F19. 360 A3,C3
A1,C1 A2.C1 81,01
I
E or G "or I
K_
J or L M or NV5011C 112 NPT .40, .63, 10, 0 or P
1.6, 2.5.4 0
3/4 6.3
1 10
1	 114 16
1	 112 15
2 40 AI,CI
2 1/2 63 1
3	 NPT 100 A2,C2 U1,011
A2,C2 81.01
E or G
E at G
H nr 1
H or I
J of L
J or L
M or N
M or N
0 or P
0 or PV5011D 2112 Fig. 63
3 100 A2,C2 BI.UI E of H or I J or L M or N 0 of P
4 IGO A3,C3 F K
5 150 I F K
6	 F19. 360
160
A3,C3
A3.C3 --	 -
F
--_	 F
K
K—
'
V501 11 1	 Flg
5	 I 150 I F K
G	 Flg. 360 ------ -	 _	 A3 C3 1 K	
_ _ •—
NOTES:
The MP953A 0 are rnllorg type diaploagrn a; lumros whn.h
provide proportional caoual of V5011 Vslv,y
Al -	 MP953A D.A 5 in, dw wild pasitnnu•r.
A2 -	 MP953A D A B in. dra with posrinoo'r.
A3 -	 MP953A D A	 13 in dia with ii(mlomu•r
B1 MP9538 R A	 1 I/P in dia wnb to wrim'r
C1 MP953C 0 A 5m dra wilhont p...mom•r
C2 -	 MP953C 0 A B ar dra withoot pns,tmnm
C3 -	 MP953C D A 13 it dw wobant posrhanry
01 MP9530 P. A 1 118 in fiv willimit pnsdmnfn
*Not recommended for fight Onse off Use pmvnndtu npr y clot
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Honeywell
VP514A & C SINGLE-SEATED,
NORMALLY OPEN,
0411111NAL PACT; IS
	 PNEUMATIC VALVE ASSEMBLIES
01-i 1 1001; Qt1.. ► .17'Y
APPLICATION
Used for normally open, proportional control of
steam, liquids. air, or other ron,ombusnble gases m
heating air-conditioning, and heat-exchanger systems
where tight shutoff is required.
Rated for steam or water service. However, for
throttline-service on steam coik. the modifier-Imear
characteristic is preferred. for throttling-service on
hol-walei coils, the equal -percents,e chara•.teristic is
preferred. See Table 4 for availabil:ti
NOTF: 112 to 3 In. screwed vale hodies can be Geld
converted to 250 psi high Pressure service with
special kits
ORDER:	 140024-10MI itir I12 to 1 . 114 in
V501I bodies
140029204)02  for 1 . 112 to 3 in.
V5011 birdies
CONSTRUCTION
Single-seated, straight-through. globe bodv with
high-lift plug. Available with Ameri,an Standard Taper
Pipe Threads (NPT) in bronze bodies or American
Standard Flanged Ends in cast-iron bodies. Spring-loaded
rubber or Teflon packings provide self-adjusting, tight
seal-off characteristics for all common control agents in
heating and air conditioning %^stenis, however• due to
the packing construction, this valve is not suitable for
use with combustible gases, particularly liquid-petroleum
gas. Supplied in all sizes with a roriposilioin disc suitable
for pressure drops listed in Table 3. 1 or high pressure
service: 250 psig-rated valves arc aIailable and
slauiless steal, metal -to-metal aia:i l b is available in
smaller valve sizes.
The MP953A operator used in the VP514A valve
assembly is furlll)lled *i! t i a Gridulrol'
positive-positioning relay. Stall Print dud operating
range are adjustable on the po— ioner to provide
%, t.I wn%.e opir: iioil with ( ••o'er ..r,,;(,hlid UelilC.. TPIC
%*P514C assembly is without re l .1s T i le orevilois h,rse a
tough, wear-resistant replataable, tic iprene diaphragm.
Th: small operator is aho a. -:;;ah'e with a silicone
diaphragm for hlgh-ICiiperature apl •11,411 ar
'Trademark
Rev. 1-74
k F L
VP514A With Gradutrol •
 Relay
ASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIONS
ASSEMBLY CONIPONL\TS:
VP S 14AI%01^ %1i	 - 1 11t)4r VSUIIA C.rrU1UAI	 iti.t^
\PS14CIP.Q1i4IP •: 'AIU4, I V 10: A(.,rr)ruAi
	
Nrtn..ut	 r-
DIMENSIONS  See Table I and I iguie 1.
CLOSE-OFF RATI\CS Sze Figure 2.
VALVE BODY SPECIFICATIONS
ACTION Drre, r 1' ..h down to close
RF('O%I5II `,Df l) CON]ROL AGFNTS AN[) 1),"A'S
AVAll A151 l k:tor to lahlc
RATINGS- Rt•ter to Table 3
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F ND COWCTIONS, PLUG CHARACTERISTIC9,
SIZI S. AND CAPACITIES. Refer to Table 4.
TPAVLL:
112 1hrouph 3 in. sizes-3/4 in.
4, S :rod h in. sizes -1 . 1 /2 in.
TRIM MATERIALS:
Stan: Stainless-steel.
Packing:
Tcnon cone for 125 psi flanged, 150 psi screwed
h'-dies all sites.
Teflon "V" Ring for 250 psi rating 1-1 /2 to 6 in.
valve bodies
Rubber "V' Ring for 250 psi rating 1/2 to 1-1/4
in. valve bodies.
lhsc Holder:
Scrcwc^ bodies-brass.
Flanged bodies--bronze.
Drs:: Reinovable-composition for all bodies and all
sites.
Plug:
Srrew^-d bodies contoured.
Cv's of 4.0 and below-stainless 4 teel.
Cv's above 4.0 brass.
Flanged Bodies v-Ported.
All Sites - skirt-guided bronze.
Seat: SL teN ed into body. Replaceable.
Screwed bodies-brass.
Flanged bodies -bronze.
OPfION4l. MODFLS
V5011C is asai!ablc in 112 throu gh 1- II2 in. sins
with meti' to met31 scats. rntegr3l disc and
stainIms-steel trim. For higher pressure limits and
steam service, see limitations in Tables 2, 3, and 4.
VSO  1 D Flanged for high-pressure service in 2-1/2 to
6 inch bodies.
OPERATOR SPECIFICATIONS
POSITIONER On MP953A only.
Start point -adjusta^ t e between 3 and 10 psi.
Operating range-3, 5, or 10 psi.
SPRING RANGES MP95 = C only. See Figure 2.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 160 F maximum
ambient at neoprene diaphragm. 250 F maximum
ambient at silicone diaphragm.
CONTROL AIR PRESSURE. 2S psi maximum.
AIR CONNECTIONS: 1/8 in. NPT female
FINISH: Gray
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Tahb• ' Recnmmcndcd Control Agent%and Dim Avnlahlf
Ui\ct Avarl:^hle
Bodt Re,ommendcd ICompnatton
^h d l Pattern Ctmtrrl Apent\ cucpt a\ nc.icdI
1lurrr 35 to 200 F
Tahlr 4 -Plug adractcnvnc\. lnd (onnc.nor\. SNev and
C^rynt • Ifdf \C\t(111.1^JIIdti1:
and Plur I nd Srfc Indc\
(T.aM Connr.nom Ir q 	 1 rC1r
111 2 C4, 063, 1 0.
16.25,40
3 4 6 3V301 I A I qual
Percentage A I 10.0
V50I IC ModrFitj SctcAed 1.114 16
Lsew 1-112 25
2 40
1 . 112 63
3 100
V5011A k 1) Equal Flanged 2•U2 63
Percentage 3 100
4 160A U^Equal
Equal Fla nged 5 250 
Pfr,entacf r 6 3afr
v^	 I
O 't
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I
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Fig 7—V501 IA Flea fed Patton - 125 psi Fig 8—.50 psi FlenEed Valve Body.
a
b
17 -011,11,
VALVE CONSTRUCTION
1
v
77-6213-p
Fig.4 -V501 1 A & C Screwed
	 Fig 5-250 psi Packing for 112 to
	 Fig 6--'50 psi Pecking f,r I•I;: to
Patton - 150 p,i RiAing	 1 -1 /4 in. Screwed False 	 3 in. Screwed Valve Bowies
Shown.	 Bodies.
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iy	 1
" GOA.Lf OPEN
Fig 9-%1'514A Ojictation
f o+•LJ.
Fig 10 -VP514( Operation.
M;N^YLI I^ 7o I ^•
TYPICAL OPERATION
VP514A (Ftg 41- Normall y opm An tn.tcacr in
..MINI; art prcwire mnvc ,^ the valve towa'd c l r;ed Full
main pic%swc acai!a''c Ommyh tic positnarcr prostdes
Iars:UVC v.ilc positioning lot all leid.und:tions
kT'14(' if  101 Snnc a, li,T`14A ca.(• rl le-
posmoner
••ONE VW( LL'M-n Mt,,1 0 l, %. Ninn.eut•	 wn ­10, A,", "a t-w W -Ile-Pnnted n USA
7" S_1.
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Honeywell
VP5145, D, E A F
SINGLE-SEATED,
NORMALLY CLOSED,
PNEUMATIC VALVE ASSEMBLIES
APPLICATION
Used for normally closed, proportional control of
steam, liquids, air, or other noncombustible goes in
heating, air-conditioning, and hat =xchanger systems
where tight shutoff is requirmd.
Rated for steam or water service. However, for
throttling-service on steam coils, the modified-linear
characteristic is preferred: for throttling-service on
hot-water coils, the equal percentage characteristic is
preferred. See INble 4 for availability.
NOTE: 1/2 to 3 in. screwed body valves can be field
converted to 230 psi high pressure service with
special kits.
ORDER:	 14002920-001 for 1/2 to 1-1/4 in.
V3011 twdies
14002920-002 for 1-1/2 to 3 in.
V50  I bodies
CONSTRUCTION
Single-sated, straight-through, globe body with
high-lift plug. Available with American Standard Taper
Pipe Threads (NPY) in br:mz.e bodies or American
Standard Flanged Ends in cast-Iron bodies. Spring-loaded
rubber or Teflon packiap pruvide self-adjusting, tight
seal-off characteristics for all common control agents in
hating and air conditioning systems; however, due to
the packing construction, this valve is not suitable for
use with combustible gases, particularly liquid petroleum
gas. Supplied in al l sizes with a :omposition disc suitable
for pressure drops listed in Table 3. For high pressure
service: 250 pound rated valves are available, and
stainless steel, metal-to-metal seating u available in
smaller v,,,ve sizes.
The MP953A and MP953B operators used in the
' IP514E and VP314B valve assemblies respectively are
turnished with a Gradutrol • positive-positioning relay.
Start point and operating range are adjustable on the
paxitioner to provide sequence operation with other
controlled devices. The MP953C and MP953D operators
furnished with the VP314F and VP514D assemblies
respxtively are furnished without the relay. The
operator&, have a tough, weal-resistant replaceable,
neoprene diaphragm. (Silicone diaphragm models are
also available.)
"'Trademark
Rev. 1.74
R.F.L.
ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS:
DIMENSIONS: See Table I and Figure I.
CLOSE-OFF RATINGS. See Flg , ires 2 and 3.
VALVE BODY SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL AND ACTION:
V30I IA, C6. D- Direct. Push down to close.
V501 1 B do E Reverse Push down to open.
RECOMMENDED CONTROL AGENTS AND DISCS
AVAILABLE. Refer to Table 2.
RATINGS: Refer to Table 3.
END CONNECTIONS, PLUG CHARACTERISTICS,
SIZES, AND CAPACITIES Refer to Table 4
1 d_b...,o.. 7/-5213
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Fig. 1-Dimensioni.
TRAVEL:
1/2 through 3 in. sizes-3/4 in.
4, 5, and 6 in. sizes-1-1/2 in.
TRIM MATERIALS:
Stem: Stainless steel.
Packing:
Teflon-cone for 125 psi flanged, 150 psi screwed,
all sizes.
Teflon "V" Rings for 250 psi rating 1 . 1/2 to 6 in.
valves.
Rubber "V" Rings for 250 psi rating 112 to 1-1 /4
in. valves.
Disc Holder:
Screwed bodies-brass.
Flanged bodies-cast iron.
Disc: Removable-^omposition for all bodies and all
sizes.
Plug:
Screwed bodies contoured.
Cv's of 4.0 and below-stainless steel.
Cv's above 4.0-brass
Flanged Bodies V-Ported.
All sizes-skirt-guided bronze.
Seat: Screwed into body. Replaceable.
Screwed bodies-brass.
Flanged bodies-bronze.
OPTIONAL MODELS: V501 IC is available in 1/2
through 1 . 1/2 in. sizes with metal - to-metal seats,
integral disc and stainless stee l trim. For higher
pressure limits and steam service, see limitations in
Tables 2, 3, and 4. V5011 D or E valves for high
pressure service in 2. 1/2 to 6 in. bodies.
OPERATOR
POSITIGNER (On M11953A & B only):
Start point-adjustable between 3 and 10 psig.
Operating range-3, 5, or 10 psig.
SPRING RANGES: MP953C & D only ( see Figs. 2A &
2B).
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 160 F maximum
(neoprene diaphragm).
CONTROL AIR PRESSURE: 25 psi maximum.
AIR CONNECTIONS: 1 /Sin. NPT female.
FINISH: Gray
W
WARE
S
r OBSTOUCTION
Table I -Dimensions A Stroke, VP514B, D, E, & F.b
Dimens ons	 Ini.hes
Body Swing RadiusD E
site yoke
1
VPS 14B VP514D (Bunnerofn
Connection,' (in.) Openro (in ) A B C i E A F F (in )
112 Medwm 314 1 .314 3.31A 7 . 1/8 to 6.718 4.318 1	 519
3/4 Medium 314 1 .3/4 3.1/2 7 . 118 10 6.7/8 4.3/8 )-Sib
I Medium 3/4 1.518 4.318	 1 7 . 1/8 10 . 1/8 7 43/9 1314b
Screwed 1114 Medium 3/4 1112 5 7-1/8 10 . 114 7.3/16 4-3/9 1	 2
DA. SodY 1112 Medium 3/4 I	 1 .318 5.3/4 7.1/8 10 . 318 7-5116 4318	 I	 2.118(p1^ /ISQ Medwm 3/4 2 5-314 7 . 1/8 10518 7.9/16 4318	 i	 2.3/8
2•li2 Medwm 3/4 2 . 318 7.1/2 7 . 1/8 1	 -15/16 7 . 13116 4 .318	 3.118
3 Medium 314 2-3/8 8-7/8 7-1	 8 11 .3/8 8.114 4.3/8	 3.518
2 . 1.'2 Medwm 3/4 4 9.112 7 . 118 131/2 10-7/16 5.318Flanged 3 Medwm L4 4-5/9 11 1	 1-I	 8 14-1/8 11 5.318
VSOIIA
D A. aody 4 Lara a 1.1/2 5 .3116 13 1.1-1/2 t6 . 5/16 13-3/16 7-11116(I1Spa1) 5 large 1-1/2 6 . 1/8 IS 131/2 :5 . 314 12.518 1.11116
h :are 1-1/ 2 7-ill 161/2 13 . 1,'2 16-3/4 13.5/8 711/16
FlanM^ t Large 1112 81116 13 13.1/2 1615116 14 . 11/16 7.11/16
VRR A . a. o_p 5 Large I-1/2 7 . 112 15 13-! 1 2 i	 .7-7/8 IS-518 7-11116
(U5 'M 6 Lar e I•I	 2 8 1 _2 16-111 13 . 1	 2 18-13116 16-9/16 7.11	 16
b1Q Medium 314 3.314 11-1/2 81/4 13- ) 1116 11-5/16 53/8
Flanged 3 Medium 34 4 . 14 12-1/2 8-114 ' s ' ;8 111/8 5.3/8
V5011 D
4 Large 1112 5 Ir-112 13 . 112 1 9 . 1Ji16 17 .4/16 7.11/16(250 5 large I- 112 5 . 112 16-3/4 131/2 1 1 Q -1/4 17 7-11/16&dy 6 L	 --ie 1 11 6114 194/8 131/2 20114 18 711/16 -
4 Large 1.112 7 . 5116 14 . 1/2 13-112 17 143/4 711/16
Flanged 5 Large :. 1 12 6Jµ 16-314 13112 18 I5-3/4 7.11;16
V5011E 6 Large 1112 77/8 186/8 13 . 1/2 1815/16 1611116 7.11/16(250 psis)
R A lkdy
a V501 1 D's are 250 pals valves.
b 250 psi service available by ordering special kits.
c25o psi nansed valves have a raised race ring.
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4.5 AND 6 IN FLANGED BODIES
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Fig. 3—Close-0ff Ratings VP514E & F.
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CLOSE - OFF PRES"t AT VARIOUS CONTROL
AIR PRESSURES FOR SINGLE SEATED
a 13 VALVES WITH THRU 3-SCREWED HOMES	 4 - 119
CLOSE -OFF PRESSURE AT VARIOUS CONTROL AIR PRESSURES
FOR SINGLE SEATED VALVES WITH 2Z S 5' FLANGED SODIS
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I
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g0
a 0	 10	 20	 50	 40	 5C	 60	 70	 e0
i	 CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATINGS IPSO
00	 40 e0 00 00 120 140 160 00 no
CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATINGS IPSO	 77-5215-0
77-5215-[
2A	 2B
Fig. 2—Close-Off Ratings, VP514B & D. (Valves with Positioners use 8 to 13 poured spring for close off.)
NOTE: Due to differences in valve body configuration, screwed and flanged patterns have different close-off ratings.
Fins applies to valves in the 2-1/2 in. and 3 in. sizes. See Fig. 2A and 2B.
Tab l e 3— Valve Ra ti ngs a.
Screwed, cut-bronze.
Body 150 psig at 366 F :. 	 ::. steam
250 prig at 250 F max. water
Flanged, cast-iron,
125 and 250d psig at 353 F max.
Proportional,25 prigWaterMaximum-Pressure Composition 2-position, 50 prig
Differential for discs Proporticnal , 35 prig
Normal Life rStme1 2-position, 70 psig
of Trim
Metal-to-
[ Steam 100 psig metal seats
Maximum-Pressure
Differential for 20 psigQuiet-Water
Service
Maximum-Pressure.
Differential for Refer to Fig. 3
Close off
Teflon-Cone Waterb 150 psig max. at 250 F max.;
Packing (V501 l A 40 F min.
Steam 100 psig max. at 337 F max.and Q.
Teflon-"V" Ring
bPacking Water
1-1 /2 to 6 in.
valves 250 psig max. at 250 F max.;
40 F min.
tubber-"V" Ring
Packing Water
1/2 to 1-1/4 in.
valves
Table 2 Recommended Control Agents and Discs Available.
Model
Body
Pattern
Recommended
Control Agents
Discs Available
(Composition
except as noted)
V501 IA &
D
Screwed Water 35 to 200 FWater 115 to 275 F
Flanged Water 35 to 275 F
V501 1 B Hanged Water 35 to 275 F
V501 IC I	 Screwed
Steam 115 to 275 F
Steam 275 to 425 F
Steam Metal -10-metal seats'
V5011 D Flanged Water 35 to 275 F
V50111 Flanged Water 35 to 275 F
"Composition disc available in all valve sizes. Metal-to-metal seats
available in 1/2 through 1-1/2 in. sizes only. See Table 4.
aFor high fluid temperatures, the valve and/or piping should be
insulated to prevert ambient temperatures from exceeding
ratings at the actuator location.
bMaximum-tem_oerature differential in alternate hot-cold water
use, 140 F.
[Not recomm nded for use on water.
4 250 psig maximum rating applies to V 501 ID & E flanged valves.
e 250 psig V501ID and F. are not recommended for steam.
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Table 4—Plug Characteristics, End Connections, Sizes, and
Capacity Indexes (Cv's) Available.
Model No. Body Capacity
and Plug End Size Index
Characteristics Connections (in.) (Cv)
1/2 0.4, 0.63, 1.0,
1.6, 2.5, 4.0
V50' IA Equal 3/4 6.3
Percentage & 1 10.0
V501 IC Modified Screwed 1.1/4 16
Linen (I/2 to 1 . 1/2 1-1n 25
in. valves only) 2 40
2-1/2 63
3 100
V501 I  & D Equal Flanged 2-1/2 163Percentage 3 100
V50  I A, B, D & E 4 160
Equal Percentage Flanged 5 250
6 360
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
/
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/
/
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FLOW-PERCENT OF MAXIMUM	 77_5211-F
Fig. 4—V5011 Average Flow Characteristics.
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VALVE CONSTRUCTION
	
Fig. 5—Screwed Bronze Body	 Fig. 6—Packing for 1/2 thru 1-1/4	 Fig. 7—Packing for 1-1/2 thru 3 in.
	
Valves 1 /2 thru 3 in.	 in. Bronze Body Valves for	 Bronze Body Valves for 250
	
Packing Shown is for 150 	 250 psi Service.	 psi Service.
psi Service.
77-5213
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Fig. 8—Flanged, Cast Iron, Direct Acting, 125 psi Valve 	 Fig. 9—Flanged, Cast Iron, Reverse Acting. 125 psi Valve
Body 2-1/2 thru 6 Inches. 	 Body 4 thru 6 Inches.
"U.S..
Fig. 10—Flanged, Cast Iron, Direct Acting, 250 psi Valve 	 Fig. l I —Flanged, Cast Iron, Reverse Acting, 250 psi
Body 2-1/2 thm 6 Inches.	 Valve Body 4 thru 6 Inches.
77.5213
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TYPICAL OPERATION
VP514B (Fig. 12) and VP514E (Fig. 14)—normally
closed. An increase in control air pressure moves the
valve toward open. Full main pressure available through
the positioner to provide positive varvc positioning for
all load conditions.
VP514D (Fig. 13) and VP514F (Fig. 15 )—same as
VP514B and VP514E respectively except less positioner.
cDM ^«
M011M.11t-ClDSEO	 MORWAILr.CLOSED
Fig. 12—V P 5 1 4 B	 Fig. 13--VP514 Operation
Operation ( 1 /2 to	 (1/2 to 3 in. Sc.
3 1n. Sc. Valve	 Valve Sizes).
Sloes).
LYiM .rt
D1
M ♦
YWLYLL^-CLO![D
Fig. 14—V P 5 1 4 E
Operation (4, 5 &
6 1n. Fl, Valve
Sizes).
caT^DL
D ♦
NI ♦
MpLS1.LL1^pDaSO
Fig. 15—V P 5 1 4 F
Operation (4, 5 &
6 in. Fl. Wive
Sizes).
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Three-Way Mixing &
Diverting Valves
[::M0:0:EL:NUMBER V5013A—E I
!fit:
:ir•.
V50136: Three-way mixing valve, 2-1/2
to 8 in. flanged body. Straight through
flow with stem down.
V5013C: Three-way diverting valve,
2 .1/2 to 8 in. flanged body. Straight
through flow with stem up.
V50130: Same as the V5013B but with
250 psi (1725 kPa) body pressure rating.
V5013E: Same as the V5013C but with
250 psi (1725 kPa) body pressure rating.
MAXIMUM BODY PRESSURE
V5013A-C: 150 psi (1035 kPa).
V5013D & E: 250 psi (1 7.25 kPa).
END CONNECTIONS, SIZES, AND
CAPACITIES (Cv)
I	 Size
Valve (Inches) Cv
1/2 1.5, 4.0
3/4 6.3
V5013A 1 10
Screwed
1-1/4 16
1 . 1/2 25
2 40
2-1/2 63
3 100
V5013B-E 4 160
Flanged
5 250
6 360
8 600
Rev. 10.76
R.F.L. form N._b#, 77-5316
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Honeywell
General
These valves provide proportional
or two-position control of lot or cold
water in heating rr cooling systems.
They can be used for mixing service
(V5013A, B & D) to direct flow from
one of two inlets to a common outlet
or for diverting service (V5013C & E)
to direct flow from a common inlet to
one of two outlets. NOTE: Mixing and
diverting valves cannot be inter-
changed.
Features
• Direct or reverse acting.
• Bronze body with screwed end con-
nections or cast iron body with
flanged end connections.
• Stainless steel stem, bronze plug.
and replaceable bronze seats.
• Spring loaded, self-adjusting Teflon
packing.
• High pressure models available
(V5013D & E).
• Constant total flow throughout full
plug travel.
• Linear now characteristic for each
port.
• Suitab:e for pneumatic or electric
actuation (with proper linkage).
• Repack kits available for field serv-
irLlg.
SpeCI uWns
MODELS
V5013A: Three-way mixing valve, 1/2 to
2 in. screwed body; 2-1/2 to 6 in.
flanged body. Straight through flow with
stem down.
1!
M. XIMUM TEMPERATURE
25OF (121C)
PACKING LIMITS
Temperature: 40 to 240F (4 to 1290).
Pressure: V5013A-C — 150 psi (1035
kPa) me.(. V50130 & E —150 psi (1725
kPa) max.
MAXIMUM PRESSURE DROP TO
ENSURE SEAT AND DISC LIFE
20 psi (140 kPa)
STEM TRAVEL
1/2 to 3 in. Volvos: 3/4 in. (19 mm).
4, 5, & 6 in. Valves: 1 .1/2 in. (38 mm).
8 in.Valves: 2 in. (51 mm).
ACCESSORIES
Packing Conversion Kits (for converting
to high pressure (250 psi 11725 kPal
applications): 14002920-001 - Rubber
"V" Ring for 1/2 to 1 .1/4 in. valves.
14002920-002. - Teflon "V" Ring for
1-1/1 to 3 in. valves.
Repack Kits for V5013A, B, & C:
SERVICELINE
	
Pipe
	 Stem
Kit
	 Size	 Die.
No.	 (Inches) On. Imml )
1/2,	 1/4(6)
14003294-001
	
3/4,
1
1.3/4
-- 1-1/2,	 3/8 (9)
14003295-001	 22-1/2
3
4	 1/2 113)
14003196-001	 56
18
CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATINGS
Refer to FiµIA-1F and Table 1.
DIMENSIONS
Refer to Figs. 2, 3, & 4.
WHEN SPECIFYING, INDICATE
1. Model Number (Service Desired).
2. Accessories.
3. Operator (Refer to Valve/Operator
Selection Table 4).
TABLE 1—CLOSE•OFF PRESSURE RATINGS FOR V5013A-E VALVES
WITH ELECTRIC OPERATORS
Close-Off Ratingsa
 PSI (kPa)
When Used with Linko jes
0818A 0618APipe
IIAo/el Size 80 lb 160 lb
No. lip.) Linkage linkage (1601E
1/2 140 (965) 150 0035) • • • • .
1/2 130 (895) 1500035)
314 120 (830) 150 (103:1) • ....
V5013A 1 70 (485) 150 (1035) .	 •	 •	 • •
1 .1/4 ........ 14611005) .....
1 . 1/2 35(240) 98 (675) •	 ..	 • .
2 20040) 67(460)
2-1/2 ........	 32(220)
3 ---•----	 21(150)
V50138&0 4 "-"'-'
	 ........	 9(60)
5 Not recommended for tight close -off
6 Not recommended for tight close-off
8 Not recommended for tight close-off
2 .1/2 •...	 32 (220)
3 •-------	 221150)
V5013C&E 4 "	
........
	
9(60)
5 Net recommended for tight close -off
6 Not recommended for tight close -off
8 Not rPl:ammended for tight close-off
a Represents maximum pressure difference between the outlet and either of the
two inlets (or between the inlet and either of two outlets).
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FIG. 3-V5013A FLANGED BODY DIMENSIONS (REFER TO TABLE 2 & 3)
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FIG.4-V5013B•E FLANGED BODY DIMENSIONS (REFER TO TABLE 2 & 3)
INNER VALVE CONSTRUCTION
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TABLE 2-V5013A E DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
REFERENCED IN FIGURFS 2, 3 6 4
T—Valve No. of
and Figure Valve Bolt
Reference Size A B C 0 F F G H J K Hain
112 NPT 3112 1 .9/16 13/4 31/8 1 3/8 3 4
314 19/16 29/16 3 3/8
1 1 3/4 2 13/16 3 7/8
11!4 115/16 211/16 4114
1 1/2 2 3/16 2 7/8 4 3/4V5013A
Fig. 2 & 3 2	 NPT 2 7/16 3-1/4 5 7/8 -.:
2 1/2 Fig. 3-3/4 6 7/16 9112 2.1/2 3A	 1 5 . 1/2 7 4
3 3 1	 2 47/16 6.5/8 11 1 3/8 3/4 3 3/4 6 7 112 4
4 5 1/4 4 .11/16 8 11/16 13 1 7/8 1 1/2 4 314 7.112 9 8
5	 I 5.1/4 55/8 9518 15 17/8 1	 1 . 112 5 7/8 81/2 10 8
6	 Fig. 5 . 1/4 69116 10.11/16 161/2 1 .7/8 1 . 112 6 7/8 9.112 11 8
2 . 1/2 Fig. 3112 4112 67/16 9 112 1 318 314 2 112 3/4 5 112 7 4
3 3 1/2 5-1/4 6.5/8 11 1 3/8 314 3 3/4 6 7 1/2 4
V5013B & C 4 5.1/4 5-7/8 B-11/16 13 1 7/8 1-1/2 4 314 7 1/2 9 8
Fig.4 5 5.1/4 6 1/4 9 5/8 15 1718 1 . 1/2 5 7/8 8 1/2 10 8
6 51/4 71/4 10-11/16 161/2 17/8 1112 6 1 91/2 11 8
8	 Fig. 5 1/8 9 1/4 14 21 3/8 3 1/4 i 8 7/8 11 . 3/4
1
131/2 12
2-1/2 Fig. 3 . 1/1 4-5/8 7 11.112 1 3/8 3/4 2 .1/2 718 5.7/8 7112 4
3 3 1/2 5 1/4 7-1/2 12 1/2 1 3/8 3/4 3 6 5/8 8 1/4 4
V5013D & E 4 5.1/4 7-1/2 9 1/2 14112 1 7/8 1 . 112 4 7-7/8 10 B
Fig.4 5 5-114 8 103/16 16 3/4 1718 1 . 1/2 5 9 1/4 11 8
6 5-1/4 8 1 13/16 18 5/8 1718 1-112 6 7/f 10 5/8 11 112 12
8	 Fig. 51/8 91/4 14.518 223/8 31/4 1	 2 8 1	 1 13 15 12
TABLE 3--VO13A-E DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
REFERENCED IN FIGURES 2,3&4
Valve
I
No. of
and Figure Valve l Bolt
Reference Size A 6 C D E F G H J K Holes
1/2 NPT 90 40 70 79 35 19
3/4 40 65 182
1 44 71 98
1 1/4 49 68 108
V5013A
1	 112 55 I	 73 121
Fig 1 & 3 2	 NPT 62 82 149 ^--
1 112 Fig. 95 163 241 63 19 140 176 4
3 90 113 168 279 35 19 76 19 152 190 4
4 133 119 221 330 48 38 102 19 190 229 8
5 133 143 144 381 48 38 117 22 216 254 8
6	 ► lg. 133 167 171 419 48 38 152 22 241 279 8
2 . 112 Flq. 90 114 163 241 35 19 63 119 140 178 4
3 90 133 168 279 1 35 19 76 19 152 190 4
V5013B & C 4 133 149 221 330 48 38 102 19 190 229 8
Fig.4 5 133 159 244 381 48 38 127 22 116 254 8
6 133 184 271 419 48 38 152 1 141 279 8
8	 Fig 130
90
235
117
356
178
543	 1 81 51 ?03 22 298 343 11
2 112 Fig 292 35 19 63 22 149 190 4
3 90 133 190 317 35 19 16 168 209 4
V5013D & E 4 133 190 141 368 i 48 38 102 I 200 254 8
Fig 4 5 133 203 259 425 48 38 127 235 219 8
6 133 224 184 473 48	 138 152 22 270 317 12
8	 Flg. 130 135 371 568 82 51 203 25 330 381 12
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DIVERTING SERVICE
When a di%(-ting valve is used in a
heating application, with Port A con-
nected to a coil, Part B connected to a
coil bypass, and Port AB connected to
the supply, a fall in temperature at the
controller moves the valve stem up,
opening to Port A and closing to Port
B, incrcasing the (low of hot water
through the coil.
TO
^ aoWTRtxls^e
Typical Operation
MIXING SERVICE
When a mixing valve is used in a
modulating heating application with
Port B connected to a [tot water
boiler, Port A to a boiler bypass, and
Port AB to a load, a fall in tempera-
ture at the controller lifts the stem to
proportionally open Port B and close
Port A increasing temperature of the
water leaving the valve.
TO
r 0 CONTROLLER1
	
FROM 
A	 As
am rR Milo » To
	
iN	 OUT LOAD
• IKt
fR011
NOT WATER
•OILER
STEM UP TO IfOCREASE
HEATINO "TER
TEMPERATURE
FIG. 8—V5013A, 6, & D MIXING VALVE
OPERATION
TO	 A
"I"s ^	 KPPLV
oVr	
• OUT
l	 ^.
TO HEATING
COIL
•YPASti
	 i
STEM UP TO INCREASE
AM()LKT OF
wATIHG WATER
A7#IM^
FIG.9—V5013C & E DIVERTING VALVE
OPERATION
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Example Linkages:
O6o1E100o - 1601b seal-off force.
061BA1024 - 80 lb seal-off force.
061BA1032 - 160 lb. seal-off force.
Letter Use Motor Linkage
Designation Similar to: with Similar to:
E M644A OSIBAIO24
F M644C 0601E1000
G M6348 061SAI032
H M845A 0618AI032
I M845E 0618A1031
J M944A 0618AID24
K M944C O601E1000
L M934A 0618A'132
M M945A 061SAi0;;7
N M945F 0618A1032
0 M7044B 0618AIO24
P M7045 061SA1032
TABLE 4-VALVE/OPERATOR 11SLECTION MATRIX
n 1
G Electric AMment
Twe4'osition Two- Proportional
&Pewmstic
or Floating Position Non- Propordond
Sin Non -Spring Spring Spring Spring Electronic
Basic Volvo (Itsehes) Cv Operator Return Return Return Return Actuators Notes
V5013A 1/2 2.5, 4D A1,C1 A2,C2 81,01 E or G H or I J or L M or .1 0 or P
Three-way 314 6.3
Mixing Volvo 1 10
with Screwed 1.1/4 16
End Connections 1 . 1/2 25
2 40 A1,C1 A2,C2 61,01 E or G H or I J or L M or N 0 or P
V5013B & 0 2.1/2 63 A2,C2 81,01 E J or L
Three-Way 3 100 A2,C2 81,01 E J or L
Mixing Volvo 4 160 A3,C3 F K
Flanged 5 250
A3IC3
I I
End Connections 6 360 F K
(0 Model for 8 600 Industrial Type: 01 . 15 Not recommended for tight clot"". Use pneumatic opener.
High Pressure or 0', -18S
Applications).
V5013C 6 E 2.1/2 63 A2,C2 111,01 E J or L
Three-Way 3 100 A2,C2 61,01 E J or L
Diverting Valve 4 160 A3,C3 F K
Flanged 5 250 A3,C3
End Connections 6 360 A3,C3 F K
(E Model for 8 600 Industrial Type: 01-15 Not recommended for tight close-off. Use pneumatic operator.
High Pressure or 01.18S
Applications).
NOTES:
The MP953A-0 are rolling type diaphragm actuators which
provide proportional control of V5011 valves.
Al -	 MP953A D.A. 5 in. dia. with positioner.
A2 -	 MP953A D.A. 8 in. dig . with positioner.
AS -	 MP953A D.A. 13 in Ji g . with positioner.
81 -	 MP953B R.A. /•1,'8 in. di g . with positioner.
C1 -	 MP953C D.A. 5 in. dra. without positioner.
C2 -	 MP953C D.A. 8 in. dia. without positioner.
C3 -	 MP953C O.A. 13 in. di g . without positioner.
01
•
-	 MP9530R.A.7 . 1/8 in. dig . without posrtioner.
'Not recommended for tight close•olf. Use pneumatic operator.
77-5316
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APPLICATION
For proportional or two-position control of hot or
cold water in coils of heating or cooling systems. Used
for mixing service to direct flow from two inlets to a
amttnon outlet. for general purpose mixing ippli:Jllons
Not for diverting (low from a common inlet to once of
two outlets.
CONSTRUCTION
Three-way mixing, normally )r n to bottum inlet.
Constant total flow througlnxir full plug trawl
Spring-luadcd self-adjusting. Teflon or rubber -% ...  nng
pinking. Operator caa be iutatcd to a%gn air :unnc:trun
with control air piping and can be rcniosc^ without
disturbing adjustments. Operator furnished with tough
wear-resistant Neoprene diaphragm. Small operator
available with silicone diaphragm for high temperature
applications. Diaphragms replaceable. The NIP953A
Operator used in the VP516A Valve Assembly is
furnished with a Gradutrol positive positioning relay.
The start point and operating range are adjustable on the
positioner to provide sequence operation with other
controlled devices. The VP516C assembly is furnished
without the relay.
ASSEMSL1
ASSEMBCi	 BODY	 ^_ 0PER_AT_ O_RR (DtIIECA
MODEL
	
POSITIDNER
VP516A	 Y5613A MPS53A _
	
-^ With '_
vPsl6c --	 —_vSot3A	 _ I1P_95JC___ 	 Without
Valve assemblies shipped asseiritilad.
_
BODY
SIZES: 1 /2 in, through 2 in.. screwed.
NOMINAL BODY RATING: 250 psi bronze.
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS: Constant total now
throughout full plug travei.
SEAT: iop seat in valve body, lower seat in lower inlet.
Integral brass.
•Trsdcmwk
Rev. 11.73
R.F.L	
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Honeywell
ORIGINAI. l'AGF IS
OF
	 QLTALITYi
VP516A R C
THREE-WAY PNLEU .1ATIC
VALVE ASSEMBLIES
I	 i:r.«c.i^^1a Ilk I::'C: R' Rig a
t
0.- . Ti
t-
VP516A with Gradutrol • Rclas
PLUG: Contoured is pr-.)side bricar ;.3tweristi:s.
Brass. Metal-to-metal seating.
CAPACITY See Table 2 for Cv
PACKING: Teflon "S"' ring on 1 . 1 '_ and ::n Valves -
Rubber -V" ring on I'-' to 1 . 1 :n. Valves,
spting-luadcd, self- adjusting:.
LIFT: All sires. 3!4 in.
OPERATOR
C'ON'TROL AIR PRLSSLI RE: 25 psi rnwom:m.
POFITIONER. On VP516A only.
Start point adpistit:c between 3 and ju-;i.
Operating nngc-3, 5, or 10 pa.
SPRING RANGES AVAILABLE 07516C, less
positioner l 2 to 7,4 to 11. or 8 t -) 12 r.
77-5214c...,.•C . o.
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INNER VALVE CONSTRUCTION
	
TWICAL OPERATION
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Fig. 3—VP516A and C Operation.
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VP516E-H
PNEUMATIC VALVE ASSEMBLIES
3-WAY MIXING OR DIVERTING,
2-1/2 IN. TO 8 IN.
;, PPL ICATIO N
For proportional or two-positron .untrol of hot or
cold water in heating of coolure ;.stems. 1%e^! ror
mixing service (VP516E and GI to j ai t one of two
inlets to a common outlet, or for d , scrnr.g (%P51 6F and
H to direct flow from a common rime' to one of two
outlets.
CONSTRUCTION
Three-way mixing, normall y oprr to ports B to AB,
or thrcr-way diverting, normally opc;r to ports AB to A.
Constant total flow throjilror t fo'i plug travel.
Singh-piece body has cage-type inncrvaoe construction
permitting easy service and rc pa r Spring-loaded.
self-adjusting Teflon packing 0, er. ror can he rotated to
align main-air connection with comtro'-air piping and can
be removed without drsturbtrp adrustments The
medium size operator is av:+ , la`,Ic with silicone
diaphragm for high temperature a pplication. Diaphragms
are replaceable.
The SIP953A Operator used in the	 ern thru 6 in.
5'P516F and F Valve Asscml , lie% ;s furmrsheJ with a
Gradutrol • positive-posiuoning	 T'•! start po;nt
and operahnF ran€- r •n the pnsrrrrmr: ar ► adr •.1stable to
prn%ide sequence operation w; '. ; vl or controlled
devices. The VP516G and II As^rrrb c' arc fuinis'ied
without the relay.
R'•SEMBLY
Table 1-VP516E-H Valve A ,.serthl% C•,rrponents.
A%wmbly	 Body	 Opp' —^_ P`(1UOnrr
VPS16C IV50113B d D !dean`
_VF'^1^1 i 5• snl ;r f. i i • ,^rr:-, • •r ^	 --_war"'
VY51hGIV501't' b D NI.-;•'r
VP516N V5013C& E O p en;!, C k!P-t	 %ithoA
a N-ern valves u%e ivre 01 operat^r
BODY
SIZES: Flanged, 2-11=. 3.. 1 . 5, t and R in.
NOMINAL BODY RATINCI 125 psi, B & C models.'250
psi P do E models.
FLOW rHARACTE41STICS Constant total flow
throughout full plug travel Linear each port.
SEATS. Replaceable bronze Bnth seats held in place by
bronze C.2 0­., sealed to body b). rubber 'b" rind.
PLUG. Bronze, metal-to-metal seating, shirt guided
STEM. Stainless steel.
LIFT:
2 . 1 is in. and 3 ern. sizes-3,4 in
4, 5 ar.d 6 ern sizes- l -I •. in
S ern. si:e-2 in
PACKING Sprng loaded, ,elf i Itusting Teton ra_i,,ng.
'Trademark
t	 R: v 11.72	 ._,._.,.77-5256
f!	 D-51
it CC
1•
I	 l
Ia;
A
1
KAAL:' CESTMXTC" ,
r¢sl
r^0e1[^V1[lL 1
U'
^1
OPERATOR
CONTROL AIR PRLSSL I R c
2-1/2 thru 6 In. valves-25 psi max.
8 in valves-50 psi max.
POSITIONFR: On VP516E and F i nin Start point
adjustable between 3 and 10 per, u,.;:4Lna range
ar;:,.ta h le to 3, 5 or I  ps,.
SPRING FZ4NUS AVAILABLE: On VP516G and H
(less po! :.:nee )
2 . 1/2 tot in models:
Med).m A;P953 -2 to 7,4 to 1 I or 8 to 12 psi.
LarFe SIP453-4 to I I psi and 2 to 7 psi only.
8 in mo.­ ',.
01-15 O: erator-3 to Q, 9 to 15, 3 to 15, or 6 tN
3J "'S.
01-1 SS Operator-3 to 15, 9 to 15, 3 to 9, or 6 to
30 psi.
"Ma- a
Fig. 1-Dimensions: 2-1/2 thru t in -left; 8 in Direct Acting -center; 8 in Reverse Acting -right.
Td'• ' !horn oM of VP S 16E-M Vane Asemb n
^
T
 C D
Bud>	 Oprnrp	 I' ^p+ ' ^ P --^ n I sop,,
	
E
	
F
:70 q	 I:S q,	 Z50 pu
II	 its 533
11 314 S )/a
IS 15116 7.1 t2 7.11/16
167;16 I	 11 7.11/!6
171 14 11113116 7-11116
21,2 Mrdlum MIN 53 6-7,iC.	 I	 G I	 : I1	 1.2 L114 13.) a
3 Medium MP953 66 . 51 1.I 	 • r I:	 I r 2 a l /4 N
4 Wirt MP953 All	 :#, 1	 9,	 _	 1 141 13•1r 1113'16	 I	 11-3/4
S L4rgrMP951 0S0	 in,	 °S If, J4 13112 1411,161	 241/4
6 LarSr MP9S3 10.11 -IB (	 17	 1	 r	 If-1:2 10 S 6 13 1/2 19.1'2	 r	 21.116
e DA 0115 14	 a	 11 2239 171^ 3451
nA 01 IPA 241/2 311
RA 01 IS 17112 ?731
R A of 116
—--	
1 I
-0 1;: 4: 7 t
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VF516- a INCH 800 1 [ 5
w.T11 0I - 15 ODEaA1,r
(`uF V' _Kati" , 1
IfA	 •	 vD•ie. 7 - 1 : a4' 3 4Cw
1	 1	
i T
	 1.	 ••	 v. _r C-1 Arco
B^
t 1 ^	 L 	 -
I ?311
 3L11/
1
	
It
	 I	 I	 I
! `G, i 2 AN b	 ^-
t
I^- 	 @C',r i5 SIT 4010 • IKCM
af.' l RITw UlLI GPr.RarOR
1
2
II
b	 ^4 1 {S
I
J
.I	 14 n	 • •	 1	 I
3-rYO L V L U L U • I to I 2O I SC I so SO 1 W	 70	 3-- Mix L I
3 • • OIV. U L U L U L 5	 i5	 2'	 35	 !S	 55	 aS	 3.6 OIV. UCLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATING (PSI)
L I LOiCR SEAT	U • L,DPER SEAT
!	 10	 15	 20	 as	 SO 3.
CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATING (FSi1
i
IOI6-16 'P-?9 3-D VM16- a I%cm a0C'Es
W11" 0 . - 'F. 0"PATOR
• 7 13P7IIf 2
c 9^til1/6^ 7 I
I	 31u1,^I2 ^^^2i ♦ I l ls 7
!^ ^]s 	tl	 r
n .2
1`
I•i 
[24 It	 _ ^ f,:l I l l l! 1 1 I V 1 1 1 1
WINING L U L U L U l V S D e! 20 2530 1 !O lS S0 55 a0
DIVERTI NG U L U L U L V L CLDSE-OK PRESSURE RATING VSII
CLOSE • C F F RATINGS FOR 0101 VALVES IRrTn 01-03
OPERATOa
L • LDwER SEAT
12	 Ill	 3	 -	 t-1-1-
1	 1!	 2
^	 5 1	
- ---•-•
S	 I	 '
1I	
21	
R	 rY_^-
2 3^ 	 J
I7
• 20
	
!	 ^	 ^
n ! 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5L 5 . 4.'YIx1 NG	 L U L V L U L U
DIVERTING
	 U L U L U L U L CLOSE-OFF PRE SSUR[ Ranh;
CLCSE-OFF RATING! FOR GIN. VALVES WrTw DI-15
OPERATOR
U • U►PE R KAY	 If f7M •
Fig 2—Aoseoff Ratings for VP516E through H.
Table 3—Valve Ratings
Valve 'IT ► C.
R.rommen_e:
Maslmum Max. Press.pdferenL71
Pr. -g or Operator Limitation Normal
Llrr:;h-QMac:!%- Maximum
Assembly (In;nes) Pressure (for Close-Off) Tempera'.re Preswre fact r
-p llferenl , a' of ARe-t of Agent
1Yi lit 0
VP516E 3 11Y: See 115 psi V50138 6 C Macl,^ um
lbru / 1600 10 PSI Graphs 24OF Prem-re
VP516H 5 15„ 150 ps, V50130 6 E Dlfferenul
6 ?f,l
8 6Jl
77,5256
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a
INNER VALVE CONSTRUCTION
^
n
A	 I
L
	
A .^	 r ~ y AB
Lf
 ('^	 U
t
e
	
'Pa -.e 	 D rcc -i.z i A	 Dimens,on 6
	
n	 :•1
	
i	 J'.
Fig. 3 - V5013B Three-Way Moung Valve.
TYPICAL OPERATION
VP516E AND G MIXING ( Fig. S)
Norwalk open ports B to AB. An increase in
control-air PrCSSllte moves the plug away from port A.
41J ,kimum control-air pressure closes port B and opens
por. A Furl main pressure available through a Positioner
i%T51hE only  to provide positive valve positioning for
afi Ica I Positioner also allows sequencing
with outer c onirolled devices.
POS , T O f a
	
A
	
001
5.&( ora^
C 'w •Kl nA
► { Y Al
0 A
	
a	 .^
e ^+1Mr•oW i l^ h ^'• J ^ 'Orr•A .•[^ ANC M • C ^f ^ rO N
r r-srw 1
Fig. 5—VP516E and G Mixing Valve Operation.
.a .e Dimension A Dlmens-on 6
S,flir) (Stem up)
^' 1 J `A
Fig. 4-%*5013C Three-Way Diverting Valve.
VIr'S16F AND H DIVERTING (Fig. 6)
Normally c-en ports AB to A. An increase in
control -a;r pressure moves the plug away from port B.
Maximum cor,:.-ol-air pressure closes port A and opens
port B. Full r-_n pressure available through positio ter
(VP516F onl%) .o provide positive valve positioning for
all load conC::: ens. Positioner also allows sequencing
with other controlled devices.
aasn'lowa dal
asw oti.
Ya/1 a•
o.
7v • 	
i^	 •
a111, t n W o +o row
111C :Ar+ 1 0 1.Oa 1 s as TOa
n-am
Fig. 6 —VPS i : F and H Diverting Valve Operation.
A - to
I;
1	 !
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12 ibs . suitable for 1. 2. and 3-story buildings.
Adlus t ment easily made Available in iron or
brass body construction
Fat COry	 Approx.
No. ! S1.71!
 
	 BOJy	 Pressor,	 Ship.Const. I	 Setting	 Wely,hr
12	 4+	 Iron	 1211. s. Li, •I. 	 3 , lbs.87 I Is`	 Brass 1 12 Lbs. Dol.	 3-.A lbs.
Field odlostabte range 8-25 PSI
The same Reducing Valve used In the B&G
Dual Unit. Available only with • wo female con.
nectinns. Brass or von body
I	 I	 F actory	 A pprm
No	 Site	 Body	 Pressure	 Ship.Const.	 Settm.	 WeN•h:
83	 12 Lbs.S}	 Brass	 (5t,.	 l. hs.
FB3	 'Z- I B r ass	 12 Lbs. Del.	 Lbs.
H8	 Iron	 12 Lis. Del.	 3	 L i,s.
F RFi I	 y	 Iron	 12 LL netel	 3	 1 hs
• Field
	
lii,ctoble range H . .'S PSI
P,
 -te, ` plumbing fixtures against excpsivt
iti•e I,	 .ures Factory adlusten for !25 Ibs
in.I!,, ,	 s.,re 45 lbs. , Ip hvery prer,sure Othe•
pit:-,- v' , "- must be 5ptci'ied whr:n ni. • r,ng. All
e • ,r4	 parts brass const r uction built-in
air.:	 extra larf a d'aphraltm
-T-
	 V,	 Stop
 i Approx
Cocsf	 `.etti.g	 W,"rht
% 	 Bra-.%	 4S It, , Uri	 aye Lbs
+,%	 Brass	 4S 1 bs r)rl	 VA I bs
.+ r lusiaLlt• range 25 GO P,l	 -	 ---_
,G working P,essurt- 225 • . M.— Opera Temp
These valves are built to ASME requirements-tested by National Board and labeled with ASME
symbol. They are offered In a wide range of capacities to permit close matching of relief valve
capacity to the boiler load.
B&G ASME Relief Valves are not "pop" type units. Diaphragm operation transmits morro h-wer
during opening and closing of valve and also sear Its spring ch ,imber against possible corrosion.
The valve seats against a lace of EPT rubber wh ch is resilient enough to prevent leakage when
the valve 1s closed. EPT ;unbar is extremely resistant to the effects of high temperatures-age
or Lse will not deform .t
1 he differential between opening and closing pressor- Is unusua l ly low, preventing conditions
under which the boder water might flash Into steam and cause hanhmenng. Under normal oper-
ating conditions. the r rnal expansion In the system lifts the valve lust far enough to discharge
water at a low rate of how. Under emergency conditions, the valve is opened wide to fuli rated
capacity.
Valve Sett i ngT__ Rel ief Valve Catalog Numbe r and Capacity In BTU Per Hour
IS ins	 Na 175 IiTNa.:SC ISS h^75C 15Sl' IS No 480I5TNO 'SOtS ho IOSJ 15 h^ 3370 IS hj 41 CU. IS
_ I SI_'r'n	 1n' 000	 :10 000	 3OG 000	 500	 rM OOr '	 2, SOC'1^'h
391hs	 sunOnd	 No 1 5' ^- N r ?50 t 	No 350 t 	No 440t	 No 750	 N, 1050	 Ni. 3300 t	No 4100t
_	
Sen^nB	 1. ` W,	 "S.) Wo 	 350 . 000	 410 000	 750 WA	 i 050 000	 3 ills OOn 	4 I4i'M
3b U,.	 No I'^ 36 No ?5036 Ne 350-36 he 48C-36 N^ '50 3E No 1050 36 1 No 35JU-36 N, 417036
?Y :M7n	 310,000	 410,000	 540 000	 930 nM + 1.200 1100 	3 8?9,DM	 4 6M 'M
45 Lbs	 No ! 5 45 No ?5015 No 35015 No 48045 Nn '50 . 45 No 1;511 . 95 No 3300-45 No 4190 45
l5. 000	 411 000	 150.000	 640 000	 1 OUL 70r 	1.350 000	 4 Soo DOC	 5 550 GOo
50 1 u,	 Nu 115.50 No 150 20 Nu 35C 50 No 480.50 No 750 5,	 N o I n 50 . 50' No 3306 S ho 4190.50
170 00j;47 7 000	 485 000	 700 L)OO	 I IV (ft1 44 000	 4 90n UOU	 6 Me OW
1 5 Lbs	 I NoI'^S *bNo'5G '5 No 35h; 7 5 tic 480 .15 No "i•l- S N, 105075
_	 350.000	 5M 000	 6'5, p0	 98u 000	 I SiK) ­ 10	 7 070 600 1
141 1'sNo 1 7 5100~No 25-1 100 No 350-I0C No 18U 100 No S011 So 1150 I
100 Di10	 650,00	 860."Ml ^I .' SC OW	 19hNl OW 1 7 %5000
i:'.ltn	 No 175 -CS No ?50 . !'; No 750.125 h,. 480 L'S ho '50 . 125 link 1050 11
_	 500 000	 ' SG o00	 1 0500—	 1 540 OUC	 .' 300 nrk7	 3 01 S OtiO
V,	 Inlet	 4. -^—
	 i, '	 a •
I	
1'	
I	 -
1 tylrn^
---
U_ullrt 	 I'J
kn ^ h j E, Va 'v 	 y	 3'i'h
	
3':	 4	 S	 r S ,	 18	 Ix
slay tVt —
	 —	 -IDs I' in Cln	 4n	 46	 41	 11	 6G	 58	 ___
125 ►sic working Pressure-250 •e Msimum Operating Temperature 	 'Patent No 3.294, 114
STUGNEU-SOLD-SERVICFD EVERYWHERE
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ENGINEER
CONTRACTOR
SUBMITTED BY	 DATE
APPROVED BY
	 DATE
NO.
	
	 SIZE
THRUSH RELIEF VALVE
P4
r 
L~
4	 ` .a.`  ► -,. ,fit. *...
~^^
6^ _•
x.40
v
SAFE, DEPENDABLE PRESSURE RELIEF
r
1	 9@ 9
1111 ^	 ^	 ^ ^	 1.J 1111
AN 1111111v - A
	
1	 r ,
TIME-TESTED THRUSH RELIEF VALVES ARE
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE GREATER CAPACITY AND
MAXIMUM PROTECTION FOR SPACE HEATING
NOT WATER BOILERS AND DOMESTIC HOT
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS. VALVES FEATURE
BRASS SEAT AND A HEAT-RESISTANT, SILICONE
COMPOSITION DISC THAT WILL NOT STICK,
SWELL, WARP OR DISTORT IN ANY WAY. IN
OPERATION, THIS DISC OPENS WIDELY TO
PROVIDE FULL DISCHARGE WHEN THE PRESSURE
SETTING IS REACHED. A SPECIAL COMPOSITION
DIAPHRAGM ACTS AS A POSITIVE GUIDE, AND
ALSO PROTECTS SPRING FROM WATER DAMAGE.
SPECIFY AND INSTALL WITH CONFIDENCE ...
THRUSH RELIEF VALVES ARE DESIGNED AND
BUILT TO COMPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS OF THE
A.S.M.E. CODE.
SIZES AND CAPACET3ES
NO. INLET ANDOUTLET SETTING BTU RATING—+
38 '44" 30 P.S.I. 520,000
138 1" 30 P.S.I. 1,215,00('
100 P S.I. 1,340.000
81 I	 3'4" 125 P 5 1. 1,640.000
150 P.S.I. 1,940,000
125 P.S 1. 3,865,000181 1" 150 P.S.I. 4,560,000
f r
THRUSH Products, Inc.
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HOFFMAN
WATER VENTS
No. 77 WATER VENT
	 No. 79 WATER MAIN	 No. 79 WATER MAIN
Designed to, efficient 	 VENT VALVE	 VENT VALVE
r	 1	 reless.n9 Of a', .n	 I	 Designed for use on high 	 Des gr,ed lot use on hot
t to	 j:^	 I	 hydron,C healing systems.
	 pressure hot or cold *a- 	 or cold Wa'er mains and
aut.h as baseboard	 ter mains and process	 prucess epphrations
rad1alors. COnvaUOr	 applications Cast brats	 lapped at Inp for	 I P S
rad,a^Ors and small 	 body Safetydramco n 	bafefvdrau,Cunneclion
till units	 necnon for discharging	 ford,scharymor3 o,sfurf-
3 ^	 Sizef	 Conn.:	 s^	 moisture entrained in the 	 +	 a^	 •?nlrained oft the vented
Iii straight shank	 venledur Tappedattop 	 Au Built-in Cheek Valve
Max. Offer. Preaa.:	 for'," l P S Built-in	 Size Conn.: •' Iemale -
35 PSIG
	
Check Valve	 male >traighl Shank
Mal Tony.	 i Site Conn.:	 Max.Oper. Pr"s.: 75 PSIr
	
	 .	 shank	 pfessuhst andhydrottahC2311 F
^	 Ma
l
. 
Opel.
Oper.Press.: t50PSl- 	 I	 Messures o' ?00 PSI
will wilhsland hydrustatiC
	 J
~—_^	 preaure•s of 450 PSI 	 1--s*
No.
 790 WATER VALVE	 No. 791 WATER VALVE	 No. 792
Eapt •c pally	 i—o for	 •	 flrslgned for Lbnvettor i	 HIGH PRESSURE
•	 rPm,•vi,gA,•Ir.pncon	 andsmallmains Safety	 !""-'^` ""	 WATER VENT
vnC r "r4 h . es •• hoard arA	 drain connection at lop 	 i A fter	 --^?r .	 t
	
Designed for relsas'nq air
	
S	 wwail • ad^a l ^ nn
	
arr•!v	 for d^scharg,ng moisture	 I	 from hot or cold water1 , .1 n .- net t on at ter•	 entrained in the vented	 j	 mains. hydronK heating andfnl.'p: I.SCh-irgu • grrtc's-	 air Fitting anrf ferrule	 Chmlng systems storage and
4`	 nti ain, •d	 n P	 for . OD hibing Teles- 	 processing tanks biters. con-Wit,l air FtT.•.,t,•nt
	
4j	 cope Siphon .,be	 nor,	 Irdugalpumps Cast iron
i	
In••,,:. r.rr', r•7•,rr,nn
	 I	 Slte Conn.:
h..	 Shan
	 straig ht 	'
? r,• ' ;r	 `•'1 r..	 'k 	 g	 r	
body and COVer, stainleSS
'O r steep ^ntenor
Size Conn.: 	 •• a '+	 Man. Oper. Press.: 50 PSI	 Max. Oper. Preaa.:
250 PSIG
l Mal Oper Press.:11OP"! 	 I	 j
I` 	 T	 I	 Max. Temp.:
--^ 300 F
s	 \ M P T	 My. hNa.:
— H —	 to 350 PSIG
No. S00 AIR VALVE	 No. SSO AIR CHAMBER	 No. 793 DRAIN VALVE
A	 . ., pe .r•rt w.lh	 Primarily designed for use	 "Pr	 To remove wstursutomat,
h..al .n (;'.,•, . Va I v, • de	 on convectors which vetally from compressed air
	
. h ^t v,•n:, -n v'•
	
not prrvided with bull. -m	 --	 tanks air separators. drip
air c nambers or air collet-
	 I	 points and Attar coolers wdh
.^	 .,	 :, 	 )0.1 .:u • 	Lion finings It Is all brass	 minimum air loss Casl iron
•,.	 . Ifl ,„	 ,.,^
Max WatrrPress.	 .nano cnnnerwm tapped	 CoWWagr.
	
Ty'+• ,,	 1'pnrtr;,rl,DnAnapt Ovlded
	
body andCOve ,
 slamess
M,I: • 	''•. ^^'	 a}	 wdr A•1r,unluhP IdeAI	 steel-erior
Site Conn , a „en with the No 500 	 Mir	 hT	 Ma:. Press.:Air Vent
	 Straight	 250 PSIG
it vir lop fist	 t ,• m • r - t00F Ma. temptiun \ dumP, • ,fit rb,r
r. .• :	 L 	 wit	 NY. Preis.
Mas.WeterPress.:f('nPSI	 I	 "`	 to 350 PSIGi• —	 av	 •Max, Steam Press..:) PSI
1	
r. 11 ••d m U'i A 3 It
HOFFMAN SPECIALTY I
1700 West Tenth Street Ind , anspol,s India ns AW22
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORAT,ON
I
.
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BELL & GOSSLTT ITT
Fluid Handling Division
Airtrol Tank Fittings
Model No. ATFL
f
i
N
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MATERIALS.	 1
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL ASTM Spec.
Body Bolts 3 Nuts Steel A-307. Grade B
Cap Cast Iron A-126, Class 8
Gasket Asbestos Commercial
Disc Holder Shaft
Bronze Trimmed Brass B-16
All Iron Steel A - 108, Grade 1020
Pipe Plug
Bronze Trimmed Steel A-108, Grade 1020
All Iron Cdst Iron A-126. Class B
Body Cast Iron A-126. Class 8
Scat Ring Bronze B-62
Disc Nut
Bronze Trimmed Brass B-16
All Iron Steel A-307. Grade B
Disc Nut Pin Stainless Steel A-276, Grade 302
Disc Holder
Bronze Trimmed Bronze B-62
All Iron Malleable Iron A-47. Grade 32510
Disc
Bronze Timirned 2 -8 Bronze B-62
Bronze Trimmed 10 -18 Cast Iron with
Bronze Disc Ring A 126. Class B
All Iron Cast Iron A-126. Class 8
[i.
Fig. 558
Bronze Trimmed. Threaded
Fig. 1258 — All Iron, Threaded
Saes. 2 through 4
k	 i i ► 	 1
/V	 sect onal
Fig. 559
IRON BODY
-	 BRONZE TRIMMED and
All IRON
SWING CHECK VALVES
125 Pound
BOLTED FLANGED CAP
THREADED and FLANGED ENDS
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RATINGS
Threaded Flanged
	2" to 12" 125	 125 psi Saturated Steam
	
200	 200 psi Non-Shock Cold Water,
Oil or Gas
	
14" i 16 1, —	 125 psi Saturated Steam
	
—	 150 psi Non-Shock Cold Water,
Oil or Gat
16"	 —	 ISO psi Non-Shock Cold Water,
Oil or Gas
SPECIFICATIONS
• Fl.inneif r nil V.0vcs ate in accordance with ANSI 818.1
and 816 10
FEATURES
• Renewable Discs
• Renewable Screwed-In Seat Rings in Bronze Trimmed
ORDERING	
v.rlvr's, intenral sisals in All Iron valves
• These valves may be used in horizontal or vertical position;
9 These valves are nurmally carried In stock 	 however, the pressure must be under the disc
Bronze TrIFTImed Flanged
Ficl 1259 - - All Iron. Flanged
Sires. 2 through 18
DIMENSIONS (Inches)
Sin ...........	 ..... 2	 2'/1	 3	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 is
10 _ — —
N/. 9	 11	 1I 1/. 14'h	 I6'11	 17'/r	 21'!.
11 1 h 14	 19 1 /1 24'/t 27'/1	 31	 36	 36
73r: -- — — — — — —
93: : 168 1r 300 460 ;: MS n M3	 1^70 1r 1173 r ,
95 :: 173 r: 300 :' 460 :r 68! r: 9a3 : 1243 :: 1350 r
g+
F ig 558
Fry 1258
Fig 55')
F,q 1259
THE WV K WI LL r.pMPANY	 S INL-L 111:6
M	 ................	 .... 6'/: 7 8
A ...................	 . 5 3'/7 e
0 ........................1 s'/r 9'/1
WEIGHTS
Fig.	 338 ............. 201' 21 11 331:
Fig.	 339..., 33:' 421 : 3211
Fa. 1258. _.	 _ 20 28 11 4011
Fig	 1239...	 _ _ 28 ': 41 " 34 ;1
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IRON BODY
BRONZE TRIMMED and
ALL IRON
SWING CHECK VALVES
;s
_A
4
Fig. 558
Bronze Trimmed, Threaded
Fig. 1258 —All Iron, Threaded
Sizes, 2 through 4
,rl^ ^ VLSI
.i
Sectional
Fig. 559
Bronze Trimmed, Flanged
Fig. 1259 —All Iron, Flanged
Sizes, 2" through 18"
ORDERING
• These valves are normally carried in stock
125 Pound
BOLTED FLANGED CAP
THREADED and FLANGED ENDS
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RATINGS
Threaded Flanged
	
2" to 12" 125	 125 pal Saturated Steam
	
200	 200 pal Non-Shock Cold Water,
Oil or Gas
	
14" i 16" —	 125 psi Saturated Bloom
	
—	 ISO pal Non-Shock Cold Water,
011 or Gas
1s"	 —	 150 psi Non-Shock Co l d Water,
Oil or Gas
I
FEATURES
• Renewable Discs
• Renewable Screwed-In Seat Rings in Bronze Trimmed
valves ; integral seats in All Iron valves
• These vilvPS iiay be used in horizontal or vertical position;
however• the pressure must be under the disc
MATERIALS
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL ASTM Spec.
Body Bolts d Nuts Stee: A-307, Grade B
Cap Cast Iron A-126, Class B
Gasket Asbestos Commercial
Disc Holder Shaft
Bronze Trimmed Brass B-16
All Iron Steel A-108, Grade 1020
Pipe Plug
Bronze Trimmed Steel A-108, Grade 1020
All Iron Cast Iron A. 126, Class B
Body Cast Iron A-126, Class F%
Seat Ring Bronze B-62
Disc Nut
Bronze Trimmed Brass B-16
All Iran Steel A-307, Grade B
Disc Nut Pin Stainless Steel A-276, Grade 302
Dis,. Holder
B ronze Trimmed Bronze B-62
All Iron Malleable Iron A-47, Grade 32510
Disc
Bronze Trimmed 2''-8' • Bronze B-62
Bronze Trimmed 10 -18 Cast Iron with
Bronze Disc Ring A-126, Class 8
All Iron Cast Iron A-126, Class B
SPECIFICATIONS
• Flanged End Valves are in accordance with ANSI 816.1
and B16.10
	
, .a.
	
DIMENSIONS (Inches)
	
'	 si:• ..................... 2	 2'h	 s
M ........................6'/2	 7	 1
A.......................... S	 3'/3	 6
0 ........................1
	 1'/3	 9'/:
WEIGHTS
Fig.
	
Fig 1258 	Fig. 551 .............. 204 21 # 25#
Fig 559
	
Fig. 359 .............. 33 tt 42 4 52 #
	
Fig. 1259
	
Fig. 1254 .............. 20 $1 21 1$ 400
fig. 1259 .............. 280 41 if 54 #
THE WM. POWELL COMPANY — SINCE 1846
♦ 	 6	 1	 10	 12	 14	 16	 11
10 — — — — -- — —
1'/. 9	 11	 12 1/. 14'/h
	 14 1h	 17 1 h 211/.
1 Ph 14	 19 'h 24 1h 27'/> 31	 36	 36
73# — — — — — — —
93 tt 161 tt 300 tt 460 # 613 # 91S # 1270 u 167301
75 tt — -- — — — — —
95 rr 173 # 300 $1460  n 61S # 915 # 12&5# 1350 #
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IRON BODY
BRONZE TRIMMED
and All IRON
SWING CHECK VALVES
Or
Fig. 575
Rrunze Timms, d Threaded
SrzeS. ? tltrccugh 4
,
Fig. 576
Bronri- Irimin--d I Longed
Sores. 2 through 10
r	 ^
^r
iI
ILI
250 Pouna
BOLTED FLANGED CAP
THREADED and FLANGED
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RATINGS
Threaded	 Flanged
250	 250 psi Steam at 450°F
500
	
500 psi Non-Shock Cold Water, Oil or Gas
MATERIALS
DESCRIP TI ON
-
MATERIAL
- -- -i
ASTM Spec
Body BOIS Steel — A 307	 Gr,ed 1, b
Cap Cast Iron A-126	 Giadrr. It
Gasket Asbestos Curnmerclat
Body Nuts Steel A 307. Grade B
Disc Holder Shall
Bronze Trimmed Brass B-16
All Iron Steel A-108 Grade 1020
Pill Plug Gasket Iron Commercial
Pipe Plug
Bronze Trimmed Brass B 16
All Iron Steel A 108 Grade 1620
Disc Holder
Bronzed Trimmed
2 -6 Brass B-124
8	 10 Bronze B-62
All Iran Malleable Iron P•-47. Grade 3^510
Disr	 Nut Pin Stainless Steel A-276 Tyne 307
D- ,^ c	 Nut
Biunzv Trimmed
2	 6 Brass B-16
B	 10 Cast Lon A-126 Grade 8
All Iron Steel A-307 Grade B
Disc
Rtrinze Trimmed
2	 -6 Brass B-124
8	 -10 Cast Iron A-126. Grade B
All Icon Cast Iron A-126 Grade B
Body Cast Iron A-126 Grade B
Seat Ring
Bronze Trimmed Bronze B 62
Fig. 1274
All Iron II.u1ged
Sires 2 through 10
ORDERING
• Ih, tii v.ilvel,ur • 11,nm.rlly t',urwd ui stir k
SPECIFICATIONS
• Flanged End v,ilvus are in accordance with AN51 816 1
and 816 1.
FEATURES
• Renewable DISCS
• Henewable Sciewed•m Seat Rings on Bronze Trimmed
valves irilegial seats on All Iron valves
• V.ilves onim he nslailc(I v. m Iuessure under the disc
DIMENSIONS (Inches)
2	 21 3 4 6 8 10
e ^
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M (IN-milvdl	 9'6	 10/. 11'/• 13 - - -
1	 oil O tfour,yei,	 10 /;	 11,/, 121 b 14 17'h 2 r 24'/tII	 -	 l i l	 4;fiI A	 6'	 7'h 7'/• 1"/,. 10"/,. 11 1 /8 14'8,.Fig	 117'' WEIGHTS
•u f,g	 57S	 40	 55 90 120i' — — -
f1y	 576
	
52	 76 1021'. 160+' 2" : 440" 7601'
► ,q	 1274	 55	 76 1051? 160;1 290 460 ' 760 8
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D_(i1
125 Pound
SCREWED-IN BONNET
THREADED ENDS
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RATINGS
125 psi Saturated Steam
200 psi Non-Shock Cold Wolof, Oil or Gas
MATERIALS
DESC RIPT I ON
Handwheel Nut
Identification PlMe
Handwheel
Stem
PaCting Gland
P, r-king Nut'
Packing
Stuifrng Box"
Bonnet
Body
Wedge
MAT E RIAL
Brass
Aluminum
Aluminum
Silicon Bronze
Blass
Bronze
Graphite Asbestos
Silicon Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
ASTM Spec
B-16
Commercial
Commercial
WPC Alloy #69
B-16
8-62
Commercial
WPC Alloy 069
EI-62
B-62
B-62
'Brass ASTM B-16 for Y. through 1'" valves
"Furnished on Fig. 507
DIMENSIONS (Inch")
Su• /._ !rI /r_ _ s/.
A I t/.
,
?'h. 2'/,.
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........	 ...... 1 1 1. 4'l. Cie W/o
C.. __	 2'/a 2'/8 2'/t 2'/.
0	 ........ T1. ]'1: 1" A& V1-.
1 1'%. 1'/te 2 2111 3
3 311. 31h W/u .P/. S"/u
5'h. A'/. •'/. 7" he 9'1. W/.
WEIGHTS
Fig 500....... 12 All 13 as 101	 11112 248	 3r712 SO	 s06	 1503 22013
Fig 507 ..	 12 of 13 et 1 */1	 1lr12 2r'ill	 3/112 so	 8 r.'6	 1503 22043
BRONZE GATE VALVES
"U.S."
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S•cbunl.l
Fig. 500
Inside Screw Rising Stem
Sizes, 1'• through 3"
1	 wee} '
1	 1
I^
5y ^11U„/^
Fig. 507
Ins,ue Screw Non-Rls-ng Stem
Sizes, ',•' through 3”
SPECIFICATIONS
• Federal Spoclflcatlons WW-V-54, Class A
ORDERING
• These valves are normally carried in stock
• Double Wedges in Rismq Slum valves,
are avallable un special order
FEATURES
• Renewable Solid Wedges
It Integral Seats
It High-Tensile Bronze Alloy Stem
• Solid and Double Wedges, In Rising Stem valves,
are interchangeable
c
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250 Pound
OUTSIDE SCREW RISING STEM
BOLTED FLANGED YOKE-SONNET
THREADED and FLANGE O ENDS
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE RATINGS
Threaded and Flanged
2" to 12"	 250 psi Steam at 450° F
500 psi Non-Shock Cold Water, Oil or Gas
14" and 16" 200 psi Steam at 450' F
400 psi Non-Shock Cold Water, Oil or Gas
MATERIALS
DESCRIPTION MATERIAL ASTM Sper
Slum Bushing Nut M.illeatllu Iron A-4 r, C.r.idc .1':'110
Handwhesl Malleable Iron A-47, Grade 32510
Handwheel Key Steel A-108 Grade 1020
Cep S.rew Steel A-449
Bearing Cap Malleable Iron A41, Grade 32510
Stem Bushing(Black Oxide) Malleable Iron A-47, Grade 32510
Bannet Cast Iron A-126, Grade B
Eyebolt Nuts Stee' A-307, Grade B
Gland Malleable Iron A-47, Grade 32510
Eyebolts Steel A-307, Grade B
Packing Asbestos Commercial
Groov-Pin "'hyl AVA it
Packing Washer ^Aeel A-IU8. Grade 1020
P 
	
P. Bushing
All Iron Steel A-108 Grade 1020
Bronze Trimme± Brass B-16
Yokearm Ear Bolts S Nuts Steel A-307. Grade B
Yokearm Cast Iron A-126, Class B
Yokearm Bolts & Nuts Steel A-307 Grade B
Stem
Bronze Trim 9 -4" Brass 9-124
Bro .ae Trim 6 -16' Bronze B-62
All Iron Steel' A-108 Grade 1020
Gasket Asheslos Commercial
Body Boils 3 Nuts Steel A•307 Grade B
Body Cast Iron A-126. Class B
Seat Rings Bronze B-62
Wedge
Bronze Trim 2' - 3" 9ronze ^B-62
Bronze i	 .m 4 -16' • Cast Iron with Bronze .
Disc Rings A-126 Class 8
All I rnn Cast Iron A-126, Class B
'Nickel P ated
s I
IRON BODY
BRONZE TRIMMED and
ALL IRON GATE VALVES
"MODEL STAR"
Fig. 1796
" Threaded, Bronze Tr;mmed
Fig	 1819
Threaded, All Iron
Sizes 2
	
lhnnldh 4
=_
_ !	 _
4 b
Section4l
Fig. 1797
/ Flanged, Bronze Trimmed
Fig	 1820
Flanged. All Iron
Sizes, 2	 through 16
FEATURES
• Solid Wedges
• Renewable Seat Rings in Bronze Trimmed
valves Integral seats in All Iron valves
renewable seats can oe supplied on order
• High-Tensile Bron ee Stems in Bronze Trimmed
valves. nicke l pl.iled in All Iron valveti ORDERING
• The:,e valves .ire norrn.IUy curled in clock
Yb,r
P
M0 .
DIMENSIONS (Inches)
Sire	 2	 2'/,	 3	 4	 6-1-	 10	 12	 14	 16
M _ 7 8 9 11 -- —
O * _ 8'/1 9'/i 11'/$ 12 I5'/. 16'1: 18 1911. 22 1 /1	 24
16'/7 I9'/. 21 25"/,. 34'/, 41/2 54'/. 62'17 72	 75'/•
V 9 p 10 13 16 22 22 26 26	 26
'	 Inclvdino ' /i." 	 Raised foc•.
Fig. 1796...... 571' 851: 110 1' 173 1, - — -- — —	 --
Fig. 1797 ...... M U 100 1 1 1341: 198 /* 377 1! 635 1 . 940 P 1320 t: 171011 2035 77
r9 1819...... 571! 851 r 110 . 1 175 1: — — — — —	 ---
Fig 1920..-.. 70 1: 103 ,'1 135 11 1981' 377 :; 635 :r 930 1 - 1320 ,*' 1790 ` 2035,'T
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Richard Levin Assoc., Inc.
APPLICATION — Hoffman Extra Large NEMA Type 1 Enclosures
are used to house electrical and electronic controls. They are
designed for installations which do not require the oil-tight and
dust-tight characteristics of Hoffman NEMA Type 12 enclosures.
CONSTRUCTION — These enclosures are made from 14 gauge
steel. Doors have continuous hinges and non-locking handles
with a single point latch. The door can be removed by pulling
the hinge pin. Body stiffeners and door stiffeners are provided
in larger enclosures for extra rigidity. External feet are furnished
fo. mounting. Collar studs are provided for mounting the optional
Panels. PANELS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.
FINISH — The standard finish is pray prime inside and out ever
phosphatized surfaces. Panels are white enamel.
MODIFICATIONS — Hoffman can supply holes, hubs, louvers,
cutouts, special finishes, special materials, special enclosure sizes,
and many other modifications. Consult the factory for prices.
INDUSTRY STANDARDS — These enclosures conform to the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standard
for Type 1 (General Purpose) enclosures.
ACCESSORIES -• STANDARD SIZES
PANELS — Panels must be ordered separately as they are Enclosure •Parse#
not furnished with the enclosures. Panels are 12gauge steel, Catalog Enclosure Size Catalog Panel
KEY-LOCKING LATCH KIT — A key-locking handle can Nu-60 A x B x C Namber Size
be installed in place of the regular handle. 	 The catalog A42N3009 42 x 30 x	 9 76 A42P30 39 x 27
number of the key-locking latch kit is A-L2A, and it is A42N3" 42 r 36 x	 SIX. A -42P36 39 x 33described in Bulletin A-80.
TERMINAL KIT ASSEMBLIES — Bracket assemblies and 2^ -AASN3609 48 x 36 x 9y. AAW26 45 x 33
terminal straps are available for mounting terminal blocks. A42N3011 42 x 30 x 11 %. A42P30 39 x 27
See Bulletin A-30 for details. A42N3611 42 x 36 x 11 k A42P35 39 x 33
MISC. ACCESSORIES — Other accessories include hole A48N36 1 1• 48 x 36 x 11 %. A48P36 45 x 35
seals, touch-up paint, louver ylate kin, and panel support
kits. See Bulletin A410 for details. A-UN3617 48 x 36 x 1 714 A48P36 45 x 33
*Panels must be ordered separately.
do T T IF /. -k f 
k42  '	 X114 %C ^r ' .,'.r; ff
SEE DRAWI N G ON REVERSE SIDE 0
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Honeywell
TWO-POSITION MODELS, P406 AND P606,
ARE USED TO PROVIDE AN ALARM
FUNCTION OR TO OPERATE AS A
SAFETY LIMIT CONTROL ON AN IN-
CREASE OR DECREASE IN PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HIGH AND LOW
SIDE OPERATING PRESSURES.
THE PROPORTIONAL MODEL, P906, IS
USED TO CONTROL A PROPORTIONAL
VALVE THAT MAINTAINS A SELECTED
PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 2
POINTS.
o Adjustable main spring determines the pres-
sure difference at which the instrument op-
erates and against which the difference in the
high and low pressure must act.
• Dust-proof, trouble-free mercury switch.
• Three mounting lugs furnished on each
device to facilitate installation.
o A blank scale is supplied to be marked as
required.
N.J.
R'700-751.012)
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i^	 SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS:
INSTRUMENT
BELLOWS DIFFERENTIAL SWITCHINGBELLOWS OPERATING PRESSURE AT MIDSCALE OF
MODEL PRESSURE (IN PSI) DIFFERENCE PRESSURE ON DECREASEIN PRESSURERANGE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE(IN PSI) RANGE (IN PSI)
MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM
22 in. Hg.
P406A Vacuum 85 0 to	 45 1.5 30 Spst Makes
5 225 0 to	 70 4.0 16
22 in. Hg. 85 0 to
	 45 1.5 30Vacuum
0 20 0 to	 10 12071 bP406B Spst Breaks
sq.in .
2 85 0 to
	
50 1.5 12
5 225 0 to	 70 4.0 16
22 in. Hg. 85 0 to	 45 1.5 30Vacuum
0 5 0 t0	 1 1.5 oz/ 1sq. in. Sprit Makes
0 20 0 to	 10 12 oz/ 6P606A R-B,
sq.in Breaks R-W
2 85 0 to	 50 1.5 12
5 225 0 to	 70 4.0 16
10 350 10 to 300 10.0 50
22 in. Hg. 85 0 t0 45 1.5 30 Vacuum
0 20 0 to	 10 12 ozl 6P906A Proportional
sq.in .
2 85 0 to	 50 1.5 12
5 225 0 to	 70 4.0 16
CONTROL ACTION:	 P606A Closes R-B contacts and opens R-W contacts
P406A—Opens contacts on increase in pressure
	 on decrease in pressure difference.
difference.	 P906A Single pountiometer wiper contacts B on
P406B — Closes contacts on increase in pressure
	 decrease in pressure difference.
difference.	 (ronunucJ on pace 311
ORDERING INFORMATION
WHEN ORDERING REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR COMPLETE ORDERING
SPECIFICATION NUMBER, OR ...
SPECIFY—	 ORDER FROM-
1. MODEL NUMBER	 1. YOUR USUAL SOURCE, OR
_. OPERATING PRESSURE	 t HONEYWELL
1886 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 56422
(IN CANADA—HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED
740 ELLESMERE ROAD
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIOI
INTERNATIONAL SALESAND SERVICE OFFICES
IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD.
D-66
ELECTRICAL RATINGS:
P406 and P606 -Mercury switch ( in amperes).
120V
	 240V
CONTROLLER VOLTAGE FULL LOCKED RESISTIVE HORSE- FULL LOCKED RESISTIVE HORSE-TYPE LOAD ROTOR LOAD PIIWER LOAD ROTOR LOAD POWER
P406A and 8 AC 7.2 43.2 10.0 1/3 4.9 29.4 5.0 1/2DC 2.4 24.0 5.0 1/6 1.2 12.0 2.0 1/6
P606A AC 7.4 44.4 8.0 1/3
I
3.7 22.2 4.0 1/3
DC 2.0 1	 20.0 1	 E - 1	 1.0 1	 10.0 4.0 1	 -
NOTE: 7.2 amp full bad = 1/3 Hp at 120V.
4.9 amp full load = 1/2 Hp at 24OV.
3.6 amp full load = 1/2 Hp at 24OV.
P906-24V ac, 3-wire modulating control; 135 ohm
potentiometer.
INTERNAL SCHEMATICS
	
R ^	 ^ w R
TINA	 P4068	 P606A
	
P9NA
NOTE: ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION OF MOTION ON A
DECREASE IN PRESSURE DIFFERENCE
	 21177A
ADJUSTMENT MEANS: Screw on top of case.
BELLOWS CONNECTION: 1/4 . 18 NPT.
FINISH: Gray.
DIMENSIONS (INCHES):
'• N
1 O ^
1 .7. r.. - V! - T -z 7 ^;?
DINCINCHES
 MOGEL RANGE
1IIJ 1•
I
0-1
A s n I •
Hun
o. o so..m >o^ gr ..rM.
7/1 I .TO W^gnp
QI	 0 1 q, rar.p only
1-DIMENSIONS OF P406, P606, P906 (IN0
" 	 INSTALLATION
, ^	 a•nv • sun
1. hxbd1er aMst,• be a trainrd, uperienced
2. Disconnect poesy supply beyore begtr►aiaq
innallation.	 I
3. Altays conduct a complete checkout when the
lnstansdon is Completed.
MOUNTING
Mount the controller on a surface that is free of
excessive vibration. Level the control using the leveling
pendulum (Fig. 5). This is nommry for proper mercury
switch operation.
When the control is used in steam applications, it
should be mounted above the level of the steam min.
If this cannot be done, provide a trap to prevent con-
dersation from collecting above the control's bellows.
NOTE: To prevent strain on the bellows, use the
proper fittings when connecting the tubing or pipe
to the bellows connections (see Fig. 2). Use care
when running lines so that pipe dope and scale do
not get into the internal lines.
FLEXIBLEO	 STEAM W)SE (2)
IA INCH MINIMUM
1 2 NIPPLE UI
^	 1 4 X 1 2 COUP  IN  121 -
D TUBI
WIRING
CAUTION
Disconnect power supply before beginning installs-
tion to present eleetrW shock and equipment
damage.
All wiring must comply with local electrical codes
and ordinances. See Fig. 3 for typical system hookup.
60-2155-2
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CALIBRATION AND OPERATION
m,,
Because these controllers have such .a wide variety
of applications, they are calibrated on the job with the
system in operation.
IMPORTANT
The device controls the difference between the
pressures exerted upon the 2 bellows, not the
gauge pressure.
1. Connect a pressure gauge with adequate range to
each element assembly.
2. Connect the Pressuretrol and gauges to the pressure
points to be controlled, or use a compressed air supply
to duplicate actual pressures.
3. Turn the instrument differential adjustment screw
and the pressure difference adjustment screw counter-
clockwise 11 (Fig. 5 or 6) until the scale indicators
reach the low (minimum) end of the scale.
NOTE: Do not go beyond the point at which the
linkage begins to show slack.
4. Apply typical operating pressures in sequen,e to
the left and right elements (high and low pressure
sides, respectively). Turn the pressure difference ad
justment screw clockwise /`^ until the mercury
switch just makes or breaks the circuit. This is the
switch action on a decrease in pressure difference.
The proportional Pressuretrol (P906A) must be cali-
brated with the device it operates. The Pressuretrol
is set for the pressure difference between the high
and low pressures on the control.
5. Increase the pressure differential applied to the
Pressuretrol by the amount of instrument differential
desired.
6. Turn the instrument differential adjustment screw
clockwise ' 1 until the mercury switch rotates and
then stops at approximately the horizontal position.
Continue turning the adjustment screw an additional
2 turns.
Manually rotate operating lever clockwise /- x
until the mercury switch makes or breaks the circuit.
Allow the operating lever to slowly return to its
original position. If the mercury remakes or rebreaks
the circuit, turn the differential adjustment screw
clockwise an additional turn. Then repeat the
check with the operating lever.
Tur a the instrument differential adjustment screw
m ._rclockwise / --N until the mercury switch just
makes or breaks the circuit. This is the switch action
on an increase in pressure difference.
IMPORTANT
If the pressure difference set point adjustment is
,It minimum, be certain that there is no slack in
t;,e linkage.
7, Operate the pressures through a typical cycle
checking Pressuretrol operation. Readjust settings If
necessary. If there is any indication of short cycling
or a hunting condition, increase the setting of the
instrument differential adjustment.
8. When the system operates as desired, mark the
settings on the scaleplate.
9. Remove the gauges and connect the Pressuretrol
into the system with the highe, pressure or the left
element and the lower pressure on the right element.
INSTRUMENT
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II -,I. a	 =
LEFT
	
ELEMENT ASSEMBLY	 ,.P(HIGH PRESSURE SIDEI
FIG. 5—INTERNAL VIEW OF THE 2-POSITION
MODEL.
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FIG. 6—INTERNAL VIEW OF THE MODULATING
MODE L.
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8706 Solar Temperature Control
. Modular construction - one basic module provides a variety of solar
control functions.
. Solid state differential amplifier.
. 3 pole switching relay - two N.O. and one N.C. isolated contacts.
. Integral transformer - powers the low voltage control circuit.
. Color-coded leadwires for line voltage connections.
. Exposed terminal strip with screw terminals for low voltage connections.
. Plug-in differential resistors.
. Mounts in any position on a standard 4 x 4 inch j.nction box.
. Interchangeable thermistor sensors.
Form H:^ 2 :. 3-10
Residentia:Jivislo:;
8/9/76
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87406 Solar Temperature Control
APPLICATION
This device, when used with the proper thermistor sensors, is designed
as a module capable of providing a variety of automatic control functions
in the switching of circulating pumps, valves, dampers, motors, and
other accessories used in solar control systems. It has a solid state
differential amplifier with a 3 pole switching relay.
Control functions can be modified by changing the connections of the
differential resistors, setpoint resistors, and thermistor sensors. This
module can be used as a:
1. Differential temperature control
(Relay makes on temperature differential rise)
2. Setpoint temperature control
(Relay makes on temperature rise)
I
3. Setpoint temperature control
(Relay makes on temperature drop)
SPECIFICATIONS
. ELECTRILAL RATINGS
Voltage and frequency - 120V, 60 Hz.
Load Relay Contacts (each pair)
Full Load	 - l0A
Locked Rotor - 60A
Ambient Temperature Range:
Amplifier	 32'F to 150'F
Sensors	 320F to 300'F
. Mounting: Mount on standard 4 x 4 inch junction box.
+	 . Dimensions: See Figure 1 and 2.
Sensors:
MN22423-2015 A Tank Sensor (immersion well type) - for mounting in a
tank or pipe "T". 112" NPT	 with 3"
insertion length. 3 feet of 022 150'C wire.
HN22423-201AA Collector Sensor (surface type) - for mounting on the
surface of the solar collector. A 08
to 010 mounting hole is provided.
6 feet of 022 150 *C wire.
• Power Consumption:
Relay Out - 3.5 watts max.
Relay In - 1.0 watts max.
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SYSTEM SELECTION
R7406A is factory calibrated as a differential temperature control
to provide a relay Pull-in of 18°F and a relay drop out of 3'1'.
Plug-in ri•.istor R D (OFF) is 200,000 ohms, and RD (ON) is 30,000 onus.
The low te-mperature sensor is connected across terminals A-A and the
high temperature sensor across •erminala C-D.
To change either or both differentials, select different values for
the plug:-in resistors Rp (0\) and (OFF). See Fig. 4. (Example of
using the module ar a differential control measuring the difference
in temperature between the solar panel and storage outlet.)
I	 I
R 7 4 6 6 A- TEMP. DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL
I HN22423-101
SENSORS TO CHANCE FACTORY CALIBRATION
LOW 7 SELECT RD	 (C^ SELECT RD (On(TEMP t-^&D--
R
B(OAD RESISTOR oF RESISTOR ° FSTORAGE IN OHMS RIFF IN OHMS C:r F.
C
HIGH
T E'/ P} C	 R D `W.^ 2
150,000
91,000
6
8
D	 (OFF1 200,000 3 68.000 10
150.000 4 43,000 1
30.000 1•j
RELAY PULL-C4
H IG H TEMP.	 > LOW TEMP. 27,000 2U
- 24,000 22
Honeywell
MINNEAPOLIS Mil 55422
f
j FACTORY CAUBRATION. RELAY18 0F_LL-N DRO^ U°	 3 OF
Fib.	 4 - Differential Temperature Control
(`lake on temperature differential increase)
i SOLAR PARE'.. VS. STORAGE OUTLET
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^-	 To change control function and calibration refer to the chart below:
SENSOR RESISTOR ShL}C::r
CONNECTION
Differential
Plug-In Sett •.:,t
SEE
CONTROL FUNCTION FIG. A-B C-D RD (Off) QD (On) A-B C- L'
RA Pb
D111ferential Temp. Control 4 X X X X None None
(Make on temp. differential Low Temp. High Temp.
increase
5
Setpoint Temp. Control 6 None X None X X None
Make on temp. rise 7
i
Setpoint Temp. Control	 8	 X	 None	 None	 X	 None
	
X
(Mak or temp. drop)
Note: The setpoint resistor can be determined for any temperature from Fig. 9
CSX 19614B is an example of the module connected as a setpoint control
for the storage tank inlet calibrated for relay pull-in it 92'F and
diol: out at 90'F.
CSX19614B TEMPERATURE SET POINT CONTROL
STORAGE TANK INLET
TO CHANGE FACTOry CAI.BRATION
A	 RD	 SELECT R	 I SELECT	 RD (ON)
RA	 (ON)	 RESISTOR SET POIN , ° F RESISTOR
	 •F9 RELAYN C"4S DROP-OUT	 N OHMS	 DIFF'
47,600	 80	 Floam	 2
SENSOR C 
°OPEN	
4000	 200,400	 3
87^ ORq^	
D O
	
3Qnm	 150,000	 4
TANG	 93KIINLET 3.3000 97
RELAY PU LAN =	 27000	 101
SET POINT ♦ DFFERENMAI.	
200
	
1108
	 I
Honeywell	 20,400	 114
MINNEAPOLIS, MN. 55422
FACTORY CALIBRAT ION: RAY Ru-N 92 0 F
Fig. 5 Setpoint Control
(!lake on Temp. Rise)
	
110,000	 5
	
100,000	 6
CROFOUT 9 O O F
D-76
J
CSX 19614C is an example of the module connected as a setpoint contrc.'
for the solar pzinel calibritrd for relay pull-in at 92'F and drop- ow
at 90'F.
I^ 	CSX 19614C TEMPERATURE SE T POINT CONTROL!	 SOLAR FANG
10 C-HA Cf FACTORY CALBRATION
I"
RA
RD(ON)
SENSOR
SOLAR
PAISa
RELAY PULL-14
SET PMI T +
0OPENO
::;aneywell
MIN:•.=F. ?OLIS, MN. 55422
^FACTICRY CALIBRATION:
SELECT
	
RD ( ON)
RESISTOR
	 of
N OHMS
	 DFr.
2
3
9.000	 87	 150000	 4	 I
110000	 5
33A00	 97	 100`000	 6
30000
27	 101A00
24,000	 106
22 000	 '.10
20.000	 114
F DROP-Ol1T go *F ---1RELAY ruL-N 9 2
sELFcT R A
RESISTOR SET POINT°F
L4 OHMS 
RIELAY
DROP-OUT
47DW	 80
A-q"	 83
Fig. G
	 i:tpo 4.nt Control
(Make on Temp. Rise)
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:SX 19514D is an example of the module connected as a setpoint control
for determinii,g overtemperature of the solar panel calibrated for relay
pull-in at 220 * F and drop-out at 217°F.
CSX 19614 D- OVER TEMPERATL'?E CONTROL
SOLAR PANEL
TO CHANCE FACTORY CALBRATION
A	 RD SELECT
	 RA SELECT RD (ON)
RA (ON) RESISTOR SET POINT ° F RESISTOR OFB IN OHMS N OHMS DIFF.DROP-OUT
C
x000 207 240= 2
SENSOR Q 2,870 210 150.000 3OPEN
  2,700 212 115,000 aSOLAR
D 2.670 214 901000 5
PANEL 2,550 217 75000 6
RELAY PULL-IN = 2490 218 56,000 81400 220 45.000 10SET PW + DIFFERENTIAL 2,260 223
"toned well 21W 227
MINNEAPOLIS, MN. 55422
FACTORY CALIBRATI ON: 	 ICY RL-v220 ° r DR03"ouT 217 ° F
Fig. 7 Setpoint
(TUke on Temp. Rise)
D- 4-8
CSX 19614E is an c•x, mple of thv m)dulu crnneccc d as a :,:ipoint control
for determiri118 uvertuc:.perature of the solar pan,i cal.brated fur :ela
drop uut at 220'r and pull—in at 217°f.
i
CSX I90I4E - OVER T ENIPF RA uRE CONTROL
.50L.A ,	 r,i.q EL	 j..
I TO CHANGE FACTORY CALI B RAT I GN
I SENSOR ^^^ ^ -- sc^^c •r R 13	 SELECT RD
	
^P A
ot_AR
	 t^p	 riES1^TOR SET POrNT^; RESISTOR i
	 0f
NEL]	 I	 (Co j I ` IN OHMS RELAY DROP-a, IN Ott 111S 	 DIirEPE11T L
	
i^ 2lv 740
	 2 l^	 I 2'f0: 000
I
\_. 	 i	 .cH 90	 2i8	 iso, D OO 	 3	 I
	
R B	 OPt: i	 II	 ,
I	 '	 J	 i 1 2-430  	 220	 ,,	 // 3" Oct 
RELAY P ULL -M =
SET POi,^'I MINUS DIFFERENTI
-iC AEY11 P L
MI NN EAP.1)L13, MIV.	 S5,422
I FACTORY CALIBRATION :
 RELA Y OROP-our Z2D °f POLL -IN 217°` j
fib. 8 SLtpuint
(Maku un Tcmp. Drum)
2.3 70
	
221	 q0, 000
	
S
22 60	 223	 7S, Coo	 !o
Al 00	 227	 56,000	 8
,2000
	 Z31	 y.svuo 	 /0
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^	 I
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WIRING
k 
CAUTION
Disconnect power supply before connecting
wiring to prevent electrical shock or
equipment damage.
All wiring must comply with applicable
codes and ordinances. Leave enough
slack in the wires to permit easy access
to wires in the junction box.
SYSTEM
With the controller unmounted, connect
the lire voltage leads to the appro-
priate S1., LCZ wire leads. Refer to Fig. 10
or covcr ;nsert for proper connections.
Use soiderless connectors to splice leads.
Do not exceed ratings of the control.
I KO IORANWCJL KC`	 BLUE
r-	 r1Q	 ya
I I	 ^^
I	 1 I p	 II	 BLACK
L_ L--__—J
SEWMS
	
120V
LM
Fig. 10 Line Voltage Wiring
S FIZ ORS
Connect low voita`e leads to the sensor y and control terminals as indicated
in Fib. 4 through 3. A shielded 2 wire (4118 to 4122) cable with the shield
grounded at the con:rol is recommended to minimize RF pick-up.
CHECKOUT
1. Disconnect terminal D, short terminals C-D, relay should pull-in.
i:,^t:ove short, relay should d.op-out.
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ON AC WATT TRANSDUCER Pcasr-i
x Xrvfj i dooft Ad
SINGLE PHASE 60 Hz MODELS 
IN '39'Va
MODEL	 FULL SCALE INPUTS
	 OUTPUT CURRENT
NUMBER	 CALIB.	 SENSOR
	
PC5	 VOLTS	 AMPS
	 WATTS	 500101V-	 DRAWING i
	
1	 120	 5	 600	 500W	 —
	
2	 240	 5	 1.2K	 1KW
	 —	 •'
	
3	 480 1
	
5	 2.4K	 2KW	 —
	
10	 120 1	 10	 1.2K	 1KW	 —
	
11	 240	 10	 2.4K	 2KW
	 —	 j
	
12	 480 !	 10	 4.8K	 4KW	 —	 J
	
19	 120	 15	 1.8K	 1.5KW
	 —	 -	 i]
	
20	 240 #	 15	 3.6K	 3KW	 —	 —
	
21	 480	 15	 7.2K	 6KW
	
28	 120	 50	 6K	 5KW	 C	 -	 ^''I^! rr • ;; ^`^
	
29	 240	 50	 12K	 IOKW	 C	 ,,^ ^= N
	
30	 480	 50	 24K	 2OKW	 C	 ^"" 'met
	
35	 120	 100	 12K	 10KW	 C
	
32	 240	 100	 24K	 20 K VV	 C
	
33	 480	 100	 48K	 40KW	 C J ^^
	
31	 120	 200	 24K	 2OKW	 D	 —
	
35	 240	 200	 48K	 40KW	 D 9
	
36	 480	 200	 96K	 8OKW	 D O O
	
37	 720	 400
	
48K	 4OKW	 D	 r=^
	
38	 240	 400	 96K	 8OKW	 D	 MODEL PC5-4	 i
	
39	 480	 400	 192K	 160KW	 D
	
40	 120	 600	 72K	 6OKW	 E	 OSI Watt Transducers util;Ze Hall E f fect multiptiers in order 1
	
41	 240	 600
	
144K	 120KW	 E	 to provide an output which is proportional to the electrical
	
42	 480	 600	 288K	 240KW	 E	 power consurned in single phase or three phase loads orequip mont. The muittpi.ers provide instantaneous multipli
	
43	 120	 1000
	 120K	 10OKW	 E	 cation of the voltage Mmes the current on a continuous basis.
	
44	 240	 1000	 240K	 200 K W	 E
	
45	 480	 1000	 480K	 400KW	 E	 i
The watt Transduce r s are
nd re esp
aiio.n useful in air fast ro
e re
	
46	 120	 2000	 240K	 20OKW	 E	 control, results i onn accuratea pci a o	 s. Theirir tact r•ipo^xsuls n	 porter measurement even when
	
47	 240	 2000	 480K	 40OKW	 E	 distorted or chopped waveforms are present. 	 I
	
48	 480	 2000	 960K	 800 K W	 E
	49	 120	 50	 6K	 5KW	 • W
	 Various c
	
tran id c ondition in g
	
to Permit
and modal
	
t a	 es areprovided inn watt vanWocer models to p r t ease/
sy int
interla or
	
50	 240	 50	 12K	 IOKW	 W	 with circuits where ampli f ied voltage output or current out-
	
51	 480	 50	 24K	 20KW	 •	 W	 put is demrable. In all units the output signal is electrically
	
58	 120	 100	 12K	 1OKW	 W	 isolated from the power lines to provide maximum flexibib
	
59	 240	 100	 24K	 2OKW	 W	 Ity in interfacing with other electricai or electronic circuits.
	
60	 480	 100
	 48K	 40KW	 W	 The unique, f our-quadrant, high-accuracy multiplyi n g prop-
	
67	 120	 200	 24K	 2OKW	 W	 art.es of Hall Effect devices coupled with their demonstrated
	
68	 240	 2t10	 48K	 40KW	 W	 r+li.uilitr i,i riles .:G it-cost a,.^ic.-h to power measure-ment where linearity, repeatahihty, and long life are
	
69	 480	 200	 96K	 8OKW	 W	 Important considerations.
	
76	 120 1 400	 48K	 4QKW	 X
	
77	 240	 4O0
	
96K	 3OKW	 X	 ADJUSTMENTS
	
78	 480	 I	 400	 192K	 1 fiOKW	 X	 ? All PC5 series watt transducers have been calibrated at the
	
85	 120	 I	 600	 72K	 6OKW	 X	 factory to give the correct output at the specified power
	
86	 240	 600	 144K	 120KW	 X	 rating"
	
87	 480	 600	 288K	 24OKW	 X	 Each unit has an overall "CAL" and an optional "ZERO"
	
94	 120	 1000	 120K	 10OKW	 y	 adjustment located on the lid The "CAL" ad ju st ment is set
	
95	 240	 1000
	
240K	 20 KW	 y	 at thin factory and should not be ea i usted unless recalibrationis req uired, The optional "2E RO"" adjustment is provided to
	
96	 480	 1000	 480K	 400KVy	 Y
	103	 120	 j	 1	 120	 100W	 —	 correct for on output cffse; "at .to load condition", withouteffecting the ufioration of the unit.
	
104	 240	 1	 240	 20OW	 —
	
105	 480	 1 ' 480	 500 W	 -
	
106	 120	 2"5	 300	 30OW	
—	 NOTE 1: For chopped waveforms select a modr 1 that coos
	
107	 240	 2.5	 600	 600,111	 —	 not use a currant transformer W X or Y.
	
108	 480	 2.5	 1200	 1200W	 — NOTE 2: 'Indicates 2 turns shim the external iranWucv or
CASE SIZE DRAWING H	 t ransformer window.
0 to 1 milliampere DC output. No external amplifier power requveo
Load 0 to IOK ohms,
0 to 1 milliampere OC output. External amplifier power required.
85 - 135 VAC. at 2 watts. Load 0 to 10K ohms.
0 t^ I rr •, off DC Output. No external amplifier power requi red. Loadgreater than 2K ohms.
0 to 10 volt DC output. F xternal amplifier power req uired. 85 - 1 35
VAC At 2 watt. L oad nreater then 2K ohms.
Filtered output. Ritit' I e reduced LO<l o..,. Load oo output should be
>1 me9 ohm.
OHIO SEMITRONICS, INC.
1205 CHESAPEAKE AVENUE, OVU^BUS, HI 43212	 PHONE 6141486.9561
PIONEER IN SOLID STATE TECHNO G 	 R ENERGY CONVERSION AND POWER MONITORING
Standard units have millivolt output as indicated. Units	 OPTION A
having 0 to I milliampere or 0 to 10 volts are available as
options and are ordered by adding the option letter as a	 OPTION 8
suffix to the standard model number. For example PC5 1 A
has an out put of 61 milliempare for r,(1O innut	 QpTION C
OUTPUT OPTIONS OPTION D
OPT ION F
0SI
Pc"is  i AC WATT TRANSDUCER COSI
3 PHASE 3 WIRE 60Hz MODELS
	 SPECIFICATIONS
I
t
MODEL FULLSCALE INPUTS OUTPUT CURRENT EXTERNAL INPUTNUMBER CALIB. SENSOR SENSOR
PC5- VOLTS AMPS WATTS 100MV- DRAWING REQUIRED VOLTAGE: 0 t 110%f.s.
4 120 5 1.04K 1KW _ _ CURRENT:	 0 to f.s.
5 240 5 2.08K 2KW _ - OVERLOAD (Continuous):
6 480 5 4.16K 4KW - - -Voltage 1.25 X Rating
13 120 10 2.08K 2KW - - -Current:
14 240 10 4.16K 4KW - -
-? X Rating:	 1 Ampere thru 15
15 480 10 8.31K 8KW - - Ampere Models and All Current72 120 15 3.12K 3KW - - T- nsformers Model W. X, Y23 240 15 6.24K 6KW - -
24 480 15 12.51K 12KW - - •-50 X Rating:	 Current Transducer
31 . 2 120 100 20.8 20KW C 2 Mo. els C, D & E
32. 2 240 100 41.6 40KW C 2 BURDEN (Full scale input):33-2 480 100 83.1 80KW C 2
-Voltage 1.25 VA52 120 50 10AK 10KW W •	 2
53 240 50 20.81K [OKW W •	 2 -Current 1.25 VA
54 480 50 41.6K 40KW W •	 2 -Option Amplifier ? Watts
61 120 100 20.81K 20KW W 2 POWER FACTOR RANGE: Unity to62 240 100 41.6K 40KW W 263 480 100 83.1K 8OKW W 2 lead, la	 0.9
70 120 200 41.6K 40KW W 2 FREQUENCY RANGE: 50 to 70H;,
71 240 200 83.1K 8OKW W 2 DIELECTRIC TEST:72 480 200 166K 160KW W 2
79 120 400 83.1K 80KW X 2 (Input/Output/Case): 	 1500 VAC
80 240 400 166K 160KW X 2
81 480 400 332K 320KW X 2
88 120 600 125K 120KW X 2
89 240 600 249K 24OKW X 2 OUTPUT
90 480 600 499K 480V W X 2 OUTPUT LOADING:97 120 1000 208K 20OKW Y 2
98 240 1000 416K 40OKW Y 2 -Base Unit: , 100K ohms
99 480 1000 831K 80OKW Y 2 -Options A & B:	 0-10K ohm;
CASE SIZE DRAWING H -Options C & D: > 2K ohms
-Options F >1 meaOhms
3 PHASE 4 WIRE 60Hz MODELS ADJUSTMENT RANGE: (See Adj. Note)
-Base Unit:	 0 to 110%
MODEL FUL! SCALE IMPUTS OUTPUT CURRENT EXTERNAL --With Options: ! 10% Min.
NUMBER CALIB. SENSOR SENSOR RESPONSE TIME:
PC5- VOLTS AMPS WATTS 150MV• DRAWING REQUIRED
—Base Unit: 	 1 Millisecond
7 120 5 1.80K 1.5KW - - -With Optionv	 250 Milliseconds
8 240 5 3.60K 3KW - - TEMPERATURE EFFECT:	 (-10 to +60'C)
9 480 5 7.2K 6KW - -
16 120 10 3.6K 3KW - - ' 1'l of Reading
17 240 10 7.2K 6KW - - With Options:
	
+ 1%of Reading
18 480 10 14.4K 12KW - -
-0.1°4. FS25 120 15 5.4K 4.5KW - -
26 240 15 10.8K 9KW - - AC COMPONENT AT UNI rY pf
27 480 15 21.61K 18KW - - Base Unit:	 DC with an AC
55 120 50 18K 15KW W '	 3 Component of 200" p to p56 240 50 36K 30KW W •	 3
57 480 50 72K 60KW W •	 3 -W th Option	 DC with an AC
64 120 100 36K 30KW W 3 Component of - 1% FS
65 240 100 72K 60KW W 3
66 480 100 144K 120KW W 3
73 120 200 72K 60KW W 3
74 240 200 144K 120KW W 3 ACCURACY (Including pf Error,75 480 200 288K 240KW W 3 Linearity, Repeatability and82 120 400 144K 120KW X 3
83 240 400 288K 240KW X 3 Initial Set Point) 	 PC5 1	 ihru PC5 48
84 480 400 576K 480KW X 3 PC5 31 2 thru PC5 33 2 	 _ 0 5"	 f.s
91 120 600 216K 180KW X 3
92 240 600 432K 36OKW X 3 PC5 103 thru PC5 10893 480 600 864K 720KW X 3 PC5 49 thru PC5 102	 •0.75'x, Us100 120 1000 360K 300 K W Y 3
101 240 1000 720K 60O K W Y 3
102 480 1000 1.44M 1.2MW Y 3
CASE SIZE DWG. H IBASE UNIT) SEE ATTACHED SHEET FOR WIRING
CASE SIZE DWG. K (WITH OPTION) AND DIMENSION DIAGRAMS
OHIO SEMITRONICS, INC.
PC76-1/107e/7M	 1205 CHESAPEAKE AVENUE, COLU	 OHIO 43212	 PHONE 6141486-8561
PInNFFA 1N Set in STATE TECHNOLOGY F^GY CONVERSION AND POWER MONITORING PiltioMD IM UM
DIRECT CONNECTIONS FOR If
nl
OUTPUT + OUTPUTI+
LINE ( LOAD LINE LOAD
Circuit showing current directly connected
through terminals 3 and I..	 The Voltage USING
	 CURRENT
input	 is applled to to tminals
	 5and b with TRANSFORMERSth. output appearing on tetmitwls 1 and 2.
*Used with Dptlnns B an
	 D only.	 Connect (HIGH
	 CURRENT)
115 vac power to terminals	 .Td
 
12. 115	 vac	 Opt lot,	 li	 or	 D	 to	 tr. ni inal
	 I1	 r	 12
-I'el
'HASE-2 WIRE PC 77-1
^p
1 2
	 3 4 5 6 7	 6 S 10 II 12
OUTPUT 42.
,2 YO t YO IIS
	 VAC
say
CAL42-7 CAEL[
OPT 10 N
B`OR`D`
LINE 11to oolt LOAD
4'Z,
 L AJCq
y
 r t 1
USING	 CURRENT
TRANSDUCERS
,HIGH	 CURRENT)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 15
11 
C, 
Y
J W J Wocac so
OHIO S. tllvlsur s.aw
1
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9101112 1
OUTPUT( 	 L^^115 VAC
OPTION
CABLE	 B' OR `D'
LI
LINE
	
	
AtD B UT LOAD
L2–
USING CURRENT
T RAN SDIJCE R
(SPLI T CORE)
12 34 56784101112
r	 VACL— IISOUTPUT(+_ J I
	 }OPTION111
120 
.LI`	 -fc'
v
LINE N
	 LOAD
120
V "L2`
EDISON SYSTEM
120/240 3 WIRE
For currents a.,ove 15 :amperes use 3: 3G
"urrent transformer Connection dia5ra
%ith 1. snoln in drawing. Used ds neutral
DI RECT CON NECTIONS FOR 3 PHASE -3 WIRE
L
PUT l+—J-1VAC
i
II S
VAC
OPTION
OUT
PUT + Yo Y W 115 VAC
. q. Op . D.14 OPTiON .Q. ()	 {^. s p y CAB LC mla o c OPTION.B.Oq,D.etx	 A,L[LIl LI LI*10 DOT §Lg
L2LOAD	 LINE L 2
a Y CASLC
411—L-01 0
CA[L	 t
LIN LOA 1 1NE
	 L2 0
DOT	 J
L3 L 3 ! 3
Circuit used for balanced or unbalanced
networks b y aIg br.tc3	 .unsning the ll
Cos d praduct	 phuses. USING CURRENT USING CURRENT
eUsed with Options Nand D one. 	 Connect TRANSFORMERS TRANSDUCERS115 vac power to terminals 	 and	 12. (HIGH CURRENT) HIGH CURRENT)
DIRECT	 CONNECT IONS FOR	 3 PHA SE-4 W IRE
.,,.,.,,,,,,..1 q
E I
PC 77.1
CASE SIZE DWG. K	 6 MTG.
HOLE
Y1HOLEG ®m ®s m
^$	 7 B 9 10 II 12I y2 	 I1y 	 ®	 m	 ^	 3 ^2
	
2	 CAL
	
ZERO
-1 A2	 O 3 4 5
	
1 4	 V4	 ®	 ®®
2
^—	 4 %4 — J 	6 ^32
1%4	 4 4^ 	 %4 r	 7 5716
— 5 1/4
	7 13/16
	OVERALL HEIGHT 5 1/8	 OVERALL HEIGHT 47/8
^-- A WINDOW FOR HIGH
^-E	 CURRENT BUS
- --	 D	 B	 LEAD LENGTH	 A.
	 DHES2 q INC
---	 ¢	 H	 1ICiI J Ti HM o u N T I ra G	 ^— B -OLES	 C
CONNECTING
CABLES
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS	 OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
FOR C,DEE	 FOR W.XE Y
OUT-i NE
C
rD
A
2
S ^8
B
-2
4
C
3/47/8
D3/4
- +-
I_%8
E F G H J_ K THICK-N ESS WT.L B. MTGHOLE11
-
1 9/6 7/ 8-1
2
11/2
%
1/41/2 1/4 1 5 11/4 9/641/ 2 15 3^4 1%4
E 4 1/8 5 1	 1/4 2 2 %6 1 3 1/4 7/ 6 7/16, 15 2 1 X6 4W 11/4 3 7^ 5 1/ 3 7/Q _ 1 5/ 2 9/
X 2 1 /4 5 3/4 7 1/8 5 1 /8 _ 1 1/2 3 9^
Y 2 3/4 5 s/4 7 1/ 5% 1	 1/ 2 %4
*r ,LL DIMENSIONS ARE I1'J INCHES
CASE SIZE DWG. H
I
$	 7 8 9 10 II 12
®	 m
I 3/	 CA!	 ZERO
I 	 3 4 5 6T ® ®®®®® (D^o
D-85
WATT TRANSDUCER
ON
APPLICATION:
	
30 3 Wire
VOLTAGE:	 480 VAC
CURRENT:	 0-50 Amperes
OUTPUT:	 1. 00mV do - 40KW
ACCURACY (calibration, linearity, and PF):	 ±1.0% FS
OUTPUT TERMINATION (LOAD,
	
>1 meg ohm
AMPLIFIER POWER:
INPUTS
OVERLOAD
Voltage (continuous : 1.25 X rating
Current(continuous : 2	 X rating
5 sec/hour : 10	 X rating
BURDEN
Voltage (max. at rated input): 1.25 VA
Current (max. at rated input): 1.25 VA
Amplifier: 2.0	 VA
DIELECTRIC TEST
Input/cutput/case: 1500 volts rms
POWER FACTOR RANGE: 0.5 lead to 0.5 lag
FREQUENCY: 50 to 70 Hz
OUTPUT
AD.;USTMENT (accessible from top of case): +10%
RESPONSE: 5 milliseconds
With Option A to D: <400 milliseconds
TEMPERATURE EFFECT (-10°C to +60 0 C): +1%
AC COMPONENT (Without Amplifier): 200% ptp
OUTLINE DRAWING: 	 (on back) Dimensions '
AC Ripple <1.0% FS
D-86
Lead Length -
24 inches
i* I
DIMENSIONS
1/4	 4 3/4
i 4 1/4
i
8®®i®®FEE 9 IT
	
F O 	 7 8 9 10 II IZCAL	 ZERO	 3 5/8"
1 1/2	 O	 O
y
	
0	
1 2 3 4 5 6	
<D
5 1/4
Overall Height 5 1/8"
Mounting Holes 3/16"
#8-32 Terminal Screws
MTG.
SIZE	 A	 B	 C	 D	 HOLES THICInSS WT. (lb.)
P	 1 1/4	 4	 5 1/4	 4	 9/32	 2 3/4	 4
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
D-87
EDISON SYSTEM
120/240 3 WIRE)
OUTPUT{+
12`0
v
LINE
	 N
120
v
')
115 VAC
OPTION
V OR'D'
LOAD
DIRECT CONNECTIONS FOR I PHASE-2 WIRE
M I.
OUTPUT{
LINE (	 I	 )LOADI	 LINE (	 I	 )LOAD
Circuit showing currn'. directly connected	 USING CURRENTthrough terminals J and 4. The vltage
input is applied to terminal. 5 	 I, weth
	
TRANSFORMERStha output appearing on t-m inals 1 end 7,
.Used with Options H and U o 	 Connect	 (HIGH CURRENT)
115 vac power to terminals	 ntd 11.	 115 vac ODtlon It or li to t—Irml ll 	 17
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12
	
G	
2 1^ e
	
OUTPUT`
	
1115 VONAC
	
^-	 ^^^	 OPTI
.OLE
	 GoAiLE 'S'OR'D'
LINE	 RID DOT L OAD
L
USING CURRENT
TRANSDUCERS(HIGH Cl RRENT)
OUTPUT C.
1 2 345 6 7 89101112	 12 34 56769101112
OUTPUT r 	e	 ^t— 115 VAC
`"F	 OPT I ON
cistr	 8' 0R'D'
ll
LINE	 –	 aID ° O1 LOAD
L2
USING CURRENT
TRANSDUCER
(SPLIT CORE)
DIRECT CONNECTIONS FOR 3 PHASE -3 WIRE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12
	
Is
8 9 10 11 1213 15
	
OUT	 115 OUT
14
i
	115 OUTr	 a	 1
PUT	 VAC PUTT+--	 VAC PUT+r c tr c115 VAC
OPTION	
I	
OPTION	 Spy 	 i o	 OPTION
 B'OR'D'	 I	 'B' ORD'	 a!' OR'D'
 ^^K
 CA I.
	LOAD	 L2 LINE LIN L2	 LOADILINE L2 4^^t--D DOT J
LJJ	 L3	 L3
DIRECT	 CONNECTIONS FOR 3 PHASE -4 WIRE
123456769011121314 i234167E9 10 11 12 13–
OUTPUT
l
115	 AC
OPTION
(
–
OUTPUT	 +—_C
•
r	
r	 r 115 VAC
OPTION
LI l'B'OR'D'I LI S' ORb'
L2 L2
LINE	 L3 LOAD LINE LOADL3
N N
I Ircult	 Irr balanced or w1..r Lrm ed 4 -1r,
- tworks.	 nit output	 Ir—	 11	 three USING
	 CURRENT
phases are alae Urui—I lv st_i to obtainle	 otal	 tfue	 parer.	 I.ed rith tp.•ians TRANSFORMERSIt ar^ 1) only.	 Innnect	 II', vac	 p,,uer toterminal.	 It and	 14. (HIGH	 CURRENT)
^8 oaiOHIO e .
CASE SIZE DWG. H
	
CASE SIZE DWG. K	 : MT G.
MOLE
)'16
F101E G. ®	
® 0
	
--	 -
7 89 1011 -
 12	 ^ ^	 7 8 9 10 II 12
I	 3^o	 ®	 ®	 m'	 ®3/	
CAL	 ZERO	 1 2 11/	 CAL	 ZERO	 2
0	 6	 IO 3 4 O
1/4	 1/4	 —
^.---- 4 y4	 —^I	 -- - - -- —62 ^3^
%4	 q 7 4	 —^1	 ^4 	 7 ! 6
5/4	 - --	 - -	 7 13/16-—
OVERALL HEIGHT 5 1/8	 OVERALL HEIGHT 47/8
A --- WINDOW FOR HIGHF'-	 (.11(2111 N1	 Bll
---	 -	 D	 L F A0 i I Nolil	 A	
D?I INCHF:3
C	 J	 F. ---- — B
	 --•^
	
K	
H01
► LIFNGI I N G
	
----- — C	 -- -^
COf1NECTING
CABLES
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS	 OU1 LINE DIMENSIONS
FOR C,D(E
	
FOR W,XE Y
°
u
,F	 Anip B C D F F G H
C	 2
---2 3/4 .1/4 I 718 1I/L I;
D 3 i8 4
5
7/g
1	 I/a
I %e
2
I `^/^
2 %E >?
I cY6. 2 %8
31/a
I%?
'/IE 4 /8
I/4
2 1
3 /B
15 1/4 17 1/8
5 I/ 3
51/B
- -
X
Y 2 . 4 5Y% 77'/A
J
	 K T H'( K wT. MT G
Ni SSl 9 HOL E
I/3 1 5 	 3,/4 9;6 4
1/d- 15	
- 
-1 1^4
/Ifs 15	 24_ 1/64
1 5/c
-
 2 9X
I I/? 3 9/32
•ALL. DIMF N:ION;;	 APF -
 III
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CERTAIN-TEED SNAP-ON FIBER GLASS PIPE INSULATION
7any,na voog An
	
PRODUCT DATA
,Zr 7-
	 Certain-teed sna* onp
ALLOYD INSULATION INC_	 fiber lassP. 0. BOX 14185
	
pipe
	 'on2820 KEENAN AVE.
IVORTHRIDGE BRANCH
DAYTON, OHIO 45414 NOV 3 0 1977
RWwrd Lwin ksoc.. Inc
D-90
1:
CEMIFEED
csc GXuP
i
  -
0r$ Interior conce.ied ha piping
Excellent for i ndust r ia l applicallom
Yes	 what* no vapor barrier is require nRecommenced where weamer•proMing
Jackets alummu rn pr sh".9 metal
Cover ing% are to be he l d applied
On Interior Concea led h01 or cold lines
where flame fes l Cant characiensllce are
req:.jeed when used out of door$ a.•
Yes	 s9difional weatherprOOfing jacket Ile
ret red(NOTE Aluminum foil is applifsd next
to pipe Insuletic^)
yes	 Same as 114me resista nt Jacket wdhthe bell sealing tape See above
3' and 6'
Dep" NO
ng onSize
	
3'	 yes
	
3'	 Yes
Description
Certain-teem Snap'On nipe, -nsulatron Is cnrnpoaed of
extremely fine rttamefer glass fibers hundad logethe ►
with , phenolic resit and ntolefed In tine pot-re st ­ :!ions
Made- with a single Sc;lnt Cerlano-leer) Smip'On spreads
open to receive the pope and snisps quickly In place
Certain-teed Snap'On has all the destrable leatures of
glass The glass fiber will not horn IS not affected by
moisture, will not corrode metals and Is permanent
Cerlaon-teed Snap'On pipe insulation will permit
expansion and contraction of the pipe without cracking
arid It will not shrink Many types of lar-kohl are available
to provide a wide range of applications and
t'equmtnutnts
Benefits
Certain Well Snap'On hat; one r$1 the lowest K'
factors of ar.; general purpose pipe :nsulatlon available
today Its thermal Olic—ficy Is such that for most
Insulation Pubs le!.-,wall fhu:knet.s Is rertuirt-d 1 hal Is why
Cerlaln teed Sn;ll Is more econornu-al for all
applicattnns wllhrn if% Ilvnperaturc range when
crrnpa,edwllhu'herplprint,ul;tUons Theaccompanying
thermal a undue llvlly I harts Illustrate the heat-saving
prupcilw , of ('e rl.tnl Iced Snap'nn pipe Insulation
Specification Compliances
Certain-Iced Snap'(ht Ilbcr pla ss pipe tnselation meets
the folluwlntl Iedetral and military sper.Illcalums
Mild-1-SS68 Form 0 Type III •
 Class 12 or Class 13
MIL-1.223118
ASTM CS47-67
Temperature Limit
Certain -teed Snap'On pipe Insulation is destgnod for
heated piping to 500 F At continuous 500 F Si rvu r• Iho
binder on the Inner third of the thlckne , ; will grarludlly
dissipate but this will not affect the rnsu.atinn
performance The binder In the outer two thereat ry ll
remain Intact and maintain the, strength of Uut iry ulatlOn
Snar)'On with vapor barrier Packets are suitable for
operating temperatures to -20F
Thermal Efficiency
ra• .v, I.	 I •. ,^•.,,, I
w
U 3 K
n inn 7rin liiti
Recommendations for Installing Certain-teed
Snap'On with Sell Sealing FRJ Jacket
1 Make certain FRJ Jacket Is clean
2 Make all cuts and :abrlcations before removing
release paper
3 Make sure to rub hard to assure a positive seal
4 Do not Install when air temperalure Is lower than 35 F
or over 120 F
5 Oo not leave adhesive strip exposed to the air
Adhere self sealing lap immediately after removing
paper backing.
Recommended Jackets--Jackets meet requirements of HH-1-1008 Type
eCeSec. Vasa	 rry^ 9. "nteas N JaeaN	 DeecAMtea	 6MEM Sorrier I WA" De"bral— M
Peet i;—W ale M
ts%WP in flee
/LAIN	 No ls(.ket Smooth glass fiber surface
This jacketing is or laminated conivoucylon
uSinp aluminum tud 6 n b glassrem-
/LAME lofcm,j flitm(- ex:inp(usheng adhesive
RESISTANT and either Mhrte to thick kra paper	 The
JACKET Jarkef is wniknsed to provide a pleasingappearsrx:er Perm rating of less than 0 01
r urmshed with a Ph" ow•rlapp1ng
Ion;	 .udinal Loam and 3'	 wide strips to
sea
	
-fid joints (50 Beach puncture)
? e I as fin tensile suetgtn
/LAME In,% Is(ket is the same as the flame
RESISTANT resistant J acket descrirxd above with aJACKET WITH sell sealing tape
	
i seal the longitudinal
SEL/ SEALING Julrit and self sealing bun strap t o sealTAPE end joints
ALL SERVICE Laminated aluminum bIl glass rewlorcinq ASJ Is apeUhcally designed for all
JACKET (ASJ) an 1 wh	 ahite ki	 paper Penn rating of 0 Ol r5	 3'	 Yes Yes	 hoe cold Of due l temperature pipingBeach puncture) 35lbs fin tensile strength
UNIVERSAL 5avn glass cloth laminated jacket Tough. On all hot cold 0, dual -sarvece piping
GLASS anreutive while finish Noncomb-islible 	 Ycjs Yes	 where appea rance and rated no-CLOTH Perim rating of 0 02 1300 Beach puncture; Combustible fire safety is desued
'CERTAIN TEED PIP( INSULATIONS 	 These are Certain teed fire safety pipe insula tions WhICII hove been tested O n a composite basis (insulation
jacket and Jacket adhesive) i nd meet the fire hazard safety regUeernents of rigid building codes and Government guide specifications
`.	 D-91
Commercial IA tlma) Operating Temperature (F)
all 104 7M ON 041 NO 40 411
1.00 CS 10 1s 1S 20 ?S 2.5
1.n 10 10 15 20 20 2.5 30
1.N t0 15 15 20 25 3n JO
1.20 t0 15 20 25 25 30 35
1.50 10 IS 20 25 30 35 35
ill t5 20 25 25 30 35 40
tN 5 20 25 30 35 40 45
7.00 15 20 2S 30 35 40 45
7.60 15 25 30	 = 35 40 45 SO
4.00 15 25 30 35 40 45 50
4-54 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
11.00 20 25 3.0 40 45 50 55
0.00 20 25 35 40 45 SO 55
7.00 20 30 35 40 45 55 60
0.00 20 30 35 40 50 55 60
000 20 30 35 45 50 55 60
10.00 20 30 4C 45 50 55 65
1t.00 25 30 40 45 50 60 65
14AG 20 30 40 45 50 55 65
10.00 20 30 40 45 50 55 65
11.04 20 30 40 45 50 55 65
?0.0c 20 30 35 45 50 55 60
24.00 20 30 35 40 50 55 60
310M 20 25 35 40 45 SO 55
71.00 15 25 30 35 40 45 50
Fled 25 35 45 SO 60 65 75
Aram	 M F a W% aftfin	 as.7 CI17a1 aftl 04Fa76%IM1	 M's+	 t
Recommended Thicknesses- Heated Piping Insulation
Proctaa (lull tine)
ill 1114e 104
	
m
30 1 0.50	 OS	 10
30 9.75 05 10
35 1.04 OS 10
40 135 10 10
40 1.60 10 15
2.110 10 1 5
50 2J" 10 15
so 3.00 1 0 t 5
55 7.56 1 5 20
55 4.00 15 20
60 4.50 15 20
60 5.00 1 5 2065 1.00 ' 5 20
65 7.00 1 5 2 0
' S
I
6.00 t_ S 2570 5.00 Is 2570 10.00 1 5 25
70 12.00 20 2570 MIN 2G i5
70 16100 20 2510 16.00 20 2510 20.06 1 5 25
65 14" 15 2"
60 10.0. 1 5 20
55 14.00 1 5 20
8 '5 Flat 20 30
Operating TempiFalure (F)T-r-••^••--
7ao N1 Ma an do M j
to 1S 1S 1S 20 20
10 tS 15 20 20 2S
t5 tS 20 20 25 2S
15 20 20 25 25 30
15 20 t0 25 30 30
2G 20 25 30 30 35
20 25 2S 30 3S 35
20 25 30 35 35 40
20 25 30 35 40 40
25 25 30 35 40 45
25 30 35 35 40 45
25 30 35 4G 45 45
2S 30 35 40 4S SO	 1
30 35 35 40 45 SO
31 35 40 45 50 55
30 35 40 45 SO 55
30 35 40 45 $0 5S
30 35 40 45 50 35
30 35 40 45 SO 55
30 35 40 45 s0 55
30 35 40 4S 50 SS
30 35 40 45 5G 55
30 35 40 45 50 50
i2S 30 35 40 45 50
25 30 30 35 40 45	 1
35 s0 50 55 6O 65	 It
Commercial (part time) Operating Temperature (F)
alas . N 2" 2N 704 250 No 450 Ron
050 0.5 10 10 15 15 20 20 20
0.74 05 10 10 15 15 20 20 25
1.04 05 1C 15 1s 20 20 25 25
125 10 10 15 20 20 25 25 32
1.30 10 15 15 20 21 25 30 30
2.04 10 15 20 20 25 30 30 35
2.50 t0 15 20 25 25 30 35 40
Loa 10 15 20 25 30 35 35 40
2.50 15 20 20 25 30 35 40 45
4.00 15 20 25 30 30 35 40 .5
4.50 15 20 25 30 35 40 30 45
3.00 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 SO
6.00 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
7.00 15 25 30 35 40 45 45 50
0.00 15 2S 30 35 40 45 50 55
0.00 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
10.00 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
12.04 20 25 30 35 40 45 SO 55
14.00 10 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
16.00 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 s.5
16.00 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
20.00 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
14.04 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 S5
70.04 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 s0
10.00 15 20 25 30 30 35 40 45
:141 20 30 35 40 50 55 60 65
'Tlurlrnesse:.D3 ar,ng a0ave are econom.c Ml,..nesses under averaao ooe r ahng c Ind
for treated D•Des r e rter,"o tram ECQN I k4m,131 cI Nat'.cw1 Insulat-m Ma^uta.acrers
Utility (lull time) Operating Temperature (F)
61,4 11tH 29@ M, _... ;Sn 400 460 IM
0.50 05 10 1 S 15 20 23 25 25
0.75 10 10 5 20 20 25 25 30
1.00 10 15 15 20 25 25 30 30
1-26 10 15 20 20 25 30 30 35
1.34 10 15 20 25 25 30 35 40
2.00 10 'S 20 25 37 35 35 40
2.80 1.5 20 x+ 25 30 35 40 45
1.00 IS 20 25 30 3S 40 I5 SO
1.5a 15 20 25 30 35 40 4S SO
4.00 15 20 30 35 40 45 45 50
4.110 15 25 30 35 40 45 SO 55
6.oc 15 2S 30 35 40 45 50 SS
1.09 20 25 3C 35 45 50 55 60
7.00 20 25 3S 40 4S 50 St 60
1.00 20 25 35 40 45 SO 55 65
0.00 20 30 35 411 AS 50 60 65
10.00 20 30 35 40 50 55 6C 65
1200 20 30 35 40 50 55 60 GS
1400 20 31 35 40 50 55 60 55
1600 20 30 35 40 50 5s 60 65
110.00 20 SO 35 40 SO 55 60 65
20.00 '0 30 35 40 45 55 60 65
24.00 20 25 35 40 45 50 55 60
7040 20 25 30 is 40 45 50 55
31.00 15 20 30 35 35 40 45 50
Fled 25 35 43 50 53 65 70 75
tan SpecW r or 0, 1 .ons nay *w tan r the use of other 1h,c.nesses Econom ic tmunesse4
4ssoc.aVm
Minimum Nominal Fiber Glass Pipe Insulation Thlc kness Needed to Prevent Condensation
110i~
Gam~
of 74 IF -OF OF	 >t 4 -no OF	 01'	 1111
raw 1a.1) 0.4 cl n.' c) i-17.0 c) I -tI.1 cl 0.4 C)	 I: I cl 1 - 11.0 cl 1 -t1.1 n 011A  n	 n., Cl	 aaq
N 3 14 24 N	 215	 '0 H 14 2H	 9 %t 	 2h	 9 H	 13	 N	 It, ' 	7 i	 S R	 tK	 14 N	 12	 M ti	 M	 1 b	 7 04	 1	 /
10	 t0	 to 10	 t0	 t0 t0	 !O	 !0	 IC to	 10	 10 t0	 t0	 t0	 t0	 IC rn	 to	 b t0	 to	 t0 t0	 t0	 t0	 10	 to	 to	 to	 t0	 to	 toI
3	 20 36 2	 9	 36 1	 2	 6	 30 r	 6	 1 4 9	 3F 1 %	 e	 36 y 44 36 1	 12	 3n 1 1	36	 10 31F	 1 % 	 F	 34	 44	 4%	 34
14	 2	 74 1 04	 2	 3 2	 24	 3	 314 3	 3 14	 4 ' s	t	 N	 %	 I %	 1	 14 1	 1 4	 2 M	 1	 1 `yt
This ch4n rMS de1'e1oW t0 a•d dll . prr -1 and Wren{ m Choos-9 the Dr JDer "Itu'atr . Or• .h . CY nlsS fOr D ' D"W SVS re^s F7'r10 a 1014 ,12 on 21w,fir or u^usua ; prnN" r
^nearest Cens , n teed Gstr.c, Othce Ter•.pe.at;ra Co +,wvorti t • S'9 i4 - V, NOV 3 0 19
------ -`--- - ------------	 Ri:furd Levin	 Irr,
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Sizes and Thicknesses
MULTIPLE LAYERS ONLY
N" Weil TM&- 16' Well TMtb 7 	 Wag Thick lit' Wog Thick	 ]	 Wall Thick ]11'	 16811 Thick ]	 Wall Thick	 2N	 Wall Thick	 ]	 Wall ThickM$a
Pi" IN" Inset IhaA Imul. InsW. Instill Insal- Insu1. Insul,	 InsulIke O.O. Wad O.D. Wall O.D. Wag O.D. War O.D Wag 0.0 we"	 O.D. Well O.D. Wall'	 O.D.	 WAN'	 00'
VIP 84 504 1 90 7b 238 101 288 157 4 W :117 son 2 3:	 5 5b	 Z87	 b 1,;
k' • 1 05 66 238 66 230 91 288 1 4 7 4 fx) 1 07 5 (x) 7 70	 663	 301	 1 t31 ) •' 1 32 52 238 77 288 t 09 350 t F9 4 Stl 2 )? S Sti 26,)	 653	 313	 ' 0
1 Y. •' 1 66 60 288 91 350 9' 350 1 66, 500 194 5 x 248	 C 63	 245	 ' _j
lit" 1 90 48 298 79 350 1 04 400 1 54 500 1 b2 3 56 _ 2 3b	 b 53	 ;83	 7 4713
2" 238 55 350 80 4 OC 1 06 4 50 1 158 -,56 2	 11 b 63 261	 7 b3 3	 1 1 863
24- 288 55 400 80 4 °A 1 05 5 on 1 33 556 t 86	 6 63 236	 7 63 286 8 63
3" 350 48 450 73 500 1 01 5 1 -, 155 663 2 CS I W 255	 8 rot 305 963 Standard section lengths are 3
•	 C 3v7" 400 48 500 I6 5 56 1 29 6 63 1 29 b65 1 79 763 .1 19 	 963 2 79 9634- 450 51 556 1 04 663 104 6 b3 I 'A 7 63 2(1 4 863 254	 963 3 10 10 75 leel AN $Laos beler solid5 44" 500 79 663 79 663 1 29 7 63 1 29 763 1 79 863 285	 10 75 285 10 75 ho•taonial I-) line
5" 75 7 12 75 7 12 100 7 63 1 SO 8 W 200 90 2W	 10 75 3 07 1 1 75 available In 6 toot lengths,
I 6" 663 50 7 63 79 6 19 97 8 6a 1 41 96,3 203 10 IS 2 53	 11 75 3 U3 12 75 unlaced. on reque-t
96 963 153 1075 203 1175 253	 1275 315 1400 Mayrery
102 10 7 5 1 52 1 1 75 232 12 75 2 b5	 1470 3 15 ! 5 1,U
102 it 75 1 52 1275 2 1 4 14W 2E14	 1500 3 14 1600
95 12.5 1'./ 1400 201 1500 257	 16(10 307 17(17
1 1 07 1400 1 57 1"0() 2 07 lb 00 2S?	 1700 307 1800
1 06 15 01) ' % 15 (x) 206 17 00 2 51;	 18 00 306 19 00
1 1433" A- .,as Available In 'gripe) I 1 1 	 2 2 14	 ar„ 1 3 wat th—,A Sses
• 36" Actual Aveilsb* In ra3mal I	 and i'; wall th,, 4n1:S$1 .
i 'A M" 629 1 90 87 237 1 C16 2 BU 143 350 - --
I th" A" 504 1 90 74 238 99 2 88 1 55 400 . C>:, 500
t5 2 38 91 288 1 22 350 1 47 400 t 97 S 00
t" 1't" 62 238 87 2 813 1	 18 350 1 41 400 400 5 00
•	 s 1vt " 1%- 49 238 74 288 1 06 3'A 1 5ti 4 1 10 209 S Sc, Standard section lengths are ]
1^" 60 288 91 3 50 1	 16 00t) 1 66 '.1x3 1 44 5 ;6 teal AN motes below solid
2" 2 ► ° 68 350 93 407 118 4 S to bSb 724 663 horizontal 1- -)lineI	 gLI' 2N" 2Y" 6,3 400 93 4 `)D 93 450 1 41; 5'18 1 99 1• E3 available In 4loo y lengths.
` 3.. 3's" 67 450 92 5 o 120 S!ti 1	 74 663 unlaced, on rellwst
+110 31:" 3%" 67 00 67 500 45 556 t 48 b 63
4" 411" 70 556 70 556 1 13 663 1	 71 763
1 5" 511" 1 23 7 76 1	 7'4 863
6" 61 e" 72 763 72 763 1 22 863 1 U 463
1
' 17 S 01i'; 11N "'1 S
ATLANTA DISTRICT
I' C) N ' . 801.'
1'147 N,. W Ped. hlnv • G-jil
Al .ml.t GA JC)341
4(W 4',1 1 11?
BALTIMORE DISTRICT
47',IV Inl„rll Cuwt
H.Gbntnn^ MI).1W.17
3111 :L 7 : , I it 
r RVICF CE N (ER S
SOUTHEAST
SERVICE CENTER-ATLANTA
','141 N, • a, P1-.0 htf,- Rd
(.ha111!11rr (-iA 11N)0'1
404 4S7 3I'1',
MID-ATLANTIC
SERVICE CENTER-SALTMIOIIE
4 i',6 11,4-1 1. hurl
}!1 ,1471)`,44
CHICAGO DISTRI
WA f.u r w.ly I )nw
Ilr • 1151'11v111, • tl
	 '.'l l ill512 r ):, 1 61:'3
HOUSTON DISTRICT
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FQAMGLAS-an excellent uridergroundFoR CENC " AL LAY:U-r
CONT RACjj !,• ,t^ L F	 ^e ^PMRNTCA,,•piping insulation offering time	 FiTimu. = ^	 _ _^e ^OR ea,,,^t
and money-saving benefits.	 6y---- - -_---
The combin.:tion of high compressive strength and impermeability snake, ! ;0.%MGL.4S Ane r,l tile finr •, .I ul.ulal ",•:
available for miderground piping systems Simply by applying; I'OA\I(.LAS to the pilx , of tul,nit, <c •c tiot, a:e'it I-
iug; it amord:::g to our standard specifications, ct line can be installed via the "direct bul:•ll' method I'l: et i,. inr•ri-k
by first covering the insulated piping with a sand bed, backfill can bc• but directly over the- im, Thi. c t in„n,tte, u. ,!
for concrete tunnels or other costly protective systems. You can c< •en iliSULAc the pilx- sectn,u :J•::• g:e:und %%l " ro
its easy) and lower into trench.
Underground, FOAMGLAS wili retain its constant efficiency bec: itse its All•gl.l.s cells .uc c omp:ctelY r I -,,• cl ,urt'
thus impenne•able. Moisture problems are eliminated. FOA\IGI.AS is not allccted by soil Acid., bcvrug; all gL i.'. It t,
morganic. Even when buried in wet, sandy soil for as long as ten v;ars with t,n maintendnet .sttat.:^esrt, Fl ► \\I
GLAS continues to perform perfectly. Because of its high coml,ressise slrcngth, surfavc LI,,!fjr o. c • l t;t, • it: 11L,Ic,I
piping will not crush or compress FOA\iGL kS.
Pittsburgh Gaming also handles the ncce•s,ary rnateri:cis reyuued till a in,tallatio :t. \i c will 1w !rattly to
send you a complete, detailed application specification for FOA\IGI,.\S 1nder_1 raunc' s ystc•ms N Ill.. for a 1.,1» c.!
FI-141e.
A water sable just below the surface was one deciding factor in the
selection of moisture-proof OAFAGLAS pope insulation on this chilled
water s,stem at Tulane Univers ty. The FOAWGLAS su pported an over-
b­ rden of up to seven feet and it was :.naffectad ter soil moisture
conditions.
Fo,ty-foct lengths of p i pe 	 ahc .e
ground and thin lowered nnt` f ^end -bed - n 610 1 1 feet deep tn•nches.
at Interrat oval B rsiness Mal
	 ip^, S ,^ 	of ' l lam '- SS plan' Figs
ures p roved this techni q ue o	 L;t	 ^,	 r	 i r< '-.SS 'GSt	 Man
the concrete tunnel method
Ri:hard Levja hs-nc. Inc
D-94
Im;er- r;ght?
I -1Inro:rs Con't :r•1
in it!Ital t ng t ttlC•t iv ,#
c,n	 1'rr or
i.•:4	 W-,.,
:a:tn 1
 •t" , 	 w0cy :tip
t;'•P C^fr^;i7rt o f ,•,1 .:^,...n	 5. •'•-.5
' :te' Ql s;nq ar r, t • it 'L :r`JJ a'v l ' IAC k -
e f ,n3 t•,,iienal
Becaus? 1, is a l ! q'ass• : CIaM;;! AS ln-
5uiaho n is Ito! a f lPCtd1 na c r nrr-c,n
a-,ds and Cc • r .. ve. !ht• rr:1 .a' sp^llf^
t l,et aestroy tl.( 	 rs,aacn:g . ► coerlf'y,
and oiler Pi en the n;u'; ' n,^, ^ ytt^na.s
There fore FOMMG: AS '!A 1,1110r, users
do no; worry about c r ,•ti q pe r iodic re-
aiacernIt,`C0V ED
I;i l^ ''ti' 30 i9r7
...	 .3
Tabla 1. Outstanding Properties of FOAMGLAS 0' insulation
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ADsorpwi 01 Inexure
kW reststtnce
	
Ir ph sous tc common .clds and thr,r fjmes, > Cep' _^ydr;;`.'U_0 1 It „ac.
Lkaftrft	 None	 None
Cttrrlbustibii ly --	 Noric^mbuat ble. wdlnotttirrn. ---• - ----------	 ----
COmpouton 	 Pure aless, touMy Inorpnic, ceutains no b idder 	— --- - - ---+-
a
4
L
.fee	 481
compren" strefto,
3war	 100 psi
Density,.w'tep	 8.5/lb/ft'
165 - iw1aees
7.) ki/cm l 	 :apppd w'!h hot
as phalt .,er C24C '2
U:hei ._pp . vgs oil.
vit Oefent va'jes
1's6k91r15 -	 ,10
Dwlensww stabldy 	 Ettcelient
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--	 -	 - --
lmarcaMicicn!
-
IIIf1IIIfl eapeesae	 4.1 tc 10'. °F	 8.3. ! i; ' •
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tempefatule	 459"F
MsfOlrlasaf rlasn.•tti. 	
`---_--- . __._ . - -----•_-- 	 _ .--	 _
ar. ,rr.	 1.5 v 105 ps'	 :^It^ 4 A 1	 ^,:
	
1Sk-.I,	 -	 -
Scnfnv^Mt't l nsl 9a0.s
Itlennal t•• 1dt ct*ih	 50*F:L.36 8w ,n /hr f; - deg F -- i "'C `k5 :c.	 r ; - - -6"7 C : B
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